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1,0      EXECUTIVE   SUMMARY   AND   ANALYSIS

1.i      INTRODUCTION

The  establishment  of  maximum  allowable  wasteloads  which  can
be  discharged  to  rivers  by  municipal  and  industrial  point
source  dischargers  traditionally  has  been  considered  a
fundamental  element  in  water  quality  mangement  planning.
The  wasteload  allocation  process  had  previously  been
applied  in  the  Larimer-Weld  Region  in  the  development  of
the   "Comprehensive  Water  Quality  Management  Plan  -  South
Platte  River  Basin"  by  the  State  of  Colorado.     Establish-
ment  of  maximum  allowable  wasteloads  which  can  be  discharged
to  rivers  and  still  result  in  the  attainment. of  water
quality  standards  essentially  determines  wastewater  treat-
ment  plant  discharge  requirements,  treatment  levels,
and  wastewater  treatment  costs  for  municipal  and \
industrial  dischargers.     The  underlying  assumption  in
this  procedure  is  that  if  treatment  level  requirements
defined  in  the  wasteload  allocation  process  are  achieved,
then  the  water  quality  goals  associated  with  in-stream
standards  will  also  be  achieved.    The  validity  of  this
assumption  is  analyzed  in  Section  1.4  of  this  Chapter.
Regardless  of  validity,   establishment  of  maximum  allow-
able  wasteloads  through  the  wasteload  allocation  process
is  a  fundamental  requirement    of  208  Planning,  and  it  is
with  this  objective  that  this  effort  was  carried  out.

The  wasteload  allocation  process  was  facilitated  by  appli-
cation  of  a  computerized  water  quality  model  of  streams
in  the  region.     The  model,  Pioneer  I,  was  originally
developed  under  contract  to  the  Environmental  Protection
Agency  in  the  early  1970's.     The  model  is  described  in
Chapter  2  entitled,   ''Water  Quality  Modeling."     Holirever,
to  insure  reasonable  levels  of  accuracy  in  the  application
to  the  208  Program,   additional  water  quality  and  hydrologic
data  were  collected  and  incorporated  into  the  modeling
process.     This  effort  is  described  in  Chapter  3,   "Hydrology,"
and  Chapter  4,   ''Model  Recalibration."     Following  the
recalibration  effort,   the  wasteload  allocation  procedure
was  implemented.     The  results  of  the  wasteload  allocations
are  described  in  Chapter  5  and  summarized  in  section  1.3.4.

i.2      APPROACH   T0   THE   PROJECT

There  are  a  number  of  subtleties  and  intricacies  involved
in  t.he  wasteload  allocationprocedure.      This  section
describes  the  approach  that  was  taken  in  developing  wasteL
load  allocations  for  municipal  and  industrial  dischargers.

1.2.i     ¥±_p±g±_pal   _a_nq_  |p9L±s._trial   Discharges_.

All  municipal  and  industrial  point  source  discharges  having
NPDES  permits  were  incorporated  into  the  water  quality  model.
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Existing  wasteloads,  both  in  terms  of  volume  and  quality
have  previously  been  defined  in  the  report  entitled,"Interim  Report  No.   6,  Municipal  and  Industrial  Point
Source  Analysis,"  Toups  Corporation,   May  1977.     Data  on
the  quality  of  municipal  and  industrial  point  source
discharges  was  taken  from  existing  NPDES  permits  or  the
sampling  program  conducted  as  part  of  208  Plan  development.
Appendix  a  provides  a  synopsis  of  pertinent  information
concerning  municipal  and  industrial  dischargers  in  the
region,  including  location  maps  for  all  point  source
discharges,  characteristics  of  existing  discharges  in
terms  of  quality,   and  projected  discharge  levels  for
municipali.ties.     Industrial  discharge  volumes  were  assumed
to  remain  constant  through  the  planning  period.     Chapter
5  of  this  report  entitled,   ''Wasteload  Allocations  for
Existing  and  Future  Conditions, "  provides  the  results
of  the  allocation  process  for  major  municipal  and  industrial
discharges  impacting  water  quality  standards  for  those
constituents  allocated.    Many  industrial  discharge  per-
mits,  such  as  those  issued  to  gravel  pit  operations,  had
no  effect  on  the  wasteload  allocation  process  and  are  not
presented  in  Chapter  5.     However,   all  municipal  and  indus-
trial  discharges  were  incorporated  into  the  water  quality
model ,

1.2.2     Water  Qualit Standards

Water  quality  standards  and  classifications  presently  in
ef feat  in  the  Larimer-Weld  Region  were  used  as  the  basis
for  the  wasteload  allocation  process.    Essentially,

:::3t::=e:t::g:r;ns:::=:?i::da::LC:::::::e€na:h:I;I:i:;t
area,   including  the  South  Platte,   St.  Vrain,  Big  Thompson,

:::£:r::s?°ufr:Lm£::: ::a:::::::La:n:2£i::o¥:::iw::::icai
constituents  are  included  in  the  classifications  and  stan-
dards  for  these  beneficial  uses;  however,   the  model  recali-
bration  process  indicated  that  the  Pioneer  I  Model  was
limited  in  the  number  of  constituents  which  could  actually
be  incorporated  into  the  allocation  process.    This  results
from  two  factors:     i)   computational -limitations  of  the
model  and  2)   inadequate  data  base  to  support  allocation  of
some  constituents.    As  a  result,  the  wasteload  allocation
process  was  limited  to  defining  levels  for  dissolved  oxygen
and  ammonia.     These  constituents  are  critical  for  mainte-

i;:!j¥i;;:¥:::::i;::i¥h:a;siiI::::!i:i::¥:::i!;:ii::::in



by  the  State  of  Colorado  and  the  Environmental  Protection
Agency  as  the  maximum  allowable  limit  for  this  constituent
(Engineering  Consultants-Toups   1975).     Values   in  excess  of
this  are  considered  to  be  toxic  to  aquatic  life   (Willingham
1976) .     Any  discharger  causing  a  dissolved  oxygen  concen-
tration  in  a  stream  of  less  than  the  limits  mentioned
above  or  greater  than  i.5  mg/i  was  required  to  go  to  a
higher  level  of  waste  treatment  in  order  to  meet  stream
standards.    This  criteria  was  strictly  applied  in  accordance
with  present  rules  and  regulations  promulgated  by  the
Colorado  Water  Quality  Control  Commission.

I.2.3    Treatment  Level  Definitions

Treatment  level  requirements  for  municipal  and  industrial
dischargers  were  defined  at  three  levels  of  treatment  -
secondary  treatment,  tertiary  treatment,   and  advanced
waste  treatment.    Associated  discharge  qualities  of  these
three  levels  of  treatment  are  shown  in  Table  i.2.3-A

TABLE   i.2.3-A      LEVELS   OF   TREATMENT   APPLIED   TO   MEET   WATER
QUALITY   STANDARDS

:,:;i
30.0

20.0

10.0

rmonia DO
mg/I                mg_/|

15.                        2.0

3.0                      2.0

i.5                   2.0

Treatment  Level

Secondary

Tertiary

Advanced

Violation  of  either  the  dissolved  oxygen  or  ammonia
standards  would  cause  municipal  and  industrial  dischargers
to  go  to  the  next  higher  level  of  treatment.     In  a  number
of  cases,   the  ammonia  standard  was  violated  and  dissolved
oxygen  standard  was  not  violated;  however,   reduction  of
BOD  levels  is  considered  necessary  from  a  practical  stand-
point  in  order  to  reduce  ammonia  concentrations  in  e.f f luent
discharges .

i.2.4     Waste  Load Projections

The  waste  load  projections  used  to  develop  year  2000  waste
load  allocations  are  based  on  the   ''208   Recommended  Land
Use  Plan."    Other  alternative  land  use  plans  were  developed
in  the  208  Planning  process  which  featured  both  higher  and
lower  levels  of  urban  growth  in  the  region.     Sensitivity
analyses  were  conducted  using  the  extreme  variations  in
urban  growth  projections.     The  sensitivity  analyses  indicated
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that  extreme  low  f low  conditions  existing  on  the  Cache
la  Poudre  River  and  Big  Thompson  River  virtually  nullify
the  differences  in  water  quality  impacts  of  any  reasonable
range  of  land  use  alternatives  for  the  year  2000.
Regardless  of  which  level  of  urban  growth  is  achieved,
major  dischargers  would  be  required  to  provide  the. same
level  of  treatment  to  meet  existing water  quality  standards
The  only  exceptions  to  this  would  be  the  Windsor  and
Kodak  dischargers.   Under  the  low  urban  growth  projection,
Windsor  and  Kodak  would  be  required  to  provide  tertiary
rather  than  advanced  waste  treatment  in  the  year  2000.

i.2.5       Permit  Re uirements

Permit  requirements  for  all  municipal  and  industrial
discharges  have  not  been  specified  in  this  report.
Specification  of  permit  requirements  is  dependent  upon
stream  classifications  that  will  be  recommended  and  adopt-
ed  as  part  of  the  208  Planning  process.     Permit  require-

wmiednetsTewc±hLnLicbaeirsetcr°aTeegnideesdf±onrtAhcehireevpi°nrgtNeantti±otnLaeid'w:tAerreaQ-uaiity
Goals  in  Larimer  and  Weld  Counties,   Colorado" (Interim  WQMP
report  No.   21) .   That  report  includes  tentative  recommended
stream  classifications  for  the  region.
i. 3             SUMMARY

The  wasteload  allocation  effort  involved  four  elements:
water  quality  modeling,  hydrology,  model  recalibration,
and  wasteload  allocations.     These  constitute  Chapters
2  through  5  of  this  report.     Brief  summaries  of  each
Chapter  are  provided  below.

i.3.i      Water  Qualit Modelin

In  order  to  facilitate  water  quality  management  planning
in  the  South  Platte  River  Basin,   the  U.S.   Environmental
Protection  Agency   (EPA)   funded  the  development  of  a  com-
puterized  water  quality  model  of`  the  South  Platte  River
and  its  major  tributaries  from  its  head  waters  in  Colorado
to  its  confluence  with  the  North  Platte  River  in  Nebraska.
In  general,   the  reliability  of  Pioneer  I  was  weakened
by  a  paucity  of  field  data  gathered  for  the  initial  calibra-
tion.     Therefore,   a  program  was  implemented  as  part  of  the
208  Planning  process  to  increase  the  accuracy  of  the  model
both  in  terms  of  hydrologic  and  water  quality  characteris-
tics.     Specific  tasks  included  in  the  model  upgrading  were:



1.     Review  and  application  of  Water  Commissioner's
information  on  the  location  and  quantities  of
stream  diversions  and  return  flows;

2.     The  updating  and  application  of  water  quality
information  on  municipal  and  industrial  dis-
chargers  in  the  study  area;

3.     Water  quality  sampling  of  municipal  and  industrial
and  agricultural  dischargers;

4.     Water  quality  sampling  along  critical  stream
segments  above  and  below  major  municipal  and
industrial  point  source  dischargers  and  major
nonpoint  source  dischargers.

To  allow  for  more  accurate  presentation  of  the.  stream
system  in  the  study  area,  the  model  was  restructured  to
eliminate  any  stream  not  directly  contributing  to  the
two-county  region.     This  included  all  streams  south  of
the  City  of  Brighton  near  the  Weld-Adams  County  line  and
easterly  of  the  Weld-Morgan  County  line.     Major  emphasis
was  placed  on  four  significant  streams  in  the  study  area:
South  Platte  River,   Big  Thompson  River,   Little  Thompson
River,   and  Cache  la  Poudre  River.     A  number  of  computational
reaches  on  these  streams  was  more  than  doubled  over  the
number  in  the  original  Pioneer  I  Model,  thereby  greatly
increasing  the  model's  accuracy  in  simulating  hydrologic
and  water  quality  conditions  in  those  streams.     Smaller
tributary  streams  in  the  model  were  not  f urther  modif led
since  wasteloads  Eo  those  streams  are  of  lesser  signifi-
cance  to  water  quality  management  in  the  study  area;
however,   coefficients  effecting  water  quality  calculations
were  modified  to  reflect  knowledge  gained  in  the  analysis
of  the  significant  streams  listed  above.

1. 3.2       Hydrology

The  natural  character  of  streams  in  the  Larimer-Weld
Region  has  been  subject  to  extensive  physical  modifica-
tion  by  man.     For  over  a  century,  water  resource  development
activities  have  resulted  in  the  evolution  of  complex  systems
of  transmountain  diversions,  reservoirs,  canals,  pipelines,
in-stream  diversion  structures,   and  ditches.     Table  1.3.2-A
summarizes  the  number  of  diversion  structures  which  divert
water  from  major  rivers  within  the  two-county  area.
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TABLE      1. 3.2-A         DIVERSIONS   -LARIMER-WELD   REGION

STRE"
NUMBER   OF

DIVERSIONS
(a)

RIVER
MILES

(b)

Cache  la  Poudre

Big  Thompson

Little  Thompson

St.   Vrain

South  Platte

27

15

9

2

20

62

36

24

15

73

(a)     Within  Larimer  and  Weld  Counties.
(b)     Point  of  first  up-stream  diversion  to  river  mouth

or  Weld  County  Line.

In  the  mountainous  areas  of  the  region,   stream  flows
are  maintained  throughout  the  year  in  most  areas.     In
the  plains  area  of  the  Larimer-Weld  region,   as  in  much
of  the  arid  west,   low-flows  are  characteristically  no
flows.     Intense  modification  and  management  of  the
hydrologic  regime  to  conserve,   extend,   and  optimize
available  water  supplies  renders  the  "seven-day,   ten
year  low-flow"  criteria  meaningless  in  the  plains  area.
However,   low-flow  hydrology  was  investigated  extensively
to  determine  the  volume  of  the  receiving  water  available
to  accommodate  point  source  discharges  under  low-flow.
conditions.     Hydrologic  balances  characteristic    of
temperate  or  warm  months  were  computed  to  identify
seasonal  impacts  on  water  quantity.     The  period  of
May  through  September  was  selected  for  analysis  because
of  the  governing  influence  in-stream  temperature  has  on
ammonia  toxicity,   a  major  water  quality  parament  effect-
ing  fish  and  other  aquatic  life.

During  the  irrigation  season,   flows  in  the  Cache  la  Poudre
River  may  be  exhausted  down-stream  from  at  least  11  diver-
sion  points.     Diversions  and  return  flows  have  a  significant
impact  on  water  quality  in  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.
Below  the  Fort  Collins  No.   2  Wastewater  Treatment  Plant,



river  flows  generally  consist  entirely  of  irrigation
return  flows  and  municipal  and  industrial  dischargers
during  the  irrigation  season.    The  hydrologic  analysis
indicated  that  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River  is  dried  up
at  least  six  points  between  Fort  Collins  No.   2  Plant
discharge  and  the  mouth  of  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.  ,
Diversions  significantly  impact  water  quality  in  the
Poudre.     Waste  discharges  from  a  number  of  municipal
and  industrial  plants  are  diverted  out  of  the  stream
at  some  point.

Diversion  structures  from  the  Big  Thompson  River  may
dry  up  the  river  at  at  least  five  points  between  the
mouth  of  the  Canyon  and  the  mouth  of  the  river.     Irri-
gation  return  flows  contribute  significantly  to  the
total  f low  in  the  Big  Thompson  below  the  mouth  of  the
Canyon.     St.   Vrain  Creek  is  sustained  heavily  by  irri-
gation  return  flows.    Accretions  to  the  river  between
Interstate  25  and  the  mouth  are  approximately  100  cfs
or  4  cfs  per  mile.     Point  source  dischargers  are  respon-
sible  for  less  than  5  cfs  of  the  total  flow  in  the  St.
Vrain  River.

The  South  Platte  River  is  characterized  by  extreme
variations  in  flows  during  the  irrigation  season.     Flows
in  the  Platte  vary  from  150  cfs  to  zero  as  the  river
flows  through  Weld  County.     The  Platte  is  dried  up
at  three  locations  within  Weld  County.

1. 3. 3       Model  Recalibration

The  Pioneer  I  Model  was  recalibrated  for  critical  segments
of  the  two-county  area  to  increase  the  model's  accuracy.
Tasks  performed  as  part  of  the  recalibration  included:
review  and  application  of  information  on  the  location
and  quantification  of  stream  diversions  and  return  flows,
application  of  water  quality  information  on  municipal
and  industrial  discharges,   application  of  water  quality
data  collected  in  sampling  programs  along  critical  stream
segments,   and  sensitivity  analyses  to  revise  model  compu-
tations  to  match  as  closely  as  possible  real  world  phenomena
Recalibration  efforts  were  limited  to  three  critical  rivers
in  the  study  area,   i.e.,   the  Cache  la  Poudre,   Big  Thompson,
and  Little  Thompson.     Based  on  information  gained  from
the  recalibration  effort  on  these  streams,  coefficients
were  adjusted  on  other  streams  in  the  region  to  better
reflect  the  nature  of  these  streams.     Streams  selected
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for  recalibration  were  those  most  affected  by  municipal
and  industrial  point  source  discharges.     The  recalibra-
tion  of  Pioneer  I   for  the  Cache  la  Poudre,   Big  Thompson,
and  Little  Thompson  Rivers  was  performed  following  a
basic  procedure  algorhythm  :     i)     hydrologic  data  on
stream  flows,   stream  diversions,   in-flows,  return  flows,
and  discharges  previously  characterized  for  the  sampling/
modeling  period  were  utilized  as  f ixed  input  to  the
model.     2)   Water  quality  of  each  return  flow,   discharge,
and  head  water  flow  of  each  river  was  characterized
either  from  data  collected  during  the  sampling  program,
or  from  other  analysis  and  utilized  as  fixed  input  to
the  model.     3)   Model  output  obtained  by  utilizing  a
given  set  of  water  quality  coef ficients  was  then  com-
pared  with  f ield  data  of  actual  stream  conditions  obtained
during  the  sampling  program.     4)   Water  quality  coefficients
were  then  adjusted  within  the  predetermined  allowable
range  of  values  defined  in  Chapter  2  and  result  of  model
output  rechecked  with  the  field  data.     5)   The  coefficients
were  continually  adjusted  until  the  model  output  which
most  closely  matched  the  field  data  was  obtained.

On  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River,   the  model  recalibration
resulted  in  reasonably  accurate  computations  of  levels
of  dissolved  oxygen,   BOD,   ammonia,   nitrates,   and  total
dissolved  solids;   however,   fecal  coliforms  were  not
accurately  modeled  by  the  Pioneer  I.     On  the  Big  Thompson
River,   a  reasonably  accurate  correlation  of    model
output  and  f.ield  data  was  achieved  with  the  exception
of  fecal  coliforms  and  total  dissolved  solids.     On  the
Little  Thompson  River,   reasonable  results  were  achieved
in  the  recalibration  effort,  with  the  exception  of  fecal
coliforms.

Some  discrepancies  occurred  in  model  recalibration.     No
ammonia  was  found  in-stream  below  Loveland  Plant  No.   i
and  2  dischargers,even  though  these  plants  were  discharging
ammonia  at  levels  of  approximately  8  mg/i  and  12  mg/i.
Dissolved  oxygen  levels  were  found  to  increase  on  the
Little  Thompson  River  below  Great  Western  in  Johnstown.
Discharges  and  no  detectable  oxygen  sag  occurred  as  a
result  of  BOD  loading  at  these  locations  as  was  to  be
expected.    Results  of  the  fecal  coliform  recalibration
indicated  that  Pioneer  I  could  not  adequately  ref lect
actual  levels  of  fecal  coliform  in  the  streams.



i.3.4       Allocation  of  Existin and  Future  Wasteloads

The  wasteload  allocation  procedure  was  carried  out  under
a  variety  of  conditions  which  are  described  in  Chapter  5.
Water  quality  impacts  of  municipal  and  industrial ,``dischargers
are  extremely  sensitive  to  volume  of  f low  in-stream  at
the  point  of  discharge.     As  indicated  in  the  hydrology
section,   stream    flows  are  extremely  low  to  zero  in  the
Cache  la  Poudre  River  and  the  Big  Thompson  River  which
receives  most  of  the  effluent  discharged  by  municipalities
and  industries  in  the  region.       Table  i.3.4-A  indicates
level  of  treatment  necessary  to  meet  present  water  quality
standards  on  streams  in  the  region  by  major  municipal  and
industrial  dischargers  impactir}g  water  quality,  based  on
existing  discharge  rates  and  strict  application  of  water
quality  standards.
All  major  discharges  in  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River  would
be  required  to  provide  tertiary  or  advanced  waste  treat-
ment  to  meet  water  quality  standards  with  existing  flows.
Loveland  No.   2  and  Great  Western-Loveland  would  be  required
to  provide  tertiary  treatment,  and  the  Erie  Water  and
Sanitation  District  would  be  required  to  provide  advanced
treatment  with  existing  flows.

Application  of  projected  waste  flows  based  on  the  208
Recommended  Land  Use  plans  impacts  treatment  level  require-
ments  on  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River,   Big  Thompson  River,
and  South  Platte  River,   as  shown  in  Table   1.3.4-a.     All
major  dischargers  on  the  Cache  la  Poudre,-Loveland  No.   2,
and  the  Greeley-Delta  Plant  would  be  required  €o  provide
advanced  waste  treatment.

As  an  alternative  to  high  levels  of  treatment,   flow  aug-
mentation  at  various  levels  was  considered  for  the  Cache
la  Poudre  and  Big  Thompson  Rivers.     Flow  augmentation  would
also  be  necessary  in  both  of  these  rivers  to  eliminate
extreme  hydrologic  variations  occurring  during  the  irriga-
tion  season  and  to  enable  establishment  of  a  self-propagating
fishery  characterized  by  a  wide  variety  of  species.     The
analysis  indicated  that  an  excess  of  200  cfs  of  augmented
flow  would  be  necessary  to  avoid  tertiary  and  advanced
treatment  by  dischargers  on  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.
Augmentation  at  a  level  of  15  cfs  would  enable  dischargers
to  the  Poudre  to  provide  tertiary  rather  than  advanced
treatment  in  the  year  2000.
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TABLE       I.3.4-A      TREATMENT   LEVELS   NECESSARY   TO   MEET
PRESENT   WATER   QUALITY   STANDARDS   BY
EXISTING  MAJOR,   MENICIPAL,   AND
INDUSTRIAL   DISCHARGERS

BASIN   DISCHARGER TREATMENT   LEVEL
REQUIREMENT

LIMITING
CONSTITUENT

CACHE   LA   POUDRE
Fort  Collins  No.   i
Fort  Collins  No.   2
Boxelder  S.D.
Windsor
Kodak
Greeley-lst  Ave.

BIG   THOMPSON
Estes  Park
Upper  Thompson
Loveland  No.   2
Great  Western-Loveland
Milliken

IilTTLE   THOMPSON
Berthoud
Great  Western-Johnstown

Johnstown

ST.   VRAIN
Tri-River  S.D.
Erie  Water  and  Sanitation

District
SOUTH   PLA.TTE

F`ort  Lupton
Public  Service  -

Ft.   St.Vrain
Hi i i-N-P ark
La  Salle
Evans

Tertiary
Advanced
Advanced
Tertiary
Tertiary
Tertiary

Secondary
Secondary
Tertiary
Tertiary
Secondary

Secondary
(Cooling  water

discharge)
Secondary

Secondary

Advanced

Secondary

(Co6ling  water)
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary

Ammonia
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TABLE   i. 3.4-a         YEAR   2000   TREATMENT   LEVEL   REQUIREMENTS
NECESSARY   T0   MEET   PRESENT   WATER  QUALITY
STANDARDS   BY   EXISTING   MAJOR,   MUNICIPAL,
AND   INDUSTRIAL   DISCHARGERS

BASIN   DISCHARGER TREATMENT   LEVEL
REQUIREMENT

LIMITING
CONSTITUENT

CACHE   LA   POUDRE
Fort  Collins  No.   1
Fort  Collins  No.   2
Boxelder  S.D.
Windsor
Kodak
Greeley-lst  Ave.

BIG   THOMPSON• Estes  Park

Upper  Thompson
Loveland  No.   2
Great  Western-Loveland
Milliken

LITTLE   THormsoN
Berthoud
Great  Western-Johnstown

Johnstown

ST.   VRAIN
Tri-River  S.D.
Erie  Water  and  Sanitation

District
SOUTH   PLATTE

Fort  Lupton
Public  Service  -

Ft.   St.Vrain
Hill-N-Park
La  Salle
Evans
Greeley-Delta

Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Closed

Corhoined  with/
UTSD

Secondary
Advanced
Tertiary
Secondary

Secondary
(Cooling  water

discharge)
Secondary

Secondary

Advanced

Secondary

(Cooling  water)
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Advanced

rmonia

Armonia
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On  the  Big  Thompson  River,   approximately   loo  cfs  of
augmented  flow  would  allow  Loveland  No.   2  Plant  to
provide  secondary  treatment  level  and  still  meet  in-
stream  water  quality  standards  for  ammonia.     Augmenta-
tion  with  15  cfs  requires  tertiary  at  Loveland  No.   2
to  avoid  violation  of  the  ammonia  standard  in  the  year
2000.     Augmentation  at  the  15  cfs  level  in  the  Poudre
and  Thompson  would  be  extremely  extensive.

1. 4            ANALYSIS   AND   CONCLUSIONS

Federal  regulations  defining  procedures  for  allocation
of  wasteloads  for  point  sources   (Part  131-Preparation  of
Water  Quality  Management  Plans,   Federal  Register  Volume
30,   No.   230,   November   28,   1975)   states   in  part:

Paragraph  131.11  Plan  Content.
Recognizing  that  the  level  of  de-
tail  may  vary  according  to  the
water  quality  problems,   the  follow-
ing  elements  shall  be  included  in
each  water  quality  management  plan. . .

f.     total  maximum  daily  loads.'1.     For  each  water  quality  segment
or  appropriate  portion  there-
of  the  total  allowable  maximum
daily  load  of  relevant  pollutants
during  critical  f low  conditions
for  each  specific  water  quality
criterion  being  violated  or  ex-
pected  to  be  violated,
i.     Such  maximum  daily  loads  shall

be  established  at  levels  nee-
essary  to  achieve  compliance
with  applicable  water  quality
standards .

ii.     Such  loads  shall  take  into
account :

b.     Provision  of  a  margin  of
safety  which  takes  into
account  any  lack  of  know-
ledge  concerning  the  relation-
ship  between  ef f luent  limit-
ations  and  water  quality. . .

2.     i.     Such  flows  shall  be  established
at  a  level  necessary  to  insure
protection  and  propagation  of  a
balanced  and  indigenous  popula-
tion  of  fish,  shellfish,  and  wild-
life , "
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The  implied  assumptions  in  these  regulations  are:

1.       Attainment  of  numeric  water  quality  standards
will  result  in  achievement  of  water  quality
goals,   i.e. ,   "protection  and  propagation  of
balanced,   indigenous  population  of  fish,
shellfish,   and  wildlife."

2.      Water  quality  is  the  sole  factor  limiting
attainment  of  goals.

3.       Reduction  of  maximum  daily  wasteloads  dis-
charged  by  point  and  nonpoint  source  dis-
chargers  will  result  in  attainment  of  water
quality  goals.

These  assumptions  may  be  valid  in  some  parts  of  the  nation
just  as  they  are  valid  in  some  areas  within  the  Larimer-
Weld  region,   notably  in  the  unpopulated  mountainous  .areas
provide  more-or-less  continuous  free-flowing  streams
throughout  the  year,   and  an  excellent  physical  habitat
for  aquatic  life.     However,   in  the  populated  areas  of
the  region,   such  as  the  lower  Cache  la  Poudre  River  and
lower  Big  Thompson  River  basins,  where  stream  hydrology
and  physiography  has  been  altered  by  man  these  assumptions
are  invalid.

Bioassays  conducted  on  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River  have
revealed  the  presence  of  28  species  of  fish  existing  in
the  lower  portions  of  the  river.     However,   99  percent  of
the  "indigenous"   species  consisted  of  "rough,   trash,  or
forage"   fish,   i.e.,   carp,   suckers,   etc.     Thus  a    balanced
indigenous  population  of  fish,   shellfish,  and  wildlife
does  not  exist  in  the  lower  reaches  of  the  Cache  la  Poudre,
and  it  is  not  thought  to  exist  in  other  streams  in  the
plains  area  of  the  Larimer-Weld  region.    (Appendix  A) .
The  predominant  f actors  limiting  the  indigenous  population
are:

1.       Lack  of  physical  habitat  to  support  less
hardy  game  species;

2.       Extreme  variations  in  hydrology  place
tremendous  stress  on  aquatic  biota,  re-
suiting  in  survival  of  only  the  hardiest
species ;

Information  developed  as  part  of  the  208  Plan  indicates
that  attainment  of  in-stream  numeric  standards  alone
would  not  result  in  a  "balanced,   indigenous  population
of  fish,   shellfish,   and  wildlife".     The  indigenous  species
do  not  represent  a  balanced  population,   thus  a  fundamental
conflict  in  terms  results.     Consultation  vyith  experts  in
fishery  and  wildlife  management  indicated  that  stream
engineering  for  the  purpose  of  creating  physical  habitat
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as  well  as  flow  augmentation  during  critical  low-f low
months  would  be  required  to  support  a  balanced  population
of  fish  life  in  the  streams  within  the  region.

Upgrading  of  municipal  and  industrial  waste  treatment
plants  to  the  levels  indicated  by  rigid  application  of
the  wasteload  allocation  process  would  be  very  costly
and  essentially  inef fective  in  achieving  water  quality
goals.    Water  quality  is  not  the  sole  determining  factor
or  even  the  major  factor  in  attainment  of  those  goals.
The  benefits  of  upgrading  waste  treatment  plants  to
meet  the  numeric  criteria  defined  in  the  wasteload
allocation  process  appear  to  be  null  in  cases  where
treatment  levels  above  secondary  wastewater  treatment
are  required,  unless  the  physical  habitat  is  upgraded
and  additional  stream  f low  is  provided  during  critical
low-flow  months.

Federal  regulations  require  "provision  of  a  margin  of
safety  which  takes  into  account  any  lack  of  knowledge
concerning  the  relationship  between  ef f luent  limitations
and  water  quality".     The  water  quality  modeling  and
recalibration  effort  conducted  as  part  of  the  208  Program
represents  the  state  of  the  art  as  far  as  understanding
relationships  between  waste  discharges  and  water  quality
in  the  Larimer-Weld  region.     This  program  has  advanced
the  understanding  of  these  relationships,   in  particular
the  relationships  among  water  discharges,  water  quality,
and  hydrology.     The  conditions  modeled  are  representative
of  typical  low-f low  periods  which  occur  routinely  in  the
region.     It  is  recognized,   however,  that  there  can  be
considerable  variation  in  daily  and  hourly  flows  which
would  af fect  water  quality  impacts  of  any  signif icant
point  source  discharge.     It  is  recommended  that  the  margin
of  safety  be  applied  to  assure  implementation  of  cost-
ef fective  wastewater  treatment  technology  based  on
knowledge  of  existing  conditions  as  opposed  to  implementa-
tion  of  more  costly  technology  to  achieve  assumed    and
possibly  non-existent  benefits.

CONCLUSIONS

As  a  result  of  applying  the  wasteload  allocations  process
within  the  Larimer-Weld  region  and  other  information
developed  as  part  of  the  208  Program,   the  following
conclusions  are  set  forth:
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I.      Strict  application  of  Federal  and  State
regulations  concerning  the  wasteload
allocation  process  would  substantially
increase  the  cost  of  wastewater  treatment
within  the  region.

2.       Attainment  of  the  maximum  allowable  waste-
loads  defined  in  the  wasteload  allocation
process  would  not  result  in  attainment  of
water  quality  goals,  i.e.,   "protection  and
propagation  of  a  balanced,   indigenous
population  of  fish,   shellfish,  and  wildlife".

3.       Attainment  of  the  maximum  allowable  waste-
loads  clef ined  in  the  wasteload  allocation
process  would  not  significantly  alter
indigenous  aquatic  communities  found  in  the
plains  area  of  the  region.

4.       The  predominate  factor  limiting  the  variety
of  aquatic  biota  in  the  plains  area  streams
include:     a)   lack  of  an  adequate  in-stream
physical  habitat  to  support  any  but  the
hardiest  of  species;    b)   extreme  variations
in  hydrology  which  place  tremendous  stress
on  aquatic  communities.

5.       Upgrading  of  municipal  and  industrial  waste
treatment  plants  beyond  secondary  treatment
levels  will  result  in  no  benefit  in  terms  of
water  quality  goals,  unless  physical  in-stream
habitat  is  upgraded  and  additional  f low  is
provided  during  critical  low-flow  conditions.

6.       Definition  of  treatment  level  requirements
based  solely  on  numeric  water  quality  standards
is  not  a  cost-effective  method  of  attaining
water  quality  goals;  other  significant  factors
must  be  considered.

7.      Additional  data  collection  is  required:   i)   to
better  understand  relationships  among  water
quality,   hydrology,   stream  physiography    and
indigenous  species,   and    2)   to  determine  the
conditions  under  which  water  quality  becomes
a  significant  factor  affecting  indigenous
aquatic  communities.     Data  collected  should
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8.

include  water  quality,   flow,  bioassay,  and
physiographic  data  under  a  variety  of
hydrologic  and  climatic  conditions.

The  Environmental  Protection  Agency  and
State  of  Colorado  should  completely  re-
evaluate  application  and  validity  of  exist-
ing  regulations  concerning  determination
of  municipal  and  industrial  waste  treatment
requirements  throughout  the  wasteload
allocation  process. A  thorough  analysis  of  the
process  validity  is  needed  in  arid  and
semi-arid  areas  and  in  any  case  where
application  of  the  process  results  in
specification    of  higher  than  secondary
treatment  level  to  meet  numeric    standards.
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2.0       RATER   QUALITY   MODELING

In  order  to  facilitate  water  quality  management  planning
in  the  South  Platte  River  basin,   the  U.S.  Environmental
Protection  Agency   (EPA)   funded  the  development  of  a
computerized  water  quality  model  of  the  South  Platte
River  and  its  major  tributaries  from  its  headwaters  in
Colorado  to  its  confluence  with  the  Dtorth  Platte  River
in  Nebraska.     The  model,   named  Pioneer   I,.  is  capable
of  mathematically  simulating  the  water  quality  in  streams
under  varying  hydrologic  and  waste  loading  conditions.
The  development  of  Pioneer   I  included  a  water  quality
sampling  program  of  both  streams  and  point  source  waste
loads  entering  the  streams,   analysis  of  stream  flow  data,
observation  of  physical  stream  characteristics,  and
definition  of  mathematical  relationships  among  the
observed  data  which  enables  computation  of  water  quality
in  terms  of  concentrations  of  chemical  and  biological
constituents .

Pioneer   I  is  an  expanded  version  of  DOSAG-I  code  originally
developed  by  the  Federal  Water  Pollution  Control
Administration  and  later  revised  by  the  Texas  Water
Development  Board.     DOSAG-I  was   revised  and  adapted
for  EPA  for  the  South  Platte  River  basin.     Pioneer  I
was  utilized  as  part  of  the  303(e)   Comprehensive  Water
Quality  Management  Plan  for  the  South  Platte  River  basin
in  Colorado  to  determine  water  quality  limited  and  ef fluent
limited  stream  segments  plus  wasteload  allocations  for
major  streams  in  that  portion  of  the  basin.     During  that
study,   an  analysis  of  input,  output,   and  computational
capabilities  of  the  model  was  performed  and  a  number  of
improvements  were  made  in  the  model's  performance.     As
a  result,  the  model's  capabilities  to  accurately  predict
water  quality  in  the  Larimer-Weld  region  were  improved.
However,   the  Pioneer   I  model,  while  an  excellent
computational  tool,   had  deficiencies  which  needed  to  be
corrected  prior  to  its  application  as  part  of  the  208
areawide  wastewater  management  plan  for  the  Larimer-Weld
region.

In  general,   the  reliability  of  Pioneer  I  was  weakened  by
the  paucity  of  f ield  data  gathered  for  the  initial
calibration.     Therefore,   a  program  was  implemented
to  increase  the  accuracy  of  the  model  both  in  terms  of
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hydrologic  and  water  quality  characteristics  as  part
of  the  Larimer-Weld  208  planning  effort.     Specific  tasks
included  in  the  model  upgrading  were:

i.     Review  and  application  of  Water  Commissioners'
information  on  the  location  and  quantities  of
stream  diversions  and  return  flows;

2.     The  updating  and  application  of  water  quality
information  on  municipal  and  industrial
discharges  in  the  study  area;

3.     Water  quality  sampling  of  municipal,   industrial,
and  agricultural  discharges;

4.     Water  quality  sampling  along  critical  stream
segments  above  and  below  major  municipal  and
industrial  point  source  and  non-point  source
discharges i

5.     Recalibration  of  Pioneer   I  based  on  the  updated
information  gathered  in  the  other  tasks.

2.i      MODIFIED   MODEL

To  be  an  effective  assessment  tool,   a  water  quality  model
must  accurately  represent  the  stream  system  it  i§  simulating.
Various  tasks  were  directed  towards  developing  a  basic  and
valid  understanding  of  the  major  stream  systems  in  the
Larimer-Weld  region  both  in  terms  of  hydrology  and  water
quality.     This  information  must  then  be  applied  to  the
model  in  such  a  manner  that  the  model  output  represents
to  the  extent  possible  the  real  world  phenomena  to  a
reasonable  degree  of  accuracy.     To  accomplish  this  task
on  Pioneer  I  for  the  Larimer-Weld  208  program,   a  number
of  procedures  have  been  followed  which  included:

i.     A  reduction  of  Pioneer  I  to  include  only  the
Larimer-Weld  portion  of  the  South  Platte  River
basin;

2.     The  definition  of  water  quality  parameters
critical  to  the  model;

3.     A  literature  review  to  determine  an  allowable
range  of  values  within  which  modeled  parameters
and  coeff icients  can  be  realistically  adjusted
during  calibration;

4.    A  sensitivity  analysis  of  the  model  output;
5.     A  model  calibration  resulting  in  a  reasonably

accurate  simulation  of  the  modeled  stream  system.
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2.1.i tion  of  Pioneer   I  to  Larimer-Weld  Re

As  previously  discussed,   Pioneer  I  was  originally
developed  for  the  entire  South  Platte  River  basin.Each  stream  in  the  model   is  input  as  a  number  of
connected  sub-units  or  reaches.     A  reach  is  generally
de
Ou€

ined  as  a  segment  of  river  between  points  of  inflow,
flow,   and/or  significant  changes  in  hydraulic,

biological,  or  physical  characteristics  in  the  river.
The  number  of  reaches  which  can  be  input  to  Pioneer   I
is  limited  to  300.     Because  of  the  large  area  initially
modeled,   i.e.,   the  entire  basin  modeled,   it  was  necessary
to  reduce  the  number  of  reaches  by  combining  several
diversions  or  discharges  for  model  input  which  were
actually  separated  by  several  miles.     The  accuracy  of
Pioneer  I  in  the  Larimer-Weld  region  was  therefore
severely  restricted.

To  allow  for  a  more  accurate  presentation  of  the
stream  system  in  the  study  area,   the  model  was
restructured  to  eliminate  any  streams  not  directly
contributing  flow  to  the  two-county  region.     This
included  all  streams  south  of  the  city  of  Brighton
near  the  Adams-Weld  county  line  and  easterly  of  the
Weld-Morgan  county  line.     Major  emphasis  was  placed  on
the  four  significant  streams  in  the  study  area:    South
Platte  River,   Big  Thompson  River,   Little  Thompson  River,
and  Cache  la  Poudre  River.     The  number  of  reaches  on
these  streams  was  more  than  doubled  over  the  number  in
the  original  Pioneer  I,   thereby  greatly  increasing  the
model's  accuracy  in  simulating  hydrologic  and  water  quality
conditions  in  those  streams.     Smaller  tributary  streams
in  the  model  were  not  further  modified  since  wasteloads
to  those  particular  streams  are  of  lesser  signif icance
to  water  quality  management  in  the  study  area.

The  increase  in  the  number  of  reaches  on  the  four  major
rivers  in  the  study  area  necessitated  a  complete  re-
appraisal  of  the  hydrologic  and  water  quality  data  input
to  the  model.     Necessary  revisions  have  been  made  of  the
quantity,  quality,  and  location  of  stream  diversions,
return  flows,   point  source  waste  discharges,   and  in-stream
conditions.     The  following  sections  describe  in  detail
those  tasks  which  developed  the  necessary  data  for  model
input  and  output  appraisal.
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2.i.2    Definition  of  Critical  Constituents

Pioneer  I  has  the  capability  of  mathematically  simulating
the  following  water  quality  constituents:

Total  nitrogen   (conservative)
Ammonia  nitrogen   (1st  or  2nd  order  reaction)
Nitrite  nitrogen   (lst  or  2nd  order  reaction)
Nitrate  nitrogen   (lst  or  2nd  order  reaction)
Carbonaceous  biochemical  oxygen  demand

(lst  order  reaction)
Phosphorous   (lst  or  2nd  order  reaction)
Fecal  coliform  bacteria   (lst  order  reaction)
Total  dissolved  solids   (conservative)
Metal  ions   (conservative)
Chloro!:y:±e±p£:::£::8u:i:£dt::t=::=±e:;:leg)
Dissolved  oxygen   (including  benthic  demand,

carbonaceous  BOD,   ammonia  and  nitrite
nitrogen  oxidations,   and  algal
photosynthesis  and  respiration  as  a

Generafu3:::Snm::e:hi:::p:f::rid:::;e:::::i::)
The  river  water  quality  parameters  are  solved  in
Lagrangian  coordinates  for  a  given  set  of  input  data
on  stream  flow  conditions,  wasteloads,   stream  temperatures,
and  quality  model  reaction  constants.

The  river  system  within  the  model  is  subdivided  into
stretches  which  are  in  turn  subdivided  into  reaches.
The  method  used  in  selecting  river  reaches  is  such  that
waste  inputs,   diversions,   return  flows,   or  inflows  occur
at  the  junctions  between  each  reach.     Physical  conditions
are  held  constant  for  the  length  of  a  reach.     Travel  time
within  a  reach  is  calculated  utilizing  Ward's  equations
which  directly  relate  stream  velocity  and  depth  to  streamf low
empirically-determined  regression  coefficients.     Travel
time  is  then  input  into  the  respective  water  quality  models
to  calculate  changes  in  water  quality  concentrations  within
the  reach.    Model  output  presents  constituent  concentrations
at  both  upstream  and  downstream  points  of  each  reach.

The  number  of  water  quality  constituents  which  can  be
modeled  by  Pioneer  I  is   fairly  extensive.     However,   modeling
efforts  for  this  study  have  been  limited  to  those  parameters
which  have  been  historically  simulated  with  a  reasonable
degree  of  accuracy  in  the  South  Platte  as  well  as  other  river
basins,   and  for  which  a  fairly  extensive  base  of  field  data
exists  to  provide  a  good  comparative  basis  for  model  results.
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The  parameters  which  have  been  included  are:
Dissolved  oxygen
BOD
Ammonia  nitrogen
Nitrate  nitrogen
Fecal  coliform
Total  dissolved  solids

(Temperature  is  input  as  a  constant  for  each  stream  segment
in  the  model) .     Other  parameters  such  as  pH  and  suspended
solids  have  not  been  studied  primarily  because  they  cannot
be  accurately  modeled  by  Pioneer  I's  computational
techniques.     Residual  chlorine  has  not  been  included
because

It  cannot  be  adequately  modeled  by  Pioneer
A  paucity  of  field  data;   and
Sampling  programs  conducted  as  part  of  this
study  found  no  detectible  concentrations  of
residual  chlorine  in  either  discharges  or
stream  samples.

Those  parameters  which  have  been  selected  for  inclusion
in  Pioneer  I  are  the  most  significant  in  terms  of  critical
water  quality  problems  within  the  Larimer-Weld  region
[ECI-Toups,1975].

The  mathematical  techniques  utilized  within  Pioneer  I  to
model  specific  water  quality  parameters  have  been
documented  in  previous  reports   [Waddel,   et.   al.,1974].
A  summary  of  those  techniques  is  provided  in  the  following
paragraphs  for  those  constituents  selected  for  modelingin  this  study.

2.i.2il    Total  Dissolved  Solids

TDS  in  a  steady-state  stream  system  is  a  conservative
substance,  and  therefore  relatively  easy  to  model.     The
TDS  concentration  can  be  determined  by  a  simple  mass
balance  for  each  reach  in  the  system:

[TDS]|   =

where
[TDS]|   =

::3:i:  :
QI
Qn

+      n    [TDS]nQn
Q2   +     nQn

TDS  concentration  in  downstream  reach,   mg/i
TDS  concentration  in  upstream  reach,   mg/i
TDS  concentration  of  the  nth  inflow  to
the  reach,  mg/i
Flowrate  in  upstream  reach,   cfs
Rate  of  nth  inflow  to  the  reach,   cfs.
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2.i.2.2     Fecal  Coliform

Fecal  coliform  bacteria  are  modeled  by  a  f irst-
order  decay  equation:

RE =  -  KFc  [Fc]
where

[FC]   =  Fecal  coliform  concentration,  mpn/loo  ml     _i
KFc    =  Emperically  determined  rate  constant,  day

The  temperature  dependence  of  the  rate  constant  is  given  by:

KFC(„    =   KFc(2o)    YFCT-20

where
KFC,I,

KFC(2o,

=  rate  constant  at  temperature  T,  day-I

=  rate  constant  at  2oo  c,  day-i

YFc         =  emperically  determined  constant
T              =  temperature,   °C.

2.i.2.3    Ammonia  and  Nitrate  Nitrogen

Ttwo  different  models  of  nitrogen  kinetics  are  available
in  Pioneer  I.     The  choice  of  which  model  to  use  is
largely  dependent  on  the  availability  of  algae  data.
Because  this  information  is  not  readily  available  for
the  South  Platte  River  basin,   the  more  simplified  model
has  been  used  to  monitor  ammonia  nitrogen.

In  the  selected  scheme,  the  nitrification  of  the
ammonium  ion  to  nitrate  in  two  steps  is  modeled.     This
process  is  summarized  by  the  following  reactions:
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NH4+   +   302      +     N02-   +   2H+   +   H20

N02-   +  ke2     +    N03-

The  overall  energy  reaction  is  given  by:
NH4+   +   202      +     N03-   +   2H+   +   H20

The  kinetics  of  the  overall  energy  reaction  are
described  by  first-order  reaction  equations:

d[NH4+]    =   -KN    [NH4+]

It

D[N03-]    =   KN[NH4+]

|t
where

[NH4+I   =  ammonium  ion  concentration,   mg/i
[N03-I   =  nitrate  concentration,  mg/I
KN           =  emperically  determined  rate  constant,  day

-i

In  using  these  equations  in  the  model,   it  is  assumed
that  the  oxidation  rate  of  ammonia  and  formation  of
nitrate  is  limited  only  by  the  amount  of  alt`monia  present
and  not  by  the  concentration  of  oxygen  or  the  number
of  organisms  present.     Also,   it  is  assumed  that  the
nitrite  conversion  to  nitrate  is  instantaneous  and
not  limiting  to  the  overall  reaction.     The  dissolved
oxygen  consumed  by  the  oxidation  of  ammonia  and
nitrite  is  then  transferred  to  the  dissolved  oxygen
mode 1 ,

The  ef feet  of  temperature  on  the  nitrogeneous  oxidation
process  is  accounted  for  by  the  expression:

KN|(T)    =   KNi(2o)9NT-20
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where

KNI(T,

KNi,2o,

=  ith  rate  constant  of  temperature  T,  day-i

=  ith  rate  constant  at  2oo  c,  day-1

ON           =  emperically  derived  constant

T              =   temperature,   °C.

2.i.2.4     Carbonaceous  Biochemical  Oxygen  Demand

The  modeling  of  carbonaceous  BOD  in  Pioneer  I   includes
both  the  suspended  and  soluble  fractions.     The  kinetics
of  the  BOD  reaction  are  formulated  in  accordance  with
first-order  reaction  kinetics.    Factors  which  must  be
taken  into  account  include  rate  of  oxygen  uptake,  rate
of  sedimentation  of  suspended  BOD,   and  scour  of  BOD  from
the  river  bottom.     The  following  equation  is  employed
in  Pioneer  I  to  describe  this  process:

d[BODc]       =   -(K]   +   K3)  [BODc]    +   P

Th-_.
where

[BODc]   =   total   Carbonaceous   BOD  concentration,   mg/i
=  rate  of  oxygen  uptake,   day-1
=  rate  of  sedimentation  of  suspended  BOD,   day-i
=  scour  of  BOD  from  the  river  bottom,   mg/i/day.

The  temperature  dependence  of  KL  is  given  by:

Kl(T)    =   Ki(2o)    OB(T-20)

where
Ki(T)   =  Ki  at  temperature  T,   day-1

K|(2o)=  Ki   at   20°c,   day-I

eB         =  emperically  determined  constant

T            =  temperature,   °C.
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2.i.2.5     Dissolved  Oxygen

The  dissolved  oxygen  present  in  a  river  is  a  function
of  various  interrelated  parameters.     These  factors
include  the  bacterial  oxidation  of  organic  and
nonorganic  matter,  benthic  demand,   algal  photosynthesis
and  respiration,   reaeration,   and  temperature.     The
equation  describing  the  effect  of  these  parameters  on
dissolved  oxygen  can  be  written  as  a  mass  balance
as   follows:

€jE9L    =  -(BOD  use)   -(Benthic  use)   ±   (Algal
production  or  use)   +   (Reaeration) .

The  oxygen  uptake  by  BOD  includes  nitrogeneous  as
well  as   carbonaceous  BOD.     The  use  of  oxygen  by
carbonaceous  BOD  is   given  by:

a€    [Do(BODc>]    =   KL    [BODc]

where  K]  has  been  previously  defined.

For  nitrogeneous  oxidation  of  ammonia,   the  stoichiometric
coefficients  are  used  to  convert  to  oxygen  uptake:

a€    [D°(BODn)I    =   KNL[NH4+]    Ni   +   KN2[No2-]    N2

where
N|,2  =  stoichiometric  coefficients  relating

oxygen  to  ammonia  nitrogen  and  nitrite
nitrogen,  respectively.

KNi,N2=r:I::=±:at:yt£:t:::i;e8fr:i:o:::S::nts

:::;:::i::!y?i::;:i. to nitrate ,
The  ammonia  and  nitrite  concentrations  are  computed  as
a  function  of  river  reach  by  the  nitrogen  model
previously  discussed.
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two  options  exist  in  Pioneer  I  to  compute  the  benthic
oxygen  demand.     As  with  the  nitrogen  model,   the  choice
of  calculation  employed  is  dependent  upon  the
availability  of  algae  data.    Since  these  data  are  not
available,   the  net  DO  production  is  input  as  a
constant  for  each  reach  of  the  system with  the
benthic  data  input  in  the  form  of  an  areal  demand.
The  benthic  oxygen  demand  is  then  given  by:

£   ,DOBEN]   =

where
Be  =  areal  benthic  demand,   m`g/cm2/day
H     =  river  depth,   cm.

Because  Pioneer  I  is  a  steady  state  model,  diurnal
variations  of  dissolved  oxygen  production  by
phytoplankton  cannot  be  readily  described.   Instead,
the  average  production  over  a  24-hour  period  is
used.     Again,   two  models  are  available   for  use.
Because  no  algae  calculations  are  performed,   the
net  DO  production  is  input  as  a  constant  for  each
reach :

d
aE [DOphy`    =   P

where
P  =  dissolved  oxygen  production .by  phytoplankton,

rNq / 1 / a:HX .

A  total  of  four  options  are  available  in  Pioneer  I  to

i::::::;t::a::::::::!i:::;#::K!:3;::::::::;e::::::::ial
model,   Qr  a  Thackston-Krenkel  slope  dependent  model.

For  the  original  calibration  of  Pioneer  I,  the  option
of  the  velocity  and  depth  exponential  model  was  used

:i:::::::::::ff:v:f;:i?y::::i::;::!e:;o:::::::::n::to
the  mean  depth.     This  relationship  is  based  on  the
assumption  that  increasing  velocity  and  turbulence
increases  surface  reaeration  of  dissolved  oxygen  and
promotes  mixing  and  dispersion  of  oxygen  throughout  the
stream  depth.     Also,   an  increasing  depth  will  decrease
the  dispersion  rate  of  dissolved  oxygen  in  the  river,
resulting  in  lower  quantities  of  surface  reaeration.
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The  following  equation  can  be  used  to  represent  the
described  phenomena:

HC

where
V          =  stream  velocity,  ft/sea
H           =  stream  depth,   ft.
a,b,c  =  emperically  determined  regression

coef f icients .

::et::;:::::::. co:::a::r:2c:::: ::::o:etkf::ction
temperature  into  account  is  given  by:

K2(Tp   =   K2(2o   0K(T-20)

where

I   K2  ,T,

K2(2o,

eK

T

=  reaeration  coefficient  at  temperature
T,   day.-1

=  reaeration  coefficient  at  2ooc,  day-I

=  emperically  determined  constant

=  temperature,   oc.

The  combined  effect  of  reaeration  can  now  be  presented  by:

£   [D°rea.I   =  K2    (DOsat  -DO)

where
D°sat   =  ::;:=:t::nt£:n::3::a::::e::t:i:S:±¥ed

elevation,  mg/I
DO =  dissolved  oxygen  concentration,   mg/i.
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The  combined  ef fects  of  the  various  f actors  af fecting
dissolved  oxygen  can  now  be  combined  to  yield  one
overall  first  order  rate  equation:

±±=91  =   -KL    [BODc]    =    (KN]   Ni[NH4+]    +   KN2   N2[N°2-"

-Be   +   P   +   K2    (DOsat   -   D°)
H

Because  no  reaeration  rate  measurements  were  made  for
the  South  Platte  River  basin,  data  for  the  original
model  was  obtained  from  analysis  and  application  of
data  obtained  from  other  rivers.     However,  a  literature
review  revealed  that  the  use  of  velocity-depth  models

€::vg;:::a:±3gN:a[Ta±g;: ; a5:L¥r:55#:e  5:=:I:£n::;4 ;
computer  runs  performed  as  part  of  this  study  revealed
that,   in  the  critical  low  flow  regime  being  studied,
reaeration  rates  were  predicted  as  very  high  levels
two  to  three  times  greater  than  those  generally
reported  in  literature   [Brown,1974;   Velz,1970;
Tsivoglov  and  Neal,1976;   Metcalf   &  Eddy,1972].      Based
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depth  calculation  procedure.     Using  this  procedure,
unrealistically  high  dissolved  oxygen  levels  in  the
streams  downstream  of  signif icant  wasteloads  would
be  avoided.

2.i.2.6     Integrated  Model

From  the  above  descriptions  of  the  various  water  quality
parameters  modeled,   it  is  obvious  that  each  parameter
is  interrelated  to  the  others.    The  set  of  differential
equations  presented  are  solved  by  Pioneer  I  using  a
fourth  order  Runge-Kutta  procedure.     This  technique
is  a  widely  used  procedure  that  is  both  computationally
fast  and  accurate  for  the  functions  being  modeled.
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2.2      WATER   QUALITY   COEFFICIENT   ASSESSMENT

As  indicated  in  previous  sections,   the  modeling  of
non-conservative  water  quality  parameters  such  as
dissolved  oxygen  and  ammonia  nitrogen  in  a  stream
system  is  highly  dependent  upon  a  number  of  reaction
coefficients.     Previous  use  of  Pioneer  I  for  the
303(e)   Basin  Plan   revealed,   in  some  cases,   a  wide
variation  of  values  of  those  coefficients.     Table
2.2-A  presents  the  range  of  values  utilized  in  the
original  Pioneer  I  for  the  four  major  rivers  being
ana  yzeE   for  this  study.     The  use  of  each  listed
coefficient  is  discussed  in  previous  sections.    As

£::W:th:::i::::nfe:=±::n:::n=Lth:3dg#3ttB€hea::ug¥L.
area  in  the  original  model.     The  variations  in  the  values
for  K3  and  Be  were  especially  widespread  indicating  that
data  input  was  probably  adjusted  to  "force-fit"  model
output  affected  by  those  coefficients   (i.e. ,  dissolved
oxygen)   to  field  data.     These  coefficients  can  dramatically
ef feet  dissolved  oxygen  and  related  water  quality
parameters    (BOD,   ammonia).

TABLE   2.2.-A.       RANGE   OF   WATER  QUAI-ITY   COEFFICIENTS   IN
ORIGINAI.   PIONEER   I   FOR  LARIMER-WELD   REGION

RANGE   OF   VAI.UES
COEFFICIENT                                                                       (base   e)

Carbonaceous   BOD  decay,   Ki   (days-i)
Oxygen  reaeration,   K2   (day-i)
Carbonaceous  BOD  sedimentation,

K3    (day-i)
Benthi:g;:¥7::y?emand t   Be

Ammonia  nitrogen  decay,   KN[   (days-i)
Nitrite  nitrogen  decay,   KN2   (days-i)
Fecal  coliform  decay,   KFc   (days-i)
BOD  temperature  coefficient,   08
Nitrogen  temperature  coefficient,   eN
Fecal  coliform  temperature

coefficient'   eFc

0.3   -0.5

4.0   -10.0

0.05-7.5

0         -2,000

0.i   -0.4

5.0

i.38
i.047

i.05

I.0
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Calibration  of  a  model  such  as  Pioneer  I  is  usually
performed  by  adjusting  the  water  quality  reaction
coef f icients  so  that  model  output  reasonably  represents
the  real  world  phenomena.     To  maintain  model  credibility
during  this  process,   it  is  necessary  to  determine  a
realistic  range  of  values  which  may  be  utilized  for
those  coefficients  being  tested.     The  previous  sections
described  the  need  for  recalibration  for  certain  parameters
not  only  because  of  the  restructuring  of  the  model
hydrology,   but  also  because  some  original  coeff icient
values  were  questionable.     Because  these  coefficients
under  question  are  dif ficult  to  measure  either  in  the
field  or  in  the  laboratory,   literature  values  are  commonly
used  to  define  reasonable  ranges  of  values.

Prior  to  the  literature  search,   field  studies  of
the  four  major  streams  in  the  study  area  were  conducted
during  August,   1976,   to  determine  their  physical
characteristics  during  low-flow  Summer  conditions.
Observations  were  made  of  flow  regime,   stream  bed
conditions,   aesthetic  appearance  of  stream  water,   eta.
It  was  noted  that  streamf low  during  low  flow  conditions
is  shallow  and  wide,   with  moderate  flow  velocity.
Turbulent  areas  of  reaeration,   such  as  whitewater  or
rapids,  were  fairly  limited  indicating  that  high
reaeration  rates  are  probably  not  occurring.     With  the
exception  of  the  Big  Thompson  River,   which  was  receiving
runoff  from  the  disastrous  flood  of  that  summer,   the
major  rivers  in  the  study  area  are  similar  in  their  flow
characteristics.     It  can  be  expected  that  the  Big
Thompson  River  normally  is  similar  to  the  other  streams
during  the  same  period.

Preliminary  sensitivity  runs  of  the  restructured  model
indicated  that  the  dissolved  oxygen  model  is  highly
sensitive  to  changes  in  the  reaeration  coefficients   (K2) .
The  literature  search  for  realistic  values  of  K2
revealed  a  very  wide  range  of  repeated  values.     Currently
a  velocity-depth  model  is  the  most  widely  used  method
of  predicting  K2   [Nemerow,1974].     However,   these
models  predict  unusually  high  values  of  K2  in  the  low
flow  regime  being  studied.     It  was  therefore  decided  to
input  a  constant  value  of  K2  into  the  model  and  adjust
other  coefficients  for  calibration  purposes.
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Repeated  values  of  K2  for  streams  similar  to  those
typical  to  the  study  area  generally  range  from  i.0
to   5.0    (base   e)  .    [Metcalf   &  Eddy,   1972;   Fair,   et.
al.,1968;   Brown,1974].      It  was   therefore  decided
to  set  K2  to  3.0   (base  e)   for  all  reaches  in  the
model.     This  value  is  fairly  representative  of
the  majority  of  stream  segments  included  in  the  model.

¥::u3:nELo:ct:=y:::  3:£::3nt3:to:r:K££6hESDd:s:::e£:, ,
upon  local  stream  conditions.     Because  of  this,
values  for  these  coef ficients  are  not  usually
reported  in  the  literature.     The  values  for  BOD  scour
in  the  original  model  were  set  at  zero  and  were  left
at  that  value  in  the  revised  model.     BOD  sedimentation
rates  varied  widely  in  the  original  model  with
extremely  high  values  input  in  stream  segments  below
major  discharges  on  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River,   again
indicating  an  unrealistic  "force-fit"  of  model  output
to  field  data.     Stream  segments  upstream  and  downstream
of  those  discharges  have  similar  physical  characteristics
Therefore,   this  discrepancy  was  eliminated  by  setting

:::s5£a¥::u:Ss :::a:1:a::::h::  8T::;d:;. th:i::::
deposits  in  streams  below  major  discharges  do  exert
some  benthic  demand  on  oxygen  along  those  segments.
However,   field  study  of  the  four  major  rivers  above
and  below  large  discharges  did  not  reveal  large
differences  which  would  warrant  the  high  variability
of  values  for  Be  used  in  the  original  model.     Sensitivity
runs  of  the  restructured  model  indicate  that  the
dissolved  oxygen  model  is  not  sensitive  to  large
variations  in  Be  and  that  a  large  range  is  acceptable
for  calibration  efforts.     It  was  therefore  determined
to  limit  the  range  of  values  for  Be  to  between  0  to
300   mg/m2/day.

First-order  decay  equations  are  being  utilized  for
BOD,   fecal  coliform,  plus  ammonia  and  nitrate  nitrogen.
Calibration  efforts  were  therefore  directed  towards
adjusting  the  first-order  decay  coefficients  for  each
of   those   Constituents   (Kif   KFct   KNLi   KN2)  .     Carbonaceous
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BOD  decay  has  historically  received  the  most  attention
of  these  constituents  in  water  quality  modeling.

¥:::eg. 5:;a:i ¥:±gt85;¥:yb:::t::p:::efo:a:a::::¥a::nge
1970;   Thomas,1948;   Fair,   et.   al.,1968;   Willis,
et.   al.,1975].     A  range  of   0.1   to  0.7/day  was
selected  for  calibration.     The  reaction  of  fecal
Coliform  in  receiving  waters  has  also  been  the  subject
of  a  number  of  water  quality  modeling  efforts.     KFc
values  have  been  reported  in  a  fairly  small  range
of   0.35   to   0.70/day.    [Willits,   et.   al.,1975;   Canale,
et.   al.,1973;   and  Fair,   et.   al.,1968].     As   shown
in  Table  2.2-8,   a  value  of  i.38/day  was  utilized  in
the  original  Pioneer  I.     It  was  therefore  decided  to
utilize  a  range  of  0.4  to  i.4/day  for  KFc  for  calibration
of  fecal  coliform.

Several  studies  have  been  conducted  to  estimate
nitrif ication  rates  in  streams  based  on  the  assumption
of  first-order  kinetics   [Willis,  et.   al.,1975;
Bansal,   1976;   Nesselson,   1953;   Stratton,   1968;
Stratton  and  Mccarty,1967].     Efforts  to  model  nitrogen
kinetics  in  streams  have  been  less  successful  than
those  for  carbonaceous  BOD.     One  of  the  principal
problems  in  nitrogen  transformation  has  been  the
inability  to  account  for  all  of  the  nitrogen  under
equilibrium  conditions   [Bansal,1976].     Thus,   a
complete  understanding  of  nitrogen  kinetics  is
presently  lacking.     The  published  data  on  nitrification
in  natural  streams  are  very  limitedt and  the  accuracy
is  often  questionable  due  to  the  complex  phenomena  of
nitrogen  transfer  and  balance  in  flowing  waters.     Values
which  have  been  reported  for  KNL  generally  range  from
0.05  to  i.50/day.     The  upper  range  of  values  usually
includes  ammonia  losses  by  evaporation.     Value  for
nitrification  alone  has  been  reported  from  0.05  to
0.50/day.     An  acceptable  range  for  calibration  was
set  at  0.I-0.5/day.     Because  the  conversion  of  nitrite
to  nitrate  following  the  conversion  of  ammonia  to  nitrite
is  relatively  instantaneous,  a  value  for  KN2  should  be

g?5;::;°:£±:a:yo±±#n::i::i:: ::sK¥:ter:i:e¥a::eb:f
suf ficiently  large   (a  minimum  of  ten  times  greater  than
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Stratton   &  Mccarty,   1967] .
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Values  for  the  temperature  coefficients  in  the
original  model  for  the  respective  constituents
under  consideration  were  found  to  be  reasonably
consistent  with  values  found  in  the  literature.
It  was  also  determined  that  significant  changes
in  model  output  were  obtained  only  after  those
coefficients  were  set  to  values  well  beyond  the
accepted  range.     These  coefficients  were  therefore
retained  at  their  values  in  the  original  Pioneer  I.

Presented  in  Table  2.2-a  is  a  summary  of  range  of
values  judged  to  be  acceptable  for  calibration
purposes  on  the  revised  Pioneer  I  model  for  the
Larimer-Weld  region.     It  should  be  noted  that  the
presented  values  are  in  base  e,   as  is  required  for
input  to  Pioneer  I.

TABLE   2.2-8.      WATER   QUALITY   COEFFICIENTS   UTILIZED
FOR   RECALIBRATION   OF   PIONEER   I

COEFFICIENT USED
FOR   CALIBRATION

(base  e)

::;:::a=::::a:::n:e::y:d:;sJ:;ys
BOD  sedimentation,   K3   (days-I)
BOD  scour,   P   (mg/i/day)
Benthic  oxygen  demand,   Be   (mg/m2/day)

(days-i)
-1`

KNlAmmonia  nitrogen  decay,

:::::t:o=:::::e:e::;:y±F:N?d:;:¥:)-)

0.i   -0.7
3.0

0.05

0.0

0.0   -300

0.1   -0.5

5.0

0.4   -1.4
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The  natural  character  of  river  systems  in  the  Larimer-
Weld  region  has  been  subject  to  extensive  physical
modification  by  man.     Throughout  the  past  century,
water  resources  development  activity  has  resulted  in
the  evolution  of  a  complex  system  of  transmountain
diversions,  reservoirs,   canals,  pipelines,   and  ditches.
Manipulation  of  the  surface  water  regime  has  progressed
to  the  extent  that  municipalities  and  industries  can
rely  on  water  supplies  that  are  relatively  dependable
on  a  year-around  basis.    Availability  of  water  for
agricultural  purposes  has  been  extended  throughout  the
irrigation  season.

The  region  encompasses  a  major  portion  of  the  drainage
of  the  Cache  la  Poudre,   Big  Thompson,   and  Little  Thompson
Rivers.    Extensive  reaches  of  the  South  Platte  River
and  St.  Vrain  Creek  are  within  the  two-county  area.

The  surface  water  regime  is  the  Larimer-Weld  region  typically
exhibits  distinct  characteristics  which  correspond  to  two
generalized  physiographic  provinces:     the  mountainous  area
and  the  plains  area.     Differentiation  between  the  two
systems  occurs  in  an  area  approximated  by  the  Canyon  mouth-
foothills  region.     In  the  mountainous  province,   stream  flow
is  attributable  to  high  country  snowmelt  and  transmountain
diversions.     Reservoirs  are  operated  on  main-stems  or
tributaries  to  capture  and  regulate  the  release  of  native
and  imported  supplies.     Lakes  associated  with  .the  Colorado-
Big  Thompson  Project   (C-BT)   are  integral  components  of  the
project  operational  structure.    High  mountain  reservoirs
function  in  the  following  capacities:     recreation,  power
generation,  and  municipal/industrial/agricultural  water
supply.    Flood  control  benefits  are  relatively  minotr.

Plains  reaches  of  rivers  are  subject  to  human  impacts  which
far  exceed  those  experienced  in  mountainous  areas.     Intense
use  is  made  of  rivers  for  purposes  of  water  supply  and  waste
load  assimiliation.     For  these  reasons,  the  plains  regime
of  regional  streams  will  be  the  focus  of  this  review.

3.I      ADMINISTRATION   0F   WATER   RESOURCES

Authority  at  the  state  level  over  water  resources  within  the
Larimer-Weld  region  resides  with  the  Division  of  Water  Resources
No.   i,  headquatered  in  Greeley.    Water  districts  within  the
Division  generally  correspond  in  area  to  various  hydrologic
drainages  and  have  been  established  to  facilitate  the  distri-
bution  and  accounting  of  water  contained  in  individual  stream
systems.     The  St.   Vrain  drainage  lies  within  District  No.   5.
The  Big  and  Little  Thompson  Rivers  are  within  District  No.   4.
District  No.   3  oversees  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.     The
South  Platte  River  is  administered  by  portions  of  District
Nos.   I  and  2.     Management  of  river  flow  to  satisfy  diversion
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requirements  is  the  direct  responsibility  of  district  water
commissioners.     These  individuals  receive  calls  on  the  river,
authorize  setting  of  headgates,  regulate  storage  releases,
route  flows  to  meet  demands,   and  implement  variable  opera-
tional  strategies  dictated  by  demand,   available  resources,
and  weather  conditions.

There  are  six  major  sources  of  water  conveyed  in  the  major
stream  channels  of  the  Larimer-Weld  region:

Native  river  flow;
Reservoir  storage  releases;
Colorado-Big  Thompson   (C-BT  Project  water;
Colorado-Laramie  River  Basin  Transmountain  impor-
tations   (Cache  la  Poudre  drainage  only) ;
Canal  seepage,  agricultural  returns,  tile  drain
effluent,  and  tributary  inflow;
Municipal  and  industrial  discharges.

Colorado  water  law  allocates  available  water  in  a  stream  to
diverters  on  a  priority  basis  according  to  historical  usage.
The  foregoing  water  supplies  are    egulated  and  managed  for
the  purpose  of  satisfying  established  water  rights.     It  is
this  impetus  which  dictates  the  hydrologic  character  of  the
majority  of  stream  reaches  in  the  two-county  area.

Daily  f lows  purveyed  through  the  system  are  itemized  in
terms  of  identity  of  diverter  or  storer  and  source  of  water.
Origin  may  be  attributed  to:

Direct  flow  in  the  river;
Reservoir  storage  releases;
C-BT  Project  water;
Colorado-Laramie  River  Basin  Transmountain
importations   (Cache  la  Poudre  drainage  only) ;
Exchange  water.

Exchange  water  does  not  represent  an  additional  supply
sourcej   rather,   it  depicts  water  manipulated  by  a
management  agreement.     Flows   involved  in  an  exchange
are  diverted  for  use  from  the  system.     An  equivalent
volume  of  replenishment  or   "make-up"  water  is  introduced
to  the  system  at  a  concurrent  or  subsequent  time  from  an
alternate  source.     Satisfaction  of  diversion  priorities
is  of ten  accomplished  by  cooperative  plans  of  management
and  exchange  of  water.     Release  of  water  from  storage
represents  an  important  feature  of  such  operations.     The
exchange  arrangements  provide  great  system  flexibility.
Their  application  is  especially  evident  in  the  Cache  la
Poudre  River  drainage  among  members  of  the  Cache  la  Poudre
Water  User's  Association.

Delivery  of  water  to  various  ditches  may  be \accomplished
through  canals,   reservoirs,   and  ditches  that  bypass  the
main-stem  channel  of  major  rivers  in  the  region.     In
instances  where  the  river  channel  is  used  to  convey  water
to  downstream  users,   these  supplies  often  sustain  flows
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in  stream  reaches  at  high  levels  that  normally  would  not
exist  under  unregulated  conditions.    A  call  for  stored
water  by  a  downstream  ditch  may  determine  to  a  large
degree  the  volume  of  river  flow  passing  upstream  locations.
Fluctuating  ditch  headgate  requirements  cause  concommittant
fluctuations  in  stream flow.

Certain  ditches  possess  a  right  to  river  f low  in
quantities  which  in  effect  result  in  diversion  of  all
available   flow  from  the  main-stem  channel.     Downstream
diverters  rely  on  storage  releases  and  accretions
which  regenerate  river  flow  as  a  supply  source.     A
significant  component  of  supply  to  rivers  in  reaches
downstream  from  canyon  mouths  during  the  irrigation
season  is  provided  by  tributary  discharges,   canal
waste,   and  agricultural  returns.     These  accretions
may  be  discharged  to  the  river  through  natural  drainage
channels,   through  point  source  facilities  such  as
municipal  outfalls  and  tile  drains,  or  through  channel
seepage.     Diversion  priorities  of  many  downstream  ditches
are  satisfied  wholly  or  partially  by  such  sources.
Overland  return  flow  to  river  systems  is  usually
negligible  due  to  the  presence  of  the  buf fer  zone  flood
plain .
In  some  locations,   diversions  which  dry  up  streams  remove
total  native  river  f low  and  all  traces  of  municipal  and
industrial  discharges.     Major  sections  of  the  Cache  la
Poudre  and  Big  Thompson  Rivers  are  made  up  entirely  of
return  flows.     This  is  supported  by  records  of  the  State
Engineer  and  substantiated  by  water  quality  sampling  data.

Stream  management  for  irrigation  purposes  corresponds  €o
two  seasons:

.     Storage  season   (October  -April);

.     Irrigation  season   (May  -September).
Operation  strategies  implemented  during  these  periods
exhibit  distinct  characteristics.
Storage  season  activity  is  geared  toward  conserving  and
extending  available  water  supplies.     As  much  water  as
possible  is  introduced  to  storage.     Efficient  system
regulation  involves  drying  up  rivers  at  points  of  reservoir
diversion.     System  operation  during  the  irrigation  season
makes  use  of  natural  flows,  reservoir  storage,  and  river
accretions.     During  the  early  portion  of  the  season,
water  needs  are  satisfied  by  direct  runoff  and  return
flows.     High  country  snowmelt  generally  occurs   from  mid-
May  to  mid-June.   In  July  and  August,   calls   for  Project
water  and  storage  releases  are  significant.     Many  ditches
are  supplied  exclusively  by  seepage  and  returns  tributary
to  the  main-stem  river  system.
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The  extensive  system  of  municipal  and  irrigation  water
supply  and  diversion  essentially  controls  all  stream flow
in  the  region.     Table  3.i-A  summarizes  number  of
diversions  which  characterize  the  major  rivers  within
the  two-county  area.

TABLE   3.1-A.       DIVERSIONS   -LARIMER-WEliD   REGION

STREAM
NuueER  OF
DIVERSIONS

[a]

RIVER
MILES

[b]

Cache  la  Poudre
Big  Thompson
Little  Thompson
St.   Vrain
South  Platte

[a]     Within  Larimer  and  Weld  Counties.
[b]     Point  of  first  upstream  diversion  to  river  mouth

or  Weld  County  I]ine.

3.2       LOW   FLOW   HYDROLOGY

The  use  of  the   "7-day,   10-year"   low  flow  condition  to
define  waste  assimilative  capacity  of  surface  waters
has  merit  in  regions  where  year-around  flow  exists.
In  the  I.arimer-Weld  region,   as  in  much  of  the  arid  West,

m¥iE!::€i::ea:3a::::::::::a::1fh:=h;a:::;i;gi:n:::::e
to  conserve  and  extend  available  water  supplies  further
distorts  the  meaningful  application  of  "7-day,   10-year"
criteria  to  low  flow  conditions  in  the  region.

Development  of  a  water  budget  which  reflects  magnitude
of  water  supply  and  diversion  in. the  region  under  conditions
of  drought  provides  an  appropriate  means  of  evaluating
low  flow  hydrology.     Data  necessary  for  such  analysis  include:

g:==:I:::¥c:a8±:EL::::jdata;
Assessment  of  non-point  source  contributions;
Ditch  diversion  data;
Generalized  features  of  system  management.
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The  Colorado  Division  of  Water  Resources,   USER,   and
USGS  maintain  on-going  programs  of  gaging.  in  the  region
at  locations  on  major  streams.     Data  for  major  mountain
streams  are  available  immediately  downstream  from
canyons  and  at  river  mouths.     Data  for  smaller
tributaries  and  for  major  mountain  streams  in  intervening
reaches  are  typically  fragmented  or  absent.     Data  for
the  South  Platte  is  adequate  to  define  flow  at  locations
upstream,   within,   and  downstream  from  Weld  County.

In  their  daily  operation  of  individual  stream  systems,
district  water  commissioners  gain  an  intuitive  knowledge
of  seasonal  volumes  associated  with  point  and  non-point
inflow  and  returns.     Diversion  priorities  of  many
downstream  ditches  are  satisfied  wholly  or  partially  by
such  sources.     It  is  a  common  occurrence  for  flows  in
particular  stream  systems  to  be  exhausted  below  upstream
diversions.     Downstream  stream  reaches  are  replenished
by  seepage,   returns,   discharges,   and  releases  from  storage.
Records  representative  of  effluent  discharge  from
municipal  and  industrial  sources  are  generally  available.

Records  compiled  by  the  district  water  commissioners  and
maintained  by  the  Division  of  Water  Resources  are
comprehensive  in  nature.     Origin  and  disposition  of
diverted  flows  within `the  various  districts  are  tabulated.
Because  of  the  complex  nature  of  water  exchange,   local
operational  practices  must  be  investigated  before  any
overview  of  in-stream  hydrology  can  be  developed.     Such
knowledge  is  best  imparted  by  district  water  commissioners,
the  individuals  responsible  for  day-to-day  management  of
system  flows.     The  dynamic  and  fluctuating  nature  of  water
supply  and  demand  generally  requires  that  major  diversions
be  capable  of  being  satisfied  by  water  delivered  through  a
variety  of  hydraulically  contiguous  facilities.    Hence,  a
generalized  methodology  of  system  operation  can  be
described,  but  exceptions  will  often  be  dictated  by  daily
operating  practice.

Low  flow  hydrology  was  investigated  to  determine  volume
of  the  receiving  water  available  to  accommodate  point
source  discharges  under  stressed  supply  conditions.
Hydrologic  balances  characteristic  of  temperate  or  warm
months  were  computed  to  identify  seasonal  impact  on  water
quantity.     The  period  May  through  September  was  selected
for  analysis  because  of  the  governing  influence  in-stream
temperature  has  on  ammonia  toxicity,  a  major  water  quality
parameter  affecting  fish  and  other  aquatic  life.
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Features  associated  with  water  resource  management  of
rivers  and  reservoirs  in  Larimer-Weld  region  are  described
in  the  following  sections.

Results  of  the  water  balance  analyses  are  also  shown.
These  inventories  demonstrated  that  low  flcIV  conditions
in  the  months  selected  for  review  tended  to  occur  in
the  early  portion  of  May  and  during  August.     The  period
of  mid-May  to  mid-June  was  generally  one  of  high  flow
because  it  coincided  with  the  occurrence  of  high-country
snowmelt.     Stream  flow  augmentation  with  C-BT  Project
and  Colorado-Laramie  River  Basin  Transmountain  waters
is  not  usually  practiced  in  the  early  portion  of  May.
However,  releases  of  these  flows  to  drainages  of  the
region  normally  occurs  relatively  soon  thereafter.
Imported  water  sustains  flow  in  many  reaches  of  the  river
Systems  at  levels  that  normally  would  not  be  present
under  unregulated  conditions.

3.2.I     Cache   la  Poudre  River

Flows  in  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River  system  are  managed
by  a  sophisticated  program  of  diversion  and  exchange.
Water  requirements  of  downstream  senior  diverters  are
often  satisfied  by  reservoir  storage  re!leases.     Upstream
ditches  may  use  exchanged  river  water.     Flow  in  specific
portions  of  the  river  may  be  exhausted  in  intervening
reaches.     The  practice  of  exchange  is  implemented  to  a
lesser  extent  in  other  drainage  systems  of  the  region.

In  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River  drainage,   the  main  irrigation
season  usually  begins  during  the  latter  part  of  April.
Ditches  on  the  downstream  end  of  the  system  are  the  first
to  irrigate.    Major  ditches  normally  initiate  calls  for
water  in  the  first  or  second  week  of  May.     During  the
irrigation  season,   flow  in  the  Cache  la  Poudre  may  be
exhausted  downstream  from  at  least  eleven  diversion  points.
These  include:

Monroe  Gravity  Canal   (North  Poudre  Supply  Canal)+
Greeley  Municipal  Intake;
Little  Cache  la  Poudre  Ditch;
Larimer  County  No.   2   Canal;
Larimer   &  Weld   Canal;
Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  Inlet   (often) ;
Whitney  Ditch;
8.   H.   Eaton  Ditch   (almost  always) ;
Greeley  No.   3   Ditch   (always);
Boyd  &   Freeman   Ditch   (almost  always) ;
Ogilvy  Ditch   (always) .
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Although  the  irrigation  season  normally  ends  on
October  31,  no  irrigation  of  consequence  occurs
beyond  the  last  Saturday  in  September.     The  North
Poudre  Supply  Canal  is  generally  the  last  ditch
to   shut  down   (Figure   3.2-A).

The  practical  storage  season  lasts   from  September  25
to  April  25.     During  this  period,  available  water  is
diverted  into  the  system's  many  reservoirs.     Water
District  No.   3  contains  over  45  major  reservoirs  and
nearly  40  active  minor  reservoirs  and  impoundments.
Optimization  of  water  resources  during  the  non-
irrigation  season  requires  that  a  maximum  quantity  be
diverted  to  storage.     This  task,  efficiently  implemented
by  the  district  water  commissioner,   involves  drying
up  the  Cache  la  Poudre  at  every  possible  point:

.     Larimer  County  Canalj

.     Larimer   &  Weld  Canal;

.     Timnath  Reservoir  Inlet;

.     Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  Inlet.

E±:h;::¥35r¥r3Eog::E  £¥§E±:;s t:h:±5±¥:=e :ys±;gig:ring
spring  f low  in  the  Poudre  River  decreases  rapidly  by
late  June.     Decrees  in  the  Poudre  are  then  satisfied
by  reservoir  releases  rather  than  by  direct  surface
flows.     Aspects  of  system  operation  during  a  low  flow
year,1972,   are  depicted  in  Table  3.2.i-A.

Characteristics  of  the  Cache  la  Poudre  water  supply  system
are  highlighted  herein.     Information  was  obtained  from
the  District  No.   3  Water  Commissioner,   Mr.   Jack  Neu+ze,
and  represents  a  generalized  operational  strategy.
Exceptions  may  be  routinely  encountered  in  day-to-day
system  manipulation.     Water  supply  facilities  must  be
adjusted  to  keep  pace  with  new  conditions  of  weather  or
demands.     For  purposes  of  presentation,   features  ®f  the
Cache  la  Poudre  system  will  be  discussed  in  terms  of  four
river  reaches:

.      Upstream  from  Gaging  Station   06752000,
Cache  la  Poudre  River  at  mouth  of  canyon
near  Fort  Collins;

.      Downstream  from  Gaging  Station   06752000
to  Greeley  N~o.`   2   Ditch   (New  Cache   la  Poudre
No.    2   Ditch);

.     Downstream  from  Greeley  No.   2   Ditch  to
Greeley  No.   3   Ditch;

.      Greeley  No.   3   Ditch   to   Gaging  Station   06752500,
Cache  la  Poudre  River  near  Greeley.
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TABLE   3.2.i-A.       LOW   FLOW   CONDITIONS   IN   CACHE   LA   POUDRE
RIVER   [a]    -   WATER  DISTRICT   NO.    3   -
MID-APRIL   TO  MID-sEPTErmER,   1972

FLOW
(cfs)

DATE                                [b]                   LOCATION    [b]                            REMARES

4/20
4/27

5/4
5/11
5/18
5/25

6/i
6/8
6/15
6/22

35        Canal   No.    3
0        Canal   No.   3

0       Little  Cache
0        Larimer   &  Weld
0        Canal  No.    3
0        Canal   No.    3

0        Canal  No.   3
300        Larimer   &   Weld
300        New  Cache

0        Canal  No.   3

0        Canal  No.    3

0        Canal   No.    3
0        a.   H.   Eaton
0        Canal   No.    3
0        Canal  No.   3

0        Canal   No.    3
0        Canal  No.    3
0        a.   H.   Baton

30        8.   H.   Eaton
0       Fossil  Creek

Reservoir  Inlet

0       Timnath  Reservoir
Inlet

0       Little  Cache

Supply  exceeds  demand
Supply  even  with  demand

Call  on  reservoirs
Call  on  reservoirs
Call  on  reservoirs
Call  on  reservoirs

Call  on  reservoirs
Supply  exceeds  demand   (rain)
Supply  exceeds  demand   (rain)
Beginning  to  call  on

reservoirs
Call  on  reservoirs

Call  on
Call  on
Call  on
Call  on

Call  on
Call  on
Call  on
Call  on

reservoirs
reservoirs
reservoirs
reservoirs
reservoirs
reservoirs
reservoirs
reservoirs

Situation  relieved  by  rain

Excess  supply  to  storage
Excess  supply  to  storage

[a]     Per  Water  Commissioner's  Field  Notes,  Water  District  No.   3.
[b]     Point  of  minimum  discharge  occurring  on  the  last  day

of  the  week.     Visual,  rather  than  gaged,   flow  estimate.
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3.2.i.i     Reach  Upstream  from  Gage   at  Mouth  of  Canyon

The  main-stem  Cache  la  Poudre  River  upstream  from  its
confluence  with  the  North  Fork  drains  a  watershed  area
that  is  essentially  wilderness.     Spot  development  exists
along  Poudre  Canyon,  but  no  point-source  discharge  to
the  river  occurs.     Native  flows  are  augmented  by
transmountain  water  released  to  the  main-stem  through
importation  facilities  tapping  resources  in  the     -
drainage  of  the  Colorado  and  Laramie  Rivers.

North  Poudre  Ditch  generally  intercepts  all  summer
flow  in  the  North  Fork  Cache  la  Poudre  River.     The
river  channel  is  normally  dry  immediately  below  this
di'version.     Inflow  to  the  North  Fork  in  the  reach
downstream  from  the  ditch  is  collected  by  Seaman
Reservoir,   owned  by  the  City  of  Greeley.     Such  inflow
is  attributed  to  groundwater  seepage  and  localized  runoff .
Only  a  very  minor  amount  of  mountain  meadow  irrigation
occurs  in  this  region,  so  impact  of  agricultural  returns
is  insignificant.     Water  impounded  by  Seaman  Reservoir
is  generally  very  turbid.     Discharge  from  the  reservoir  is
intermittent.    When  the  I-acility  is  required  to  spill,
release  of  water  occurs  in  a  substantial  volume.    At  such
times  the  City  of  Greeley  is  informed  to  temporarily  shut
down  the  intake  to  their  water  treatment  plant.    This
circumvents  the  need  for  city  operators  to  coltoat  a
large  slug  of  highly  turbid  water  in  the  Greeley  plant
prior  to  municipal  distribution.     The  City  of  Greeley  is
credited  with  a  volume  of  direct  river  flow  equal  to
the  Seaman  Reservoir  release.

Greeley  is  entitled  to  a  direct  Poudre  diversion  of
12.5  cfs.     The  remaining  supply  is  acquired  through
exchange  or  Storage  transfer.     In  the  exchange  agreement,
Greeley  intercepts  flow  intentionally  left  in  the  river
for  that  purpose  by  the  Larimer  County  Canal.     Greeley
repays  the  canal  owner,  Water  Supply  and  Storage  Company,
at  the  end  of  the  irrigation  season  with  transferred
C-BT  Project  water  delivered  from  Horsetooth  Reservoir.
The  city  also  utilizes  an  arrangement  wherein  it  intercepts
flows  from  the  Poudre  intended  for  downstream  storage.
Water  is  managed  by  an  accounting  procedure  rather  than
by  a  true  exchange.     Because  of  the  overdraw.by  the  Greeley
system,  an  appropriate  charge  is  made  to  the  junior
reservoir  involved  in  the  transaction.
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3.2.I.2     Reach  Downstream  from  Gage  at  Mouth  of
Canyon  to  Greeley  No.   2

Flow  in  the  river  is  monitored  by  Gaging  Station
06752000,   Cache  la  Poudre  at  mouth  of  canyon  near
Fort  Collins.     Under  normal  summer  conditions,   it  is
fairly  common  for  the  Poudre  to  be  dry  from  the  Greeley
municipal  intake  to  the  Hansen  Supply  Canal.     The  reach
downstream  from  the  City  of  Fort  Collins  municipal
intake  to  the  Hansen  Supply  Canal  has  been  dry  in  the
past,  but  the  extremely  rare  occurrence  is  not  attributable
to  typical  system  operating  practices.

The  Hansen  Supply  Canal  delivers  C-BT  Project  flows  to  the
main-stem  Poudre  in  response  to  orders  for  Horsetooth'
Reservoir  water.     An  exception  are  orders  requested  by  Poudre
Valley  Canal  and  the  North  Poudre  Supply  Canal.     Project
water  intended  for  Poudre  Valley  Canal  is  discharged  directly
to  the  canal  by  facilities  of  the  Hansen  Supply  Canal  and
Windsor  Extension.     Because  of  its  upstream  location  from  the
Hansen  Supply  Canal,   the  North  Poudre  Supply  Canal  diverts
river  flow  in  exchange  for  its  allocation  of  Horsetooth
Reservoir  water.     Other  main-stem  ditches  utilizing  C-BT
Project  water  include  I.arimer  County   (Water  Supply  and  Storage) ,
Jackson,   Little  Cache  la  Poudre,   New  Mercer,   Larimer
County  No.   2,   Arthur,   Larimer  and  Weld,   Lake,   Chaffee,
New  Cache   la  Poudre   (Greeley  No.   2)  ,   and  Whitney.     Under
normal  operating  conditions,  the  latter  three  diversions
are  satisfied  by  river  flow,   seepage,  municipal  discharges,
and  returns.     It  is  an  unusual  occurrence  when  Horsetooth
Reservoir  water  is  delivered  to  their  respective  headgates.
The  Lake  Canal  is  usually  the  lowest  ditch  on  the  system
to  receive  Project  water.

Claymore  Lake  almost  exclusively  serves  the  Pleasant  Valley
and  Lake  Canal.     Because  the  reservoir  outlet  is  located
downstream  from  the  canal  headgate,   the  facility  operates
on  an  exchange  basis.     Flows  discharged  to  the  Poudre
through  the  Claymore  Lake  outlet  replace  river  f lows  diverted
by  Pleasant  Valley  and  Lake  Canal  on  a  one-to-one  basis.
This  operational  procedure  occurs  about  99  percent  of
the  time.

Diversions  intended  for  Taylor  and  Gill  Ditch  are  delivered
through  the  facilities  of  the  Little  Cache  la .Poudre  Ditch.
The  headgate  of  the  Taylor  and  Gill  Ditch  is  situated  on
the  Little  Cache  off  the  main-stem  Poudre  River  channel.
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During  summer  conditions,   the  discharge  of  Lewstone
Creek  to  the  main-stem  Poudre  below  the  Hansen  Supply
Canal  is  normally  less  than  i  cfs.     A  live  stream
usually  exists  in  the  river  from  the  Hansen  Supply
Canal  to  the  Larimer  and  Weld  Canal.     Flow  may  get
low  on  weekends  since   the  I.arimer  and  Weld  Canal
commonly  isn't  used  at  that  time.     In  summer  the  Poudre
is  often  dry  immediately  downstream  from  the  Larimer
and  Weld  Canal  diversion.     Seepage  and  returns
tributary  to  the  river  below  Lake  Canal  range  to  about
6  cfs  and  satisfy  water  requirements  at  the  Coy  Ditch.

Flow  diverted  by  Chaf fee  and  Boxelder  Ditches  consists
of  recharge  contributed  by  returns,  inflow,   and  the
discharge  of  Fort  Collins  Wastewa€er  Treatment  Plant
No.   i.     Effluent  also  supplies  the  inlet  to  Fossil
Creek  Reservoir  and  that  of  Timnath  Reservoir,  when
operating.     The  municipal  discharge  is  normally  diverted
in  its  entirety  from  the  river  system  in  the  reach  to
the  Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  inlet.     Recharge  contributed
to  this  reach  of  the  main-stem  Poudre  by  Spring  Creek
is  on  the  order  of  5  to  10  cfs.

The  intake  to  Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  is  normally  operated
during  both  summer  and  winter.     That  of  Timnath  Reservoir
is  typically  operated  in  winter  only.    Effluent  from
the  City  of  Fort  Collins  Treatment  Plant  No.   2  has  the
option  of  being  discharged  directly  to  the  Poudre+River
or  to  the  Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  inlet  channel.     Direction
of  the  discharge  is  controlled  by  the  district  water
commissioner.     Typical  practice  calls  for  discharge  of
eff luent  to  whichever  watercourse  possesses  flowing  water
at  the  time.     The  governing  concept  is  to  dilute  the
effluent  as  much  as  possible.     An  exception  to  the  normal
occurrence   (ip  which  the  river  is  sustained  by  seepage,
agricultural  return  flows,  and  municipal  effluent
downstream  from  Lake  Canal)   occurs  occasionally  when
Horsetooth  water  is  run  all  the  way  to  Chaffee,   Greeley
No.   2,   or  Whitney  Ditches.     All   flow  in  the  Poudre  is
normally  diverted  into  the  Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  inlet
up  until  about  September  10.     During  July  and  August,
effluent  in  Fort  Collins  No.   2  discharges  to  the  Fossil
Creek  Reservoir  inlet.
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Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  serves  a  dual  function  of  flow
equalization  and  storage.     Diversion  requirements  of
ditches  served  by  the  main-stem  Poudre  decrease
substantially  on  weekends  because  irrigation  is  often
reduced  or  curtailed  at  such  times.     The  district
water  commissioner  has  found  it  desirable  to  divert
all  summer  flow  through  the  reservoir.     This  practice
enables  flow  in  the  river  that  otherwise  would  be  lost
downstream  on  weekends  to  be  retained  in  storage  for
later  use.     Use  of  Fossil  Cree.k  Reservoir  as  an
equalizing  structure  is  also  practiced  through  other
portions  of  the  year  whenever  possible.

Unless  a  portion  of  the  inflow  diverted  to  the  reservoir
is  being  introduced  to  storage,   releases  from  Fossil
Creek  Reservoir  usually  exceed  the  volume  of  f lows
acquired  at  the  intake  on  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.
This  is  because  the  reservoir  is  supplied  by  four  other
sources  in  addition  to  Poudre  River  diversions.     The
discharge  of  Fort  Collins  Wastewater  Treatment  Plant
No.   2  may  be  directed  into  the  reservoir  inlet;   seepage
on  the  order  of  10  to  15  cfs  f lows  into  the  inlet
channel  along  its  length  to  the  reservoir;  Fossil  Creek,
impounded  by  the  reservoir  dam,   contributes  from  5  to  10
cfs  to  the  reservoirj   and  effluent  from  South  Fort  Collins
Sanitation  District  is  discharged  to  Fossil  Creek
Reservoir.     The  Creek  receives  waste  flows   from  New  Mercer,
Larimer  County  No.   2,  Arthur,   and  Pleasant  Valley  and
IIake  Canals.

Routing  Poudre  flows  through  Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  drys
up  the  river  immediately  below  the  point  of  diversion.
Downstream  inflows  to  the  main-stem  above  the  reservoir
outlet  are  contributed  by  seepage,  tributary  inflow,  and
returns.     Boxelder  Creek  discharges  5  to  10  cfs  to  the
Poudre  in  this  reach.     Effluent  from  the  Boxelder  Sanitation
District  wastewater  treatment  facility  c®mmingles  with
Boxelder  Creek  flows  slightly  upstream  from  the  conf luence
with  the  Cache  la  Poudre.

Discharge  from  the  Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  outlet  ranges
up  to  250  cfs  when  it  is  operated  during  the  summer.     Only
a  small  amount  of  water  discharges  to  the  Poudre  from  the
established  drainage  course  of  Fossil  Creek  below  the
Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  Dam.
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The  quantity  of  flow  indicated  as  a  diversion  at  Greeley
No.   2  may  not  be  the  actual  volume  of  water  diverted
from  the  main-stem  river  channel.     The  district  water
commissioner`s  daily  records  are  such  that  individual
reservoir  releases  and  the  actual  river  diversion  can
be  identified.     Stored  water  is  often  delivered  to
Greeley  No.   2   from  Windsor  and  Timnath  Res.ervoirs.     This
arrangement  satisfies  the  Greeley  No.   2  diversion
priorities  with  river  water  diverted  by  the  Larimer  and
Weld  Canal  or  Timnath  Reservoir  inlet.     Windsor
Reservoir  possesses  two  discharges:     one  goes  directly
to  Greeley  No.   2;   the  second  is  small,   and  goes  directly
to  irrigation.     Timnath  Reservoir  discharges  directly
to  Lake  Canal  or  to  Greeley  No.   2

3.2.1.3     Reach  From  Greeley  No.   2   to  Greeley  No.   3

In  addition  to  regulating  river  flow  picked  up  by
Greeley  No.   2,   Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  supplies  Whitney
Ditch,   a.   H.   Eaton  Ditch,   and  Greeley  No.   3.     Of  the
total  diversion  requirement  of  8.  H.   Baton  Bitch  and
Whitney  Ditch,   only  a  portion  is  satisfied  by  return  flows.
The  remainder  is  river  water  delivered  to  the  Greeley
No.   2  river  point.     In  early  summer  during  high  country
snowmelt  runoff  conditions,   sufface  flows  are  often
wheeled  all  the  way  to  Greeley  No.   3.     In  later  summer,
diversions  from  the  Poudre  by  the  8.   H.   Eaton  Ditch
normally  exhaust  the  river  immediately  below  that  point.
Enough  inflow  and  agricultural  returns  contribute  to
the  river  below  the  8.  H.  Baton  Ditch  to  satisfy  diversion
requirements  at  Jones  Ditch  and  Greeley  No.   3.     The
latter  diversion  always  dries  uprfeckthe  river.     Significant
Supply  sources  in  this  reach  of  the  Poudre  include  the
Windsor  Municipal  Wastewater  Treatment  Plant,   Kodak
industrial  effluent,  Black  Hollow  Drain   (Consolidated  Law
Ditch) ,   and  Storm  Lake  Drain.     The  drains  each  typically
convey  from  5  to  10  cfs  of  recharge  to  the  Poudre  dtlring
s urmer .

3.2.I.4     Reach   from  Greeley  No.   3  to  Gage  Near  Greeley

Sheep  Draw  is  a  stream  channel  whose  natural  outlet  to
the  Poudre  is   located  downstream  from  Greeley  No.   3.     The
drainage  system  has  been  modified  so  that  flow  in  the
draw  is  intercepted  directly  by  Greeley  No.   3.     Inflow
ranges  from  10  to  15  cfs.   It  originates  as  localized  seepage
and  returns  as  a  waste  flow  from  the  Boomerang  Ditch  in
the  Thompson  District.
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Requirements  of  the  Boyd  and  Freeman  diversion  are
satisfied  by  main-stem  returns.     This  ditch  possesses
the  right  to  dry  up  the  Poudre.

Discharge  from  Seely  Lake  is  not  continuous.     Releases
are  made  only  when  the  Ogilvy  Ditch  is  short  of  water.
When  the  Seely  Lake  outlet  is  operated,   flows  approach
10  cfs.     More  often  than  not,  diversion  requirements
at  Ogilvy  Ditch  can  be  satisfied  by  tributary  inflow,
agricultural  returns,  and  effluent  from  the  Greeley
Municipal  Wastewater  Treatment  Plant.     The  lake  itself
is  seldom  emptied  except  for  maintenance  purposes.
Typical  operation  normally  draws  the  lake  down  to  only
about  one-half  capacity.

Graham  Seep  is  another  tributary  which  contributes  about
5  to  10  cfs  to  the  Poudre.     Inflow  from  Baton  Draw  is
about  5  cfs.     Sand  Creek  is  picked  up  by  the  Ogilvy
Ditch  and  doesn't  actually  flow  directly  to  the  Poudre
River.

Greeley  No.   3  possesses  three  wasteways  which  discharge
directly  to  the  Poudre.     The  outlet  of  the  uppermost  is
situated  about  2  miles  below  the  ditch  headgate,  slightly

S:¥:::r:a:o:=£mt::ec 3£¥do¥a=::e€:Sc:;d 3r:::o::t:a:::way
Poudre  above  Ogilvy  Ditch.     A  fairly  constant  flow  is
maintained  in  the  channel  to  keep  trash,  grass  clippings
and  other  debris  moving  along.     In  late  summer  only  about
10  cfs  are  discharged  to  the  river  th-rough  the  wasteway.
With  the  exception  of  seepage  losses,   flows  diverted
through  Greeley  No.   3  are  applied  for  irrigation  purposes
The  10  cfs  returned  to  the  Poudre  represents  flows
tributary  to  Sheep  Draw,   intercepted  by  Greeley  No.   3.
The  second  wasteway  of  Greeley  No.   3  conveys   large   flows
only  during  spring  runof f  or  for  short  durations  after
rainfall  when  urban  runof f  discharges  to  the  wasteway.
The  third  wasteway  discharges  to  the  Poudre  east  of
Greeley  in  the  reach  between  Ogilvy  Ditch  and  Gaging
Station  06752500,   Cache  la  Poudre  River  near  Greeley.
Its  discharge  is  responsible  for  a  major  portion  of
recorded  flow  passing  the  gage.     Ogilvy  Ditch  always
dries  up  the  Poudre  in  summer.     Flows  gaged  downstream
are  exclusively  contributed  by  seepage,  returns,  and
canal  waste.



Seepage  and  agricultural  returns  represent  a  significant
source  of  recharge  to  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River  system.
Magnitude  of  recharge  varies  seasonally,  but  in  surrmer
is  approximately  distributed  among  reaches  of  the
Poudre  according  to  the  following  estimated  quantities:

.     Upstream  of  Larimer  and  Weld  Canal:   10   cfsj

.     In  the  reach  from  Larimer  and  Weld  Canal
to  Greeley  No.   2:     50   cfs;

.     In  the  reach  from  Greeley  No.   2  to
Greeley  No.   3:      50   cfs;

.     In  the  reach  from  Greeley  No.   3  to
Ogilvy:      40-50   cfs.

In  the  reach  of  the  Poudre  from  the  gage  at  the  mouth
of  the  canyon  near  Fort  Collins  to  the  City  of  Greeley,
returns  on  the  order  of  approximately  150  cfs  contribute
to  the  main-stem  of  the  river.     Some  of  this  is  in  the
form  of  seepage  and  some  is  discharged  from  various  drains
or  channelized  in  natural  tributaries.

Returns  generally  represent  a  seasonal  steady  state
condition  whereby  Seepage  and  waste  f ron  drains  and
canals  north  of  the  Poudre  follow  the  gradient  back  to
the  main  body  of  the  Poudre  River.     The  uppermost  ditch
of  signif icance  involved  in  the  seepage  exchange  is  the
North  Poudre.     This  ditch  continously  loses  about  50  cfs,
a  volume  that  is  subsequently  picked  up  by  the  Larimer
County  Canal.     This  canal  in  turn  loses  about  50  cfs  df
seepage  to  the  Larimer  and  Weld  Canal.     The  latter  canal
loses  about  50  cfs  to  Greeley  No.   2.     The  entire  system
is  one  in  which  water  follows  a  dowrigradient  pattern.
The  three  ditches  other  than  the  North  Poudre  lose  about
as  much  water  as  they  gain.     Because  it  is  the  uppermost
ditch,   the  North  Poudre  incurs  a  net  loss.     The  District
Water  Commissioner  estimates  the  total  volume  of  return
flow  tributary  to  ditches  other  than  the  main-stem  Poudre
River  to  be  on  the  order  of  150  cfs  at  any  given  time.

3.2.i.5     Low  Flow  Hydrologic  Analysis

Results  of  the  water  budget  computed  for  the  Cache  la
Poudre  River  are  depicted  in  Table  3.2.i-a.
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TABLE   3.2.1-a.       CACHE   LA   POUDRE   RIVER   -LOW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STREAM   FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

404142181182183184185434445186187188189

87.574.061.960.560.I56.756.256.055.755.i55.055.053.953.951.751.7

Headwater  FlowF&G-Rustic  M  81NorthPoudre&Monroe  CanalsFortCollinsDiversionNorthFork-CachelaPoudrePoudreValleyCanalReturnFlowGreeleyDiversionHansenSupplyCanalLewstoneCreekPleasantValley&LakeCanalReturnFlowLarimerCountyCanalReturnFlowJacksonDitch(DryCreek)50 .0.0.0-19.0.0.0.0-26.0.0i.0-15.0i.0L27.01.0-27.0

131.i131.I131.i131.1112.i112.1112.i112.I86.186.I87.1?2.i73.146.1        r47.120.I



TABLE   3.2.1-a.       CACHE   LA   POUDRE   RIVER   -LOW-FLOW   H¥DROLOGIC   ANALYSIS
(Cont . )

\

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
"OUNT STREAI   FLOW

MII.E (cfs) (cfs)

190464748495017517619119251193194195

50.850.648.047.747.046.046.045.645.344.I44.i42.942.341.3

Return  FlowLittleCLP,  Taylor  &  Gill, 0.0-20.0+i.0-i.04.0.0.02.0.03.08.71.4.05.0

20.10.1i.i0.i4.I4.I4.i6.I6.I9.i17.819.2         \.19.224.2

New  Mercer,   I.arimer  No.   2
CanalsReturn  FlowClaymoreLake  Outlet,  Arthur

Ditch,   Larimer  &  Weld  CanalReturnFlowFish&Game-Bellevue/WatsonJoshAmesDitchReturnFlowLakeCanalandCoyDitchReturnFlowFortCollinsNo.IPlantReturnFlowTimnathReservoirInlet,

Chaffee  DitchryCreek   51



TABLE   3.2.i-a.      CACHE   LA   POUDRE   RIVER   -LOW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS
(Cont. )

L\

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
"OUNT STREAM   FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

52535455177un®tion126197198127128129130131132,*When

40.440.239.838.438.438.333.433.432.932.930.730.729.229.027.0Fort   C
pring  CreekoxelderDitchFossilCreekReservoir  Inlet•FortCollinsNo.2PlantoxelderS.D.oxelderCreeketurnFlowossilCreekReservoirOutleteturnFlowreeleyNo.2DitcheturnFlowossilCreeketurnFlowitneyDitch,EatonDitcheturnFlowllinsNo.2Plantdischarges 5.011.0-18.i00.74.35.017.0I.06.02.0I.02.027.04.0toFOssl

29.218.2•1*0.i0.85.i10.127.128.122.124.125.i27.I0.i4.iCreek

Reser oirI let.               I
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TABLE   3.2.1-8.       CACHE   LA   POUDRE   RIVER   -LOW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS
(Cont. )

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STREAM   FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

178133179134135199200201202203204205206207208

22.I22.022.021.821.820.520.517.216.916.914.713.813.811.511.5

Great  Western  ~  WindsorWindsorKodakReturnFlowConsolidatedLawDitchReturnFlowJonesDitchReturnFlowStormLakeDrainGreeleyNo.3DitchReturnFlowSheepDrawBoydandFreemanDitchReturnFlowSeeleyLakeOutlet53 .0.9.68.55.05.0-10.05.03.0-22.02.0.0-2.02.0.0

4.i5.05.614.119.i24.i14.119.i22.10.i2.i2.i0.I2.12.i



TABLE   3.2.1-a.       CACHE   LA   POUDRE   RIVER   -LOW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS
(Cont . )

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STRE"  FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

209136210137138139180140141142143144145146147

10.09.69.29.27.37.16.96.96.94.64.64.54.34.30.0

Return  FlowReturnFlowGrahamSeepGreeleyNo.  3  WastewayReturnFlowWeldCountyBy-ProductsMonfortPackingBaton,GreatWestern-Baton 2.0i.33.07.83.00.00.90.34.74.09.62.4.0-41.030.0

4.i5.48.416.219.219.220.i20.425.i29.I38.741.I41.i0.I30.I

(to  Baton  Draw)BatonDrawRunoffGreeleyPlantReturnFlowGreatWestern-  GreeleyOgilvyDitchGreeleyNo.3Wasteway54



3.2.2     Big  Thompson  River/Little Thorn son  River

Flows  in  the  Big  Thompson  River  and  its  major  natural
tributary,  the  Little  Thompson,   are  modified  to  a
significant  degree  by  U.S.   Bureau  of  Reclamation
and  Northern  Colorado  Water  Conservancy  District
operation  of  the  C-BT  Project.     Flows  that  have  been
discharged  to  the  Thompson  drainage  through  components
of  C-BT,   as  well  as  native  river  flows,   are  managed
for  diversion  purposes  by  the  Water  Commissioner,
Lloyd  Blewitt.     Information  presented  herein  was
obtained  from  Ted  Bell.,  hydrologist  with  the  State
Engineer's  Office,   and  Gerald  Whitsel,   USER,  Western
Division  Water  and  Power  System,   System  Control  Center,
Loveland,   Colorado.

Western  Slope  waters  collected  by  components  of  the
C-BT  Project  are  routed  riortheasterly  from  Grand  Lake
and  Lake  Granby  to  the  hydrologic  drainage  of  the  Big
Thompson  River  through  the  Alva  8.   Adams .Tunnel.
This  facility  ultimately  discharges  to  East  Portal
Reservoir,   a.  small  impoundment  situated  approximately
4-1/3  miles  southwest  of  Estes  `Park.     Supplies  are
conveyed  by  Aspen  Creek  Siphon  and  Rams  Horn  Tunnel
to  the  hydroelectric  powerplant  at  Mary's  Lake.     Project
water  from  the  lake  is  subsequently  piped  by  Prospect
Mountain  Tunnel  to  the  Lake  Estes  hydroelectric  generating
station   (Figure  3.2-8).

Lake  Estes  was   formed  by  construction  of  Olympus  Dam
on  the  Big  Thompson  River.     In  addition  to  serving  as
the  regulatory  reservoir  for  all  Project  flows,  I.ake
Estes  is  the  receiving  water  for  flows  in. the  Big  Thompson
River,   in  Fish  Creek,   and  for  the  Estes  Park  Sanitation
District  discharge.     Ths  bulk  of  the  lake  inflow  is
diverted  eastward  through  the  Bureau  of  Reclamation
facilities.     Flows  are  conveyed  through  Olympus  Tunnel;
Pole  Hill  Tunnel,   Canal,  Powerplant,   and  Afterbay;
Rattlesnake  Tunnel;   Pinewood  Lake;   Bald  Mountain  Tunnel;
and  Flatiron  Penstocks,   Powerplant,   and  Reservoir.     Flows
in  Flatiron  are  diverted  to  storage  in  Carter  Lake  or
discharged  directly  to  the  Charles  Hansen  Feeder  Canal.
Carter  Lake  inflow  and  outflow  is  accomplished  through
pumphouse  No.   3.     This  unit  is  a  pumped  storage  facility
which  alternately  serves  to  f ill  Carter  Lake  and  to  develop
the  head  between  Carter  and  Flatiron  Lakes.     Flows
introduced  to  the  Charles  Hansen  Feeder  Canal  from  Flatiron
Reservoir  are  returned  to  the  main-stem  Big  Thompson
Ri.ver  through  the  canal  wasteway  or  Big  Thompson  Power
Plant,  or  are  conveyed  northerly  through  the  Big  Thompson
Canyon  siphon  to  farm  turnouts  or  Horsetooth  Reservoir.
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Flows  in  Big  Thompson  Canyon  are  a  result  of  native
and  Project  water  releases  from  olympus  Dam,   from
localized  wastewater  discharge,  contributions  from
Dry  Gulch  and  other  minor  tributaries,   and  from
inflow  of  the  North  Fork.     The  magnitude  of  runoff
generated  within  the  North  Fork  drainage  can  be
substantial.

The  regulated  discharge  to  the  Big  Thompson  River  from
Olympus  Dam  is  generally  in  accordance  with  criteria
established  by  the  State  Fish  and  Game  Corrmission.
Releases  are  usually  defined  by  the  following  schedule

50   c:fs   -
25  cfs   -
50  cfs  -

loo  cfs  -
75   cfs  -
50  cfs  -

October
November  through  April  15
April  16  through  April   30
May  i  through  August  31
September  I  through  September  15
September  16   through  September  30

If  inflow  to  Lake  Estes  is  less  than  the  Fish  and  Game
criteria  for  release  of  water  below  Olympus  Darn  on  any
given  day,   the  Bureau  is  required  to  discharge  to  the
river  a  volume  of  water  equal  to  inflow  to  Lake  Estes.

Although  a  few  exceptions  exist,   the  Bureau  is  generally
allowed  to  skim  native  inflow  at  Lake  Estes  in  excess
of  that  required  to  meet  Fish  and  Game  Commission  stream
flow  maintenance  criteria.     Skimmed  flows  are  diverted
to  Flatiron  Lake  and  then  conveyed  to  the  Bureau`s  Big
Thompson  hydroelectric  plant  supply  system  through  the
Charles  Hansen  Feeder  Canal.     Skimmed  flows  represent
water  borrowed  without  charge  by  the  Bureau  to  run  the
power  station.     Flows  are  returned  to  the  Big  Thompson
River  below  the  stream  gaging  station  at  the  mouth  of  the
Canyon.     The  Bureau  generally  tries  to  return  to  the  main-
stem  Big  Thompson  a  volume  of  water  at  least  I  percent
greater  than  the  volume  of  water  skimmed  at  Lake  Estes.
This  policy  is  to  positively  ensure  system  equity.
Release  occurs  through  either  the  Hansen  Feeder  Wasteway
or  through  the  powerplant  tail  race.     The  wasteway  is
used  to  supply  the  Big  Thompson  River  if  the  sum  of
skimmed  f lows  and  project  water  requested.;f6a:.. irrigation
requirements  exceed  the  420  cfs  capacity  of  the  power  plant.
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Although  design  capacity  of  Olympus  Tunnel  is  550  cfs,
the  structure  can  readily  accommodate  575  cfs  under
actual  operating  conditions.     Capacity  of  the  Charles
Hansen  Feeder  Canal  is  990   cfs.     The  canal  extension
in  the  reach  north  of  the  Big  Thompson  Siphon  to
Horsetooth  Reservoir  is  designed  to  carry  550  cfs.     The
large  capacity  of  the  Hansen  Feeder  Canal,   almost
double  that  of  adjacent  facilities,  enables  the  Bureau
to  take  maximum  advantage  of  the  power-generating
potential  of  Big  Thompson  River  water  skimmed  into
Olympus  Tunnel  at  Lake  Estes.   Abundant  flows  are
generally  available  for  skimming  during  spring  and
early  summer.     System  operation  during  these  periods  is
oriented  toward  diverting  available  river  supplies ,  rather
than  Project  water  from  Alva  Adams  Tunnel,   into  Olympus
Tunnel.     Adams  Tunnel  is  temporarily  shut  down  and  Project
water  is  held  in  reserve  for  later  release.     During  such
time,   calls  for  Project  water  must  be  satisfied  in  spite
of  the   fact  that  Adams  Tunnel  is  inactive.     The  990  cfs
capacity  of  the  Charles  Hansen  Feeder  Canal  provides
system  flexability  necessary  for  this  to  occur.     Project
water  impounded  in  Carter  Lake  is  allowed  to  flow  through
Flatiron  Lake  to  the  Hansen  Feeder  Canal.

Dille  Tunnel,   also  referred  to  as  Tunnel  No.   i,   can
divert  flows  passing  through  the  Narrows  of  the  Big
Thompson  River  Canyon  and  discharge  them  to  the  Hansen
Feeder  Canal  upstream  from  the  Big  Thompson  hydroelectric
power  plant  turnout.     Flows  diverted  through  Dille  Tunnel
are  returned  to  the  river  through  the  wasteway  or  powerplant,
or  are  delivered  to  Horsetooth  Reservoir.     Diversions  by
Dille  Tunnel  are  permissible  because  Fish  and  Game
Commission  stream  flow  maintenance  requirements  below  the
tunnel  are  less  than  those  below  Olympus  Dam.     The
accounting  procedure  utilized  by  the  Bureau  considers
that  flows  skimmed  at  midnight  on  a  given  day  are  returned
to  the  main-stem  Big  Thompson  at  7:00  a.in.   the   following
day.     A  delay  on  return  of  an  equivalent  skimmed  flow  to
the  river  system  of  31  hours  exists.

Dille  Tunnel  is  located  upstream  from  the  gaging  station
at  the  mouth  of  the  canyon.     Hence,   this  station  does  not
measure  all  native  river  flow  in  the  system,  but  monitors
only.  those  contributions  from  the  North  Fork,   localized
inflow  and  discharges,   and  releases  to  the  river  channel
for  f ish  maintenance  and  aesthetic  purposes  that  are  not
diverted  by  Dille  Tunnel.     Skimmed  native  river  flows  bypass
the  gage.
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The  Bureau  of  Reclamation  maintains  very  detailed  records
of  inflow,   diversions,   and  releases  at  Lake  Estes.     Such
information  provides  a  comprehensive  data  base  from
which  an  ef ficient  program  of  system  management  can  be
formulated.     In  addition,  hydrologic  data  exists  as  an
integral  part  of  the  accounting  procedure  used  to
identify  Big  Thompson  River  water  skimmed  by  the  Bureau
to  operate  the  Big  Thompson  hydroelectric  powerplant
generating  station  at  the  mouth  of  the  canyon.     Records
of  the  Northern  Colorado  Water  Conservancy  District  for
releases  from  the  Hansen  Feeder  Canal  represent  C-BT  Project
water  and  do  not  reflect  "Operation  Skim."    The  Bureau
maintains  detailed  records  on  origin  and  volume  of  f low
delivered  or  diverted  through  its  various  facilities.

An  important  Bureau  practice  which  must  be  considered
in  computation  of  any  hydrologic  balance  on  the  Big
Thompson  River  system  is  that  of  using  C-BT  Project  water
to  fill  Carter  and  Horsetooth  Reservoirs.     When  no  calls
exist  on  the  river  for  irrigation  water   (all  private
reservoirs  having  been  filled) ,   the  Bureau  may  exercise
its  water  right  and  fill  these  two  reservoirs.    Volume
of  water  involved  in  this  operation  may  or  may  not  be
significant.     C-BT  Project  water  diverted  out  of  Lake
Estes  and  intended  for  storage  will  likely  end  up  in
Carter  Lake.     Diversions  through  Dille  Tunnel  intended
for  storage  will  be  delivered  to  Horsetooth  Reservoir.
Storage  operations  by  the  Bureau  since  1957  have  occurred
during  April,   May,   June,   July,  November  and  Decefroer.

Carter  Lake  inflow  and  outflow  is  accomplished  through
Pumphouse  No.   3.     This  unit  is  a  pumped  storage   facility
which  alternately  serves  to  fill  Carter  Lake  and  to  develop
the  head  between  Carter  and  Flatiron  Lakes.     Horsetooth
Reservoir  is  filled  via  the  Charles  Hansen  Feeder  Canal.

3.2.2.i     Big  Thompson   River

C-BT  Project  water  distributed  to  the  main-stem  Big
Thompson  through  the  Hansen  Feeder  Canal  usually  goes  to
the  Handy,   Home  Supply,   Louden,   South  Side,   George  Rist,
Big  Barnes,   Greeley-Loveland,   Farmer's,   and  occasionally
Hillsborough  and  Big  Thompson  and  South  Platte  River  Ditches.
In  early  spring,  diversion  requirements  are  easily  satisfied
by  direct  river  flows.     In  later  summer,  requirements  are
met  with  Project  water.     Records  of  transfers  and  exchanges
are  kept  by  the  District  Water  Commissioner.     Releases
from  Boedecker  Reservoir  and  Ryan  Gulch  Lake  are  also
tabulated  in  Commissioner  reports  (Figure  3.2-a) .
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Big  Barnes  Ditch  and  Greeley-Loveland  Ditch  occasionally
alternate  points  of  diversion.    This  practice,  although
not  extensively  used,   involves  delivery  of  flows  intended
for  the  Greeley-I,oveland  Ditch  through  the  headgate  of
the  Big  Barnes  Ditch.     Flow  may  then  be  discharged  from
the  Barnes  Ditch  through  Lake  Loveland,   Seven  Lakes,
Boyd  Lake,   and  eventually  to  Greeley-Loveland  Ditch.     A
preferred  method  of  operation  is  to  run  flows  directly
through  Lake  Loveland  to  the  Greeley-Loveland  Ditch.
This  relates  to  the  fact  that  pumps  may  be  used  to
deliver  flows  to  the  Greeley-Loveland  Ditch  when  storage
elevation  in  Boyd  Iiake  drops.     The  Big  Barnes  and
Greeley-Loveland  Ditches  are  able  to  use  the  alternating
Point  of  diversion  method  of  operation  because  they  are
both  owned  by  the  same  entity,  Loveland  and  Greeley
Irrigation  Company.

The  Home  Supply  Dam,   located  on  the  Big  Thompson  River
immediately  upstream  from  the  City  of  Loveland  Water
Filter  Plant,  provides  no  significant  storage.     The
facility  is  a  check  structure  only.     It  ensures' that
river  water  elevations  will  be  sufficient  to  discharge
into  both  the  City  of  Loveland  and  Home  Supply  Ditch
headgates.     The  city  diverts  from  the  north  side  of  the
lake .

Lan  Hagler  Reservoir  and  Boedecker  Reservoir  are  both
owned  by  Consolidated  Home  Supply  Ditch  and  Reservoir
Company.     Lon  Hagler  Reservoir  is  generally  filled  only
with  Project  water.     Its  decree  is  very  recent,  dating
to  the  1950's.     This  reservoir  discharges  to  Boedecker
Reservoir   (Mariano  Lake).     Mariano  Lake  discharges  to  the
main-stem  of  the  Big  Thompson  for  purposes  of  exchange
when  the  Home  Supply  Ditch  diverts  more  than  its  decreed
right.     This  situation  can  occur  only  when  the  Big  Barnes
and  South  Side  Ditch  decrees  have  been  satisfied.

Downstream  ditches  on  the  main-stem  Big  Thompson  River
very  rarely  receive  C-BT  Project  water.     One  cfs  or  so
may  occasionally  be  delivered  to  the  Hillsborough  Ditch.
Both  the  Hill  and  Brush  Ditch  and  the  Big  Thompson  and
South  Platte  River  Ditch  normally  receive  flows  contributed
by  agricultural  returns.

In  the  upstream  reach  of  the  Big  Thompson,   the  Farmer's
Ditch  and  the  Big  Thompson  Ditch  both  possess  very  good
water  rights.     In  later  summer,   the  Big  Thompson  is  often
dry  immediately  below  the  Big  Barnes  Ditch  diversion  through
the  reach  to  an  area  upstream  from  the  Mariano  Lake  outlet.
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Discharge  from  this  reservoir  often  satisfies
requirements  of  the  Greeley-Loveland  Ditch,   the  Big
Thompson  Ditch,   and  Farmer`s  Ditch.     Because  its
headgate  is  located  in  the  reach  of  the  Big  Thompson
River  below  Big  Barnes  Ditch  that  is  66ten  dry,  the
Rist  and  Goss  Ditch  is  often  without  water.     Diversions
f ron  the  Big  Thompson  may  dry  up  the  river  at  the
following  locations :

Louden  Ditchj
Loveland  and  Greeley  Canal;
Big  Barnes  Ditchj
Hillsborough  Ditch ;
Big  Thompson  and  South  Platte  Ditch.

A  stream  gaging  station,   "Buckhorn  Below  Masonville, "
exists  on  Buckhorn  Creek,   a  tributary  to  the  Big
Thompson  downstream  from  the  canyon.     This  station  was
destroyed  in  the  Big  Thompson  Flood  but  has  recently
been  rebuilt.     The  gage  is  sited  on  the  Creek  above  the
point  of  the  Louden  Ditch  crossing.     Typical  flows  at
this  station  during  summer  are  on  the  order  of  10  cfs
or  less,

Irrigation  which  occurs  in  the  mountains  near  Masonville
occasionally  relies  on  the   "Buckhorn  Exchange.'.'     This
arrangement  is  an  exchange  of  Buckhorn  Creek  flows  for
respective  ditch  allocations  of  C-BT  Project  water,
delivered  to  the  main-stem  Big  Thompson  River  tha:ough
the  Hansen  Feeder  Canal.     Volume  of  the  exchange  normally
runs  between  5  and  6  cfs.     When  implemented,   the  Buckhorn
Exchange  is  reflected  in  flow  augmentation  records  of
the  Northern  Colorado  Water  Conservancy  District.     Ditches
involved  include  Victory,  Perkins,  Kerchner,  Carter,   and
Buckhorn  Highline.

3.2.2.2     Little  Thompson  River

A  stream  gaging  station  formerly  existed  on  the  Little
Thompson  River  upstream  from  the  point  where  Project  water
from  the  St.  Vrain  Supply  Canal  is  discharged  to  the  river.
This  station,   "Little  Thompson  at  mouth  of  canyon  near
Berthoud,"   hasn't  worked  since  1972  when  it  was  washed  out
by  a  flood.     Record  ends  with  discontinuous  streamflov
data  generated  for  one  day  each  month  for  the  period  March
through  August`,   1972.     Summer  flows  in  this  reach  of  the
Little  Thompson  are  relatively  small.     Before  being
augmented  by  C-BT  Project  water,   flows  in  the  Little  Thompson
used  to  dry  up  by  about  July  12.     The  Little  Thompson
may  now  exhibit  flow  throughout  the  summer  (Figure  3.2-a) .
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Ditches  on  the  Little  Thompson  River  that  receive  C-BT
Project  water  include  Culver   (Supply  Lateral) ,   Boulder-
Larimer   (Ish) ,   Blower,   Eagle,   Osborne  and  Caywood,   Rockwell,
and  Minor-Longan  Ditches.     Flows  are  discharged  through
facilities  of  the  St.  Vrain  Supply  Canal.     A  supply  ditch
from  the  St.  Vrain  River  conveys  water  from  this  source
into  the  Little  Thompson  drainage  system.     Flows  in  this
ditch  are  generally  used  to  irrigate  areas  to  the  south
of  the  main-stem  Little  Thompson.     Most  of  the  time,
summer  f low  in  the  Supply  Ditch  at  the  conf luence  with
the  main-stem  Little  Thompson  is  zero.     The  Supply  Ditch
occasionally  discharges  to  the  Little  Thompson  when
Culver  Ditch  desires  the  flow.     This  practice  is  not
common,   however,  because  of  the  relatively  high  conveyance
charge  levied  by  the  Supply  Ditch.     A  comparable  situation
relates  to  the  discharge  of  flows  from  the  St.  Vrain
River  to  the  Mead  Lateral.     Conveyance  charges  are
relatively  great;   the  practice  is  rare.     In  later  summer
the  Little  Thompson  may  dry  up  immediately  below  the  Eglin
Ditch  diversion.     Downstream  ditches  normally  intercept
water  contributed  by  the  City  of  Berthoud  Wastewater
Treatment  Plant,   canal  waste,   and  agricultural  return  flow.

A  gaging  station  formerly  existed  on  the  Little  Thompson
at  the  mouth  near  Milliken.     Records  are  current  through
Water  Year  1968  only.     Typical  flows  at  this  location
usually  are  on  the  order  of  20  to  50  cfs.     Smaller  flows
are  often  evident,   especially  in  May.

3.2.2.3     Low  Flow  Hydrologic  Analyses

Data  representative  of  the  surface  water  regimes  of  the
Big  and  Little  Thompson  Rivers  during  low  f low  conditions
are  depicted  in  Tables  3.2.2-A  and  3.2.2-8,   respectively.

3.2.3     St.   Vrain  Creek

Characteristics  of  St.  Vrain  Creek  during  the  irrigation
season  were  obtained  from  Don  Palmer,  District  Water
Commissioner.     Features  of  the  drainage  system  are  discussed
herein,

St.  Vrain  Creek  supports  a  large  acreage  of  irrigated
agriculture.     Much  of  this  acreage  is  in  Boulder  County.
It  should  also  be  noted  that  most  of  the  major  diversions
occur  within  Boulder  County,.     Flows  in  the  St.   Vrain  reach
a  minimum  just  before  the  Boulder-Weld  county  line.
Summertime  flows  are  typically  40  to  50  cfs  at  the  Boulder-
Weld  county  line.     Lower  reaches  of  the  river  in  Weld  County
receive  high  volumes  of  return  flow  as  seepage.     Summer  flows
at  Interstate  Highway  25  are  typically  on  the  order  of  20  cfs.
At  the  mouth,   summer  flows  are  generally  around  150  to  180  cfs.
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TABLE   3.2.2-A.       BIG   THOMPSON   RIVER   -
LOW-FLOW  `HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS

i

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STRE"  FLOW

MILE (cf§) (cfs)

35166167363721121221321421521621721838Junctio

63.058.456.842.041.938.336.936.835.835.834.334.333.733.733.2

Headwaters  FlowEstesParkS.D.UpperThompson S.D.ColoradoFish&Game-DrakeNorthForkBigThompsonTunnelNo.IUSERBigTReleasesHandyDitchLoveland&HomeSupplyDitchReturnFlowSo.Side,LoudenDitchesReturnFlowGeorgeRistDitchReturnFlowBuckhornCreek63 .00.8i.6.021;4 40.00.00.0-27.6I.7-48.0i.0.0.07.6

50.250.251.052.652.674.074.074.074.046.448.i0.iI.11.i1.1



TABLE   3.2.2-A.       BIG   THOMPSON   RIVER   -
LOW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS    (Cont. )

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STREAI   FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

99loo101102103104105219220221222223224225226

33.231.031.030.630.629.529.528.928.928.528.228.227.327.I27.I

Return  FlowDryCreekReturnFlowBigBarnes DitchReturnFlowRist&GossDitchReturnFlowarlanoOutletReturnFlowoveland&Greeley  CanaligThompsonDitch&Mfg.eturnFlowyamGulchLakeOutletarmersDitcheturnFlow64 .4.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.09.0.'02.0.0.0i.0

8.79.i9.I9.i9.i9.i9.i`9.i9.i9.i0.i0.12.i2.i2.i



TABLE   3.2.2-A.       BIG   THOMPSON   RIVER   -
LOW-FI.OW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS    (Cont. )

\

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STREAM   FI.OW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

168106107108logiloIll227228

26.725.i25.I24.224.222.522.421.921.920.016.716.710.I10.I8.0

Loveland  No.   i  PlantLovelandPackingReturnFlowLovelandNo.2PlantReturnFlowPoydI.akeOutletReturnFlowHillsboroughDitchReturnFlow i.1.0.13.85.43.6.0i.0-18.04.0.0.03.0-7.0i.0

3.i4.24.38.i13.517.I17.I18.i_0.14.i4.i4.i7.I          I0.iI.i

230 Great  Western  -  Loveland

169112113114115 Johnson' a  CornerHill&BrushDitchReturnFlowBigThompson&So.  Platte

DitchReturn  Flow     65



TABLE   3.2.2-A.       BIG   THOMPSON   RIVER   -
LOW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS    (Cont. )

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STREAM   FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

nction116117229118

8.07.82.02.00.0

Little  Thompson  RiverMillikenReturnFlowEvansDitchReturnFlow66 15.00.27.7-21.00.8

16.i16.324.03.03.8



TABLE   3.2.2-a.      LITTLE   THOMPSON   RIVER   -
LOW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STREAI

MILE (cfs) FLOW   (cfs

3031323334231232233234235236237238239240

34.024.924.524.i23.723.422.422.420.920.919.319.317.I17.i16.5

Headwater  FlowSt.VrainSupply  CanalSupplyLateral(Culver 0.053.5-3.00.02.0-49.0-i.04.00.03.0-2.03.0-4.0i.02.0

3.03.056.553.553.555.56.55.59.59.512.510.513.59.510.5

Ditch)Supply  Ditch  from  St.

Vrain  RiverCulverGulchBoulder-Larimer  Ditch   (Igh)BlowerDitchReturnFlowEagleDitchReturnFlowElginDitchReturnFlowOsborne&CaywoodDitchReturnFlowDryCreek67



TABLE   3.2.2-8.       LITTLE   THOMPSON   RIVER-
I.OW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS    (Cont. )

a

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STREAM   FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

1702412422432442452462¢7171248172173

16.016.015.315.312.712.78.88.82.0i.5i.3i.30.0

BerthoudReturnFlowRockwellDitchReturnFlowBigHO||OwReturnFlowHinor-LonganDitchReturnFlowGreatWestern-JohnstownBeelineDitchJohnstownReturnFlowBigThompsonRiver68 0.73.3-4.04.02.05.0-2.59.66.4-25.00.52.5

12.513.216.512.516.518.523.521.030.637.012.012.515.0



Accretions  to  the  river  between  Interstate  25  and  the
mouth  are  substantial,   approximately  loo  cfs.     This
corresponds  to  a  seepage  inflow  rate  of  about  4  cfs
per  mile.

Several  ditches  divert  water  from  St.  Vrain  Creek
in  Boulder  County.     The  Bonus  Ditch  is  the  most
downstream  ditch  in  Boulder  County.     It  nearly  dries
up  the  Creek.     At  the  Boulder-Weld  County  Line,   flows
are  typically  40  cfs  during  the  irrigation  season.
Most  of  this  is  return  f low  and  municipal  wastewater
from  the  city  of  Longmont.     The  latter  component
contribates  approximately  20  cfs.

There  are  no  diversioas  for  a  distance  downstream  of
the  county  line.     Dry  Creek,   Spring  Gulch   (Union
Reservoir  outlet)   and  Boulder  Creek  build  up  the  flow
in  this  area  with  irrigation  returns.     The  Last  Chance
Ditch  is  the  first  ditch  diverting  water  in  Weld  County.
This  is  a  fairly  small  ditch  and  does  not  significantly
affect  flow.     The  only  other  diversion  is  the  Goose
Quill  Ditch  which  supplies  Public  Service  Company.     It
is  relatively  small.

Most  of  the  diversions  from  the  St.  Vrain  are  made  in
Boulder  County.     The  creek  collects  return  flow  in  Weld
County,  with  only  two  small  diversions.

The  most  significant  tributaries  to  St.  Vrain  Creek  and
their  typical  flows  are  as  follows:

Dry  Creek
Spring  Gulch
Boulder  Creek
Lefthand  Creek

Other  tributary  flows  are  much  smaller  than  these,   and
these  are  thought  to  be  the  only  tributaries  discharging
more  than  i  or  2  cfs.

Seepage  and  imf low  of  the  small  tributaries  accounts  for
over  loo  cfs  of  inflow  to  the  river  over  its  length  within
the  Larimer-Weld  region.     Non-point  source  accretions

::: t::::e:::; :::o:&#He:f a::3=:=tt:ntE:::d::w:::::¥m.
Irrigation  returns  by  f ar  exceed  other  discharges  in
magnitude.     Municipal  and  industrial  returns  are  small
in  the  Larimer-Weld  region;   however,   significant  waste
discharges  are  made  to  the  St.   Vrain  in  Boulder  County.
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In  Boulder  County,   the  Longmont  sewage  treatment  plant
and  Great  WesterntLongmontt both  contribute  large   flows.
In  Weld  County,   dischargers  include  Erie  Sanitation
District,  Tri-Area  Sanitation  District,  and  Public
Service-Ft.   St.  Vrain.     These  sources  represent
slightly  more  than  5  cfs,  with  Public  Service-Ft.   St.
Vrain  contributing  nearly  88  percent  of  this  total.
Irrigation  return  flow  is  by  far  the  largest  return
of  water  to  the  creek.

3.2.3.i     Low  Flow  Hydrologic  Analyses

Flows  in  St.  Vrain  Creek  were  not  specifically  evaluated
during  conditions  of  low  flow.     This  relates  to  the  fact
that  hydrology  of  the  river  in  the  reach  within  Larimer-
Weld  would  not  be  significantly  altered  over  what
generally  occurs  during  a  typical  irrigation  season.
The  bulk  of  river  flow  is  the  result  of  accretions
from  seepage  in  Larimer  and  Weld  Counties,   and  municipal
discharge  from  Longmont  in  Boulder  County.     Ditches  are
few  in  number  in  the  two-county  area,   and  volumes  diverted
are inconsequential  with  respect  to  total  river  flow.
Only  two  dischargers  contribute  domestic  wastes,   and  only
in  comparatively  minor  quantities.

3.2.4     South  Platte  River

Management  of  flows  in  the  portion  of  the  South  Platte
River  system  within  the  Larimer  and  Weld  study  area  is
within  the  jurisdiction  of  Water  District  Nos.   i  and  2
Commissioners.     Upstream  influences  on  the  river  determine
to  a  large  degree  the  character  of  f lows  tributary  to
the  two-county  area.     Significant  impacts  include  the
municipal  discharge  of  regional  wastewater  treatment
plants  and  regulated  releases  by  water  resources
development  facilities.

Hydrologic  characteristics  of  the  South  Platte  River
during  the  irrigation  season  will  be  briefly  described
herein.     Streamflow  conditions  to  a  large  degree  are
the  result  of  management  practices  implemented  by  the
water  commissioners   for  Districts  No.   i  and  No.   2.     These
positions  are  held,   respectively,  by  Mr.   Bob  Samples
and  Mr.   Paul  Meehl    (F`igure   3.2-C)  .
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Satisfaction  of  diversion  requirements  along  the
South  Platte  does  not  utilize  the  complex  system
of  exchange  to  the  degree  that  characterizes  the
Cache  la  Poudre,   and  to  a  lesser  extent,   the  Thompson
drainages.     Exchange  is  employed  chiefly  in  Water
District  No.   i  through  use  of  releases  from  Prewitt
Reservoir.     Within  Larimer  and  Weld  Counties,   the
main-stem  South  Platte  is  replenished  by  seepage,
returns,  discharges,  storage  releases,  and  tributary
inflow.     The  physical  nature  of  the  system  has  evolved
a  river  management  policy  whereby  ditch  demands  are
usually  met  with  direct  main-stem  flows  delivered  to
a  canal  headgate.     Hydraulic  continuity  among  various
ditches  does  n.ot  exist  to  the  degree  found  in  other
stream  systems  of  the  region.

In  its  reach  through  Larimer  and  Weld  Counties,   the
South  Platte  may  be  dry  immediately  downstream  from
at  least  five  ditches=

.     Jay  Thomas  Ditch;

.     Union  Ditch;

.     Highland  Canal   (Plumb  Ditch);

.     Bijou  Ditch;

.     Weldon  Valley  Canal.
It  is  of  interest  to  note  that  these  diversions
respectively  are  situated  at  points  upstream  from
signif icant  sources  of  river  inflow:

St.   Vrain  Creek;
Big  Thompson  River;
Cache  la  Poudre  River;
Seepage  Canal/Illinois  Wasteway;
Jackson  Lake  Outlet.

Because  of  its  impact  on  surface  water  hydrology  within
the  Larimer-Weld  region,   the  upstream  character  of  the
South  Platte  will  be  highlighted.     The  nature  of  water
supply  and  disposal  in  reaches  upstream  and  downstream
from  the  region  will  be  reviewed  in  order  to  provide  data
necessary  to  relate  low  flow  stream  hydrology  to  streain
gaging  stations  in  Adams  and  Morgan  Counties.

The  main-stem  South  Platte  River  downstream  from  the
confluence  with  the  North  Fork  has  recently  become
subject  to  regulation  by  Chat field  Reservoir.     This
facility,  with  an  intended  pool  of  20,000  acre-feet,
equalizes  inflow  to  Water  District  No.   2.     Initial  operation
of  the  water  resources  development  project  occurred  in  1976.
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Cherry  Creek  is  a  major  tributary  to  the  South  Platte
River  in  its  reach  through  Denver.     Flows  in  the  creek
are  regulated  by  Cherry  Creek  Reservoir.     Significant
uncontrolled  natural  runof f  is  contributed  to  the
upstream  portion  of  Water  District  No.   2  by  Clear  Creek.

The  storage  season  in  Water  Districts  No.   i  and  No.   2
usually  encompass  the  period  from  September  25  to  the
end  of  April.    Major  irrigation  ditches  in  District
No.   2  may  begin  operation  anytime  during  April,  but
generally  become  active  by  about  mid-month.     Downstream
from  the  Platteville  Ditch,  District  No.  2  irrigators
tend  to  start  up  a  little  later  in  the  season.    Irrigators
in  District  No.   I  usually  start  up  several  weeks  earlier
than  do  those  in  District  No.   2.

A  gaging  station  on  the  South  Platte  River  at  Henderson
provides  a  record  of  main-stem  flow  upstream  from  the
Weld  County  Line.     Second  and  Third  Creeks   are
signif icant  natural  drainages  in  this  reach  of  the  South
Platte.     Flows  in  these  watercourses  are  intercepted  by
O'Brian  Canal,   Little  Burlington  Ditch,   and  Fulton  Ditch.
In  addition,   Third  Creek  provides  source  water  for  Mccann
Ditch.     Contributions  to  the  South  Platte  by  Second  and
Third  Creeks  consist  of  canal  waste  and  returns  collected
in  reaches  downstream  from  the  ditch  crossings.     Flows
are  generally  on  the  order  of  5  cfs.

Todd  Creek  does  not  convey  flows  directly  to  the  South
Platte  River.     Rather,   creek  flows  discharge  to
Brighton  Ditch  about  a  half-mile  downstreain  from  the
flumed  Brantner  Ditch  overcrossing.     During  the  irrigation
season,   Todd  Creek  collects  seepage  from  upstream
reservoirs.     Flows  to  Brighton  Ditch  are  generally  small,
less  than  about  i  cfs.

Brighton  Ditch  utilizes  a  diversion  procedure  typical
of  many  ditches  served  by  the  South  Platte.     Volume  of
water  acquired  at  the  headgate  is  actually  greater  than  that
intended  for  use.     Ditch  operation  involves  returning  a
portion  of  the  diverted  flow  to  the  main-stem  South  Platte
through  a  wasteray  located  about  a  mile  downstream.     This
practice  ensures  the  irrigator  of  receiving  flow  at  a
desired  rate.     The  wasteway  discharge  allows  fine  adjustment
to  be  made  on  the  volume  of  diverted  flow.     The  water
commissioner's  records  of  the  Brighton  Ditch  diversion
represents  the  difference  between  the  sum  of  headgate  and
Toad  Creek  flows  and  the  wasteway  return.     A  weir  on  Brighton
Ditch  is  sited  downstream  from  the  Todd  Creek  confluence.
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Fluctuations  in  the  ef fluent  volume  released  by  the
Denver  Metropolitan  Sanitation  District's  No.   I
treatment  facility  are  evident  through  the  reach  of
the  South  Platte  downstream  to  the  confluence  with
the  St.  Vrain  Creek.     Affected  ditches  often  rely  on
a  method  of  diversion  comparable  to  that  used  by
Brighton  Ditch  to  guarantee  acquisition  of  desired
flow.    An  elapse  of  about  one-half  day  occurs  before
f luctuations  in  the  municipal  discharge  are  apparent
at  Brighton  Ditch.

Mccann  Ditch  collects  seepage,   canal  waste,   and
agricultural  returns.    Discharge  to  the  South  Platte
from  this  ditch  is  on  the  order  of  3  cfs.

Big  Dry  Creek  supplies  several  ditches  upstream  from
its  confluence  with  the  South  Platte.     Inflow  tributary
to  the  creek  below  the  Yoxall  Ditch  diversion  contributes
from  8  to  10  cfs  to  the  main-stem  South  Platte.     Brantner
and  Brighton  Ditches  are  f lumed  over  the  creek  and  thus
do  not  interc:ept  it.     Lupton  Bottom  Ditch  shares  a  common
channel  with  Big  Dry  Creek  for  slightly  over  a  mile.
The  two  watercourses  then  separate  once  again.     A  diversion
structure  on  the  ditch  at  this  junction  ensures  that
native  flow  will  be  returned  to  Big  Dry  Creek.     In  a
similar  manner,   Little  Dry  Creek  oommingfles  for  a  short
distance  in  a  common  channel  with.flows  conveyed  by
Meadow  Island  No.   i  Ditch.     Headgates  at  the  point  of
divergence  reapportion  flows  to  their  respective  channels.
Little  Dry  Creek  collects  canal  waste  from  Bull  and
Brantner  Ditches.     Although  it  can  occasionally  be  dried
up  at  Slate  Ditch,   the  creek  usually  discharges  from
8  to  10  cfs  to  the  South  Platte  River  during  the  irrigation
season .

The  Platte  Valley  Supply  Canal  is  the  outlet  channel  for
Coal  Ridge  Reservoir   (Sand  Hill  Reservoir).     This  facility
is  an  impoundment  for  C-BT  Project  water  delivered  to  the
South  Platte  from  Boulder  Creek  via  Coal  Ridge  Extension
Ditch.     Project  water  discharged  to  the  main-stem  is
subsequently  picked  up  by  Platte  Valley  Ditch  and  conveyed
to  Evans  No.   2   (English)   Ditch.     Reservoir  release  and
diversion  by  Evans  No.   2  generally  correlate  i  to  i.

Operation  of  Bucker's  Ditch  was  discontinued  several
decades  ago.    No  diversions  occur  at  this  location.

A  wasteway  exists  on  Platteville  Ditch.     Flows  returned
to  the  South  Platte  from  this  source  are  relatively
small,   on  the  order  of  a  few  cfs.
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Western  Ditch  is  a  major  diversion  in  the  reach  of
the  South  Platte  upstream  from  St.   Vrain  Creek.     The
ditch  is  equipped  with  a  self-regulating  headgate
designed  to  maintain  inflow  at  a  constant  predetermined
volume  despite  fluctuating  river  conditions.

During  the  irrigation  season,  typical  system  operating
practice  dries  up  the  South  Platte  River  immediately
below  the  Jay  Thomas  Ditch.     Diversions  at  this  location
range  from  2  to  9  cfs,  but  are  generally  about  4  to
8  cfs.     Management  policy  requires  that  river  water  be
maintained  in  the  reach  of  the  South  Platte  up  to
Western  and  Jay  Thomas  Ditches.

Big  Bend  is  a  relatively  small  ditch  on  the  South  Platte
downstream  from  the  confluence  with  St.   Vrain  Creek.
The  diversion  structure  is  vulnerable  to  flood  damage.
The  ditch  hasn`t  been  used  for  several  years  as  a  result
of  an  especially  severe  washout  occurrence.     Almost  all
water  rights  to  the  ditch  have  now  been  transferred  to
groundwater  wells.     Rights  of  one  owner  were  transferred
to  Union  Ditch.     Only  a  single  individual  currently  possesses
ditch  rights  in  Big  Bend.     However,  water  cannot  be
transported  because  of  the  deteriorated  ditch  condition.

Union  Ditch  almost  always  dries  up  flow  in  the  South
Platte  during  late  summer.     Flows  intended  for  Godfrey
(Section  No.   3)   Ditch  are  generally  diverted  at  the
Union  Ditch  headgate  and  subsequently  delivered  to
Godfrey  through  a  turnout  channel.     Facilities  also  exist
for  delivering  river  water  through  Union  Ditch  to  the
Lower  Latham  Reservoir  outlet  from  which  it  can  be
reintroduced  to  the  river  to  satisfy  Plulfro  Ditch.

Godfrey  Ditch  and  Lower  Latham  Ditch  contribute  a
significant  flow  of  canal  waste  to  the  South  Platte.
Usual  range  of  flow  is  16  to  24  cfs.     This  channel
originally  discharged  directly  to  Lower  Latham  Ditch.
Under  present  operating  practice,   flows  are  introduced
to  the  South  Platte  River  upstream  from  the  Lower  Latham
headgate  and  the  ditch  is  credited  with  this  volume  of  water.

Ashcroft  Draw  collects  seep,  runoff,   and  returns.     Flow
conveyed  to  the  South  Platte  is  approximately  2  cfs.

Diversions  by  Lower  Latham  Ditch  are  usually  substantial.
In  the  latter  part  of  the  irrigation  season,  the  river  is
often  dry  immediately  downstream  from  the  Lower  Latham
headgate.     Recharge  to  the  river  reach  upstream  from  the
ditch  is  significant.    At  times  during  the  irrigation  season,
accretions  may  exceed  diversion  requirements.     Flows  thus
remain  in  the  river  past  the  Lower  Latham  Ditch  diversion.
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Headgate  requirements  at  Patterrson  Ditch  and  Plumb
Ditch   (Highland  Canal)   are  satisfied  by  river  inflow,
seep,  and  agricultural  returns.    Use  by  these  ditches
may  exhaust  the  river  upstream  from  the  confluence
with  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.

Lone  Tree  and  Crow  Creeks  are  important  drainage
channels  through  which  canal  waste,  seep,  and  agricultural
returns  are  conveyed  to  the  South  Platte.    Flows  are
variable,  depending  upon  upstream  irrigation  practice.
Reduced  activity  on  weekends  causes  flow  to  drop
sharply.     During  typical  weekday  summer  conditions,   flow
in  each  of  the  two  creeks  ranges  upward  to  20  or  30  cfs.

Plumb  Ditch   (Highland  Canal)   possesses   two  wasteways
to  the  main-stem  South  Platte.     The  return  most  utilized
during  the  irrigation  season  is  located  about  1000  feet
west  of  the  Kersey  bridge.     Excess  flow  discharges  to
the  South  Platte  through  Sterling  Seep  and  Draw.    A
supplemental  wasteway,   less  frequently  used,  is  situated
an  additional  1000  feet  to  the  west.     Volume  wasted  is
on  the  order  of  10  cfs.

Illinois  Canal  diverts  water  from  the  Riverside  Intake
Canal  about  one  mile  east  of  the  latter'.Is  headgate  on
the  South  Platte.     Seepage  Canal  parallels  the  Riverside
Intake  Canal  for  a  portion  of  its  length,  and  serves  to
collect  waste  and  drainage  from  Seventy  Ranch.     In  its
downstream  reach,  Seepage  Canal  intercepts  the  Illinois
Wa§teway.     Contributions  by  Seepage  Canal  average  10  cfs
or  less;   those  of  the  wasteway  are  usually  on  the  order
of  i  cfs.     Flows  cormingle  and  discharge  to  the  South  Platte.

Bijou  Canal  is  one  of  the  few  ditches  in  this  reach  of
the  South  Platte  that  usually  diverts  a  portion  of  its
flow  on  an  exchange  basis.     Excess  river  flows  acquired
by  Bijou  Canal  are  replenished  to  the  South  Platte  system
by  regulated  releases  from  Bijou  No.   2  Reservoir,   Jackson
Lake,   or  Prewitt  Reservoir.     Bijou  Canal  diversions
generally  exhaust  the  river.
The  outlet  from  Riverside  Reservoir  extends  southerly
about  one-half  mile  to  a  point  where  it  diverges  into  two
separate  channels.     River  Canal  takes  off  in  an. easterly
direction.     Day  Seep  Ditch   (Schultz  Ditch)   branches  to
the  southwest  and  west.     The  ditch  discharges  about  12  cfs
of  seepage  to  the  South  Platte.     Inflow  from  the  South  Side
Drain  occurs  about  one  mile  downstream  from  the
intersection  of  Day  Seep  arid  the  South  Platte.     This
drain  contributes  approximately  2  cfs  to  the  main-stem.
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Pen fold  Seep  and  Putnam  Seep  collect  drainage  and  waste
generated  in  the  area  between  Empire  Reservoir/Bijou
Canal  and  the  South  Platte.    Accretions  to  the  river
from  these  two  seeps  are  on  the  order  of  2  cfs  and
10  cfs,   respectively.

Many  small  tributaries  and  seeps  discharge  to  the  South
Platte  in  its  reach  between' the  Orchard  Bridge  and  the
Jackson  Lake  Outlet.     Measurement  of  returns  in  this
reach  have  identified  inflow  ranging  to  about  28  cfs.
Milliron  Draw  is  an  important  established  drainage  in
this  section  of  the  river.     Inflow  from  Kiowa  Creek  is
negligible .

Weldon  Valley  Canal   is  a  major  point  of  diversion.     When
the  ditch  is  operating,  the  South  Platte  is  often  spent
immediately  below  the  headgate.

In  addition  to  releases  from  storage  channelled  through
the  Jackson  Lake  Outlet,   seepage  on  the  order  of  2  to
3  cfs  is  tributary  to  the  canal.     Storage  releases  satisfy
requirements  at  the  Fort  Morgan  Canal  and  frequently
supplement  diversions  of  the  Upper  Platte  &  Beaver,   Denver
&  Snyder,   and  Lower  Platte   &  Beaver  Ditches.

The  Weldon  Valley/Jackson  Lake  Seep  contributes  about
8  cfs  to  the  main-stem  South  Platte  approximately  one-half
mile  upstream  from  the  Fort  Morgan  Canal  headgate.     A
number  of  other  drains  and  seeps  are  found  in  the  reach
of  the  South  Platte  downstream  to  the  Weldona  gaging
station  at  the  Narrows.near  the  Highway  144  bridge
crossing.     These  include  Tile  Seep  and  Schaefer  Seep,
which  generate  about  2  cfs  each,   and  a  seep  which
discharges  below  the  Weldona  Bridge.     The  latter  drain
conveys  about  8  cfs  to  the  South  Platte.

3.2.4.i     Low  Flow  Hydrologic  Analysis

Low  flow  characteristics  of  the  South  Platte  are  presented
in  Table   3.2.4-A.
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TABLE   3.2.4-A.       SOUTH   PLATTE   RIVER   -
LOW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STRE"  FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

i23457unctio577585960616263

295.3295.3293.i293.i291.6291.6288.6288.68''.687.686.686.684.I84.183.983.3

BrightonRunoffMccannDitch  WastewayRunoffLuptonBottomDitchRunoffBigDryCreekUSGSGageFortLuptonRunoffPlattevilleDitchRunoffPlatteValleySupply CanalRunoffMeadowIslandNo.iDitch78 4.05.03.04.0-48.09.010.00.02.0i.0-45.06.0120.02.0-8.0

73.177.I82.i85.i89.I41.ii5o.i60.i60.i62.I63.i18.i24.i144.i146.i138.1



TABLE   3.2.4-A.       SOUTH   PLATTE   RIVER   -
LOW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS    (Cont. )

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STREAI   FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

646566676869707115124925025125272

283.3280.8280.8279.4279.4278.0278.0276.2276.2275.0273.0273.0273.0270.0

Evans  No.   2  DitchRunoffLittleDryCreekRunoffMeadowIslandNo.   2   &   Beeman +120.07.0•8.03.00.02.02.05.0-40.010.00.00.0-15.020.0

18.125.i33.i36.136.138.i40.i45.i5.115.i15.i15.10.i20.i

DitchRunoffPlatteville  Ditch  WastewayRunoffFarmersIndependentDitchRunoff|atteville(nodischarge)WesternMutualJayThomasRunoff79



TABLE   3.2.4-A.       SOUTH   PLATTE   RIVER   -
LOW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS    (Cont. )

\\

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION         .
AIOUNT STRE"  FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

unctio939495969725398unction119120121122123

270.0270.0265.6265.6264.6261.5261.5259.6259.6258.3258.3257.0256.5256.5

St.   Vrain  CreekPublicService Co.   -  St. 66.04.721.3-3.08.0119.00.036.23.83.02.04.90.I16.0

86.I92.8114.ilil.1119.i0.i0.136.340.i43.145.150.050.i66.i

Vrain  PlantRunoffBigBendDitchRunoffUnionDitchGodfreyDitchRunoffBigThompsonRiverRunoffA§hcroftDrawRunoffHiii-N-ParkLowerLathamDrain80



TABLE   3.2.4-A.       SOUTH   PLATTE   RIVER   -
LOW-FLOW   HYDROI.OGIC   ANALYSIS    (Cont. )

'\

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STREAM   FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

124152153154254255256257258259.125unction148149155

256.2255.9255.9254.7252.2252.2250.6250.6249.8249.8247.7247.7247.0247.0247.0

RunoffLasalleLowerLatham  DitchRunoffEvansPattersonDitchRunoffLowerLathamReservoir  OutletRunoffHighlandCanalRunoffCachelaPoudreRunoffLoneTreeCreekGreeleyEasternPlant81 0.70.3-i;60.019.30.7-20.010.02.05.0-24.05.030.i6.020.02.6

66.867.i7.i26.427.I7.i17.I19.i24.i0.i5.ii35.141.161.i63.7



TABLE   3.2.4-A.      SOUTH   PliATTE   RIVER   -
LOWIFLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS    (Cont. )

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STREAM   FLOW

MILE (cf§) (cfs)

156260261262263264265266267268269270271272273

245.5245.5243.3242.9242.9240.6240.6239.8239.8238.9238.9231.8230.8230.8226.4

RunoffPlumb Seep  &  Drain  DitchRunoffKer9eyHooverDitchRunoffCrowCreekRunoffEmpireIntakeCanal i.43.01.00.00.0i.010.00.00.00.0-12.02.0-70.011.010.0

65.i68.169.I69.i69.i70.I80.i80.i80.180.i68.170.I0.i11.i21.I

\

RunoffRiverside  Intake  Canal/

Illinois
RunoffBijou DitchSeepageCanal   &   Illinois

Wasteway

Runoff                 82



TABLE   3.2.4-A.       SOUTH   PLATTE   RIVER   -
LOW-FLOW   HYDROLOGIC   ANALYSIS    '(Cont. )

REACH
RIVER

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT STREAM   FLOW

MILE (cfs) (cfs)

274275276277278279280281150

226.4225.5225.5224.5224.5219.9219.9219.3218.7

Day  Seep  DitchRunoffSouthsideDrainRunoffJacksonLakeInletRunoffenfoldSeepRunoffWeldonValleyCanal83 12.03.02.03.00.015.02.02.00.0

33.i36.I38.i41.i41.1I56.158.i60.i60.1



4,0      MODEL   RECALIBRATI0N

Pioneer   I  was  originally  calibrated  when  the  model  was
first  developed.     However,  considerable  improvement  in
the  model  was  necessary  before  it  could  be  applied  in  208
Water  Quality  Management  Planning  in  Larimer  and  Weld
Counties.    As  a  result,   Pioneer  I  was  recalibrated  for
critical  segments  in  the  two-county  area  to  increase  the
model's  accuracy.    As  part  of  the  recalibration,   the  tasks
performed  included:     review  and  application  of  information;
the  location  and  quantification  of  stream  diversions  and
return  flows;   the  application  of  water  quality  information
on  municipal  and  industrial  discharges;  water  quality
sampling  along  critical  stream  segments  and  of  major
discharges;   and  development  of  criteria  for  model
recalibration.

The  water  quality  and  quantity  data  for  the  sampled  streams
provide  a  basis  for  comparing  model  output  to  actual  field
conditions  for  model  calibration.     The  sampling/calibration
period   (August  3l-September  3,1976)   is  representative  of
critical  late  sulnmer  conditions  in  the  study  area  when  stream
flows  are  low  and  stream  temperatures  relatively  high.
These  conditions  result  in  the  highest  rate  of  oxidation  of
carbonaceous  and  nitrogeneous  BOD,   causing  the  most  rapid
lowering  of  dissolved  oxygen  levels  in  the  streams.

4.1      SCOPE   OF   RECALIBRATION

The  Cache  la  Poudre,   Big  Thompson,   and  Little  Thompson  Rivers
are  the  most  critical  streams  in  terms  of  water  quality
problems  due  to  point  source  discharges  in  the  study  area.
Other  streams  such  as  the  South  Platte  River,   St.  Vrain
Creek  and  Coal  Creek  are  less  critical  primarily  since
wasteloads  from  point  source  discharges  such  as  municipal
treatment  facilities  are  relatively  minor  and  do  not  greatly
impact  water  quality  of  those  streams.     However,   it  should
be  noted  that  as  a  result  of  the  disasterous  flood  in  the
Big  Thompson  River  in  late  July,   1976,   streamflows  in  that
river  were  abnormally  high  during  the  period  of  sampling  and
modeling.     As  a  result,  recalibration  efforts  were  limited
to  the  three  critical  streams  in  the  study  area:    the  Cache
la  Poudre,   Big  Thompson,   and  Little  Thompson  Rivers.     The
original  Pioneer  I  calibration  on  the  remaining  streams  in
the  model  was  deemed  suf f iciently  accurate  in  light  of  the
limited  water  quality  problems  due  to  point  source  discharges
to  those  streams.
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Primary  emphasis  of  the  recalibration  effort  in  terms  of
water  quality  parameters  was  placed  on  the  accurate  representation
of  dissolved  oxygen,   BOD,   and  ammonia  and  nitrate  nitrogen.
These  parameters  are  most  critical  of  those  which  can  be
accurately  modeled  by  Pioneer  I  in  terms  of  water  quality
in  the  study  area.     Less  importance  was  placed  on  fecal
coliform  and  total  dissolved  solids.    As  previously
discussed,   suspended  solids  and  pH  were  not  modeled  since
Pioneer  I  does  not  have  the  capability  to  accurately  model
those  parameters.     Residual  chlorine  has  not  been  included
since  the  sampling  program  revealed  negligible  concentrations
in  both  discharges  and  stream  samples  (Table  4.i-A) .

4.2      RECAI.IBRATION  RESULTS

Recalibration  of  Pioneer  I  for  the  Cache  la  Poudre,   Big
Thompson,   and  Little  Thompson  Rivers  was  performed  following
a  basic  algorithm.     Hydrologic  data  on  stream  flow,   stream
diversions,   inflows,  return  flows,   and  discharges  previously
characterized  for  the  sampling/modeling  period  were  utilized
as  fixed  input  to  the  model.     The  water  quality  of  each  return
flow  and  discharge,   along  with  the  headwaters  of  each  river,
was  characterized  either  from  data  collected  during  the
sampling  program  or  from  other  analyses,   and  utilized  as
fixed  input  to  the  model.    Model  output  obtained  by  utilizing
a  given  set  of  water  quality  coefficients  was  then  compared
with  f ield  data  of  actual  stream  conditions  obtained  during
the  sampling  program.     The  water  quality  coef ficients  were
then  adjusted  within  the  pre-determined  allowable  range  of
values  indicated  in  Table  2.2-A  and  resultant  model  output  re-
checked  with  the  field  data.     The  coefficients  were  continually
adjusted  until  the  model  output  which  most  closely  matched
the  field  data  was  obtained.     Presented  in  Table  4.2-A  are
the  water  quality  coef ficients  determined  to  provide  the  best
f it  of  model  output  to  the  collected  f ield  data  and  therefore
utilized  in  the  recalibrated  model.     The  result  of  the
recalibration  for  each  of  the  three  rivers  is  discussed  in
the  following  sections.

4.2.i     Cache  la  Poudre  River

The  Cache  la  Poudre  River  is  modeled  by  Pioneer  I   from  above
river  mile  87  to  its  confluence  with  the  South  Platte  River.
Major  dischargers  to  the  river  include  Fort  Collins  Dto.   i  and
No.   2,   Boxelder   S.D..,   Windsor,   Kodak,   and  Greeley.     Boxelder
Creek  flows  into  the  Cache  la  Poudre  downstream  of  the  city  of
Fort  Collins.     Analysis  of  water  quality  samples  taken  during
the  sampling  program  reveals  the  following  trends  in  water
quality.     The  dissolved  oxygen  levels  generally  decline  from
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above  8.0  mg/i  above  Fort  Collins  No.   i  to  around  7.0  mg/i
near  the  river  mouth.     Distinct  sags  were  noted  below  Fort
Collins   to.   2   (to  6.4  mg/i)   and  immediately  below  Greeley
(to  6.8  mg/l).     However,   downstream  recovery  to  above
7.0  mg/i   for  those  two  segments  was  achieved.     BOD  levels
were  noted  to  increase  as  a  result  of  major  discharges,
including  Fort  Collins  No.   i   (2.0  mg/l  to  4.0  mg/I) ,  Fort
Collins   No.   2    (3.0  mg/i  to   6.0  mg/i) ,   Windsor  and  Kodak
(4.0   to   7.0  mg/1)   and  Greeley   (4.0   to   16.0  mg/1).      The
quick  reduction  to  3.0  mg/I  further  downstream  of  Greeley
is  a  result  of  dilutions  from  return  flows  in  the  Greeley
No.   3  wasteway.     These  model  recalibration  results  are
shown  in  Figure  4.2.i-A.     Ammonia  nitrogen  concentrations
were  noted  to  increase  significantly  downstream  of  Fort
Collins   No.   i   (0.0  mg/1  to  i.35  mg/i) ,   Windsor  and  Kodak
(0.0  mg/I  to   0.5  mg/I),   and  Greeley   (0.0  mg/I  to   1.i  mg/i) .
However,   ammonia  levels  further  downstream  of  the  discharges
were  not  detectible,   indicating  that  the  complete  loss  of
ammonia  was  achieved  by  oxidation.     Correspondingly,   nitrate
nitrogen  levels  consistently  increase  from  above  Fort
Collins   No.   i   (0.11  mg/1)   to  downstream  of  Greeley   (nearly
6.0  mg/i).     This  consistent  increase  is  a  result  of  nitrate-
rich  irrigation  return  flows  and  the  oxidation  of  ammonia
from  point  sources  to  nitrate.     The  model  recalibration
results  for  both  ammonia  and  nitrate  are  shown  in  Figure
4.2.i-8.     TDS  concentrations  also  consistently  increase
from  50  mg/i  above  Fort  Collins  No.   I  to  i,500  mg/i  above
Greeley.     This  increase  is  attributable  to  TDS  loadings
from  irrigation  return  f lows  and  point  source  discharges
and  is  depicted  in  Figure  4.2.I-C.     Fecal  coliform
concentrations  were  noted  to  increase  dramatically  downstream
of  the  Fort  Collins  area  and  are  shown  in  Figure  4.2.i-D.
Increases  were  noted  downstream  of  Fort  Collins   No.   i   (104
mpn/loo  ml  to   3`90  mpn/loo  ml) ,   Fort  Collins   No.   2   (to  above
5,000  mpn/loo  ml).     Fecal  coliform  levels   from  above  Windsor
and  Kodak  to  below  Greeley  remained  fairly  steady  between
loo   and   500  mpn/loo  ml.

As  indicated  in  Figures  4.2.i-A  through  D,   a  reasonably
close  fit  was  achieved  for  the  various  parameters.     Several
other  combinations  of  coefficients  were  utilized;   however,
none  achieved  as  close  a  fit  overall.    As  indicated  in
Table  4.2-A,   the  best  data  fit  was  achieved  with  the

i°:I:W±?8;dag}  =n3. :£:a¥:in::n=n:. 8o:#:{::¥;  r#ai=a8;a/day;
as  constants  in  Table  2.2-A.     A  benthic  oxygen  demand  was  not
utilized  since  a  consistent  sag  in  dissolved  oxygen  was  not
noted  in  the  sampling  program  that  could  not  be  achieved  just
by  oxidation  of  BOD  and  ammonia.     Previous,i sections  of  this
report  note  the  apparent  use  of  the  benthic  demand  to   ''force-
fit"  model  output  for  the  Cache  la  Poudre  to  field  data.     This
type  of  fit  was  not  necessary  for  the  recalibration  because  of
the  sufficient  sag  in  dissolved  oxygen  otherwise  achieved.
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A  close  fit  of  model  output  for  fecal  coliform,   however,
was  not  achieved,   except  in  the  Greeley  area  of  the  river.
Model  output  of  the  fecal  coliform  levels  generally  was
significantly  lower  than  the  collected  field  data.     This
suggests  that  coliform  loadings  were  underestimated  upstream
of  and  in  the  Fort  Collins  area.     A  larger  data  base  would
determine  the  extent  of  this  error.

Although  exact  fits  weren't  indicated  in  the  previous
figures,  model  output  generally  conforms  to  the  trends
previously  discussed.     Given  the  limits  on  model  accuracy
due  to  limited  scope  of  the  recalibration,  the  recalibrated
Pioneer  I  gives  a  reasonable  picture  of  actual  circumstances
with  the  exception  of  fecal  coliform,   allowing  for  the  use  of
the  model  for  performing  wasteload  allocations  on  that
stream   (fecal  coliforms  excepted) .

4.2.2      a Thompson  River

Pioneer   I  models  the  Big  Thompson  River  from  above  Olympus
Dam   (river  mile  63)   to  its  confluence  with  the  South  Platte
River.     Major  point  source  discharges   in  the  Big  Thompson
at  the  time  of  the  sampling  program  included  Estes  Park  S.D.,
Upper  Thompson  S.D.,   Loveland  No.   i   and  No.   2,   Great  Western
at  Loveland,   and  Milliken.     Also,   Buckhorn  Creek  and  the  Little
Thompson  River  flow  into  the  Big  Thompsoh.     Field  data  collected
during  the  sampling  program  on  the  Big  Thompson  revealed  water
quality  characteristics  somewhat  similar  to  the  Cache  la
Poudre  River.     Dissolved  oxygen  levels  were  noted  above  8.0
mg/i  upstream  of  the  major  discharges  in  Loveland  with  declines
to  less  than  7.0  mg/I  below  those  discharges,   and  a  recovery
to  just  below  8.0  mg/i  downstream  of  the  Little  Thompson  inflow.
BOD  levels   increased   from  2.0  mg/i  to   5.0  mg/1  downstream  of
the  Loveland  discharges  and  ultimately  declined  to  2.0  mg/i
downstream  of  the  Little  Thompson.     Dissolved  oxygen  and
biochemical  oxygen  demand  recalibration  results  are  shown  in
Figure  4.2.2-A.     Although  no  ammonia  c6ncentrations  were
detected  during  the  sampling  program,   nitrate  levels  were
noted  to  increase  from  near  zero  levels  upstream  of  Loveland
to  almost  2.5  mg/i  downstream  of  the  Little  Thompson.     These
reoalibration  results  are  Shown  in  Figure  4.2.2-8.     TDS
concentrations  were  noted  to  increase  rapidly  along  the  same
stretch,   reaching  over  i,200  mg/i  downstream  of  the  Little
Thompson  from  a  level  of  about  90  mg/I  upstream  of  Loveland.
Irrigation  return  flows  are  the  major  source  of  nitrate  and  TDS
loadings  on  the  river.     Wastewater  discharges  also  contribute
to  the  increases  of  these  constituents.    Recalibration  results
for  TDS  are  shown  in  Figure  4.2.2-C.     Fecal   coliform  readings
increased  to  70  mpn/loo  ml  downstream  of  Loveland  from  an
upstream  level  of  34  mpn/loo  ml.     Higher  concentrations  of  520
and  380  mpn/loo  ml  were  noted  imlnediately  upstream  and  down-
stream  of  the  Little  Thompson.     These  are  shown  in  Figure  4.2.2-D.
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As  shown  in  Table  4.2-A,   the  river  was  divided  into  three
segments  for  the  purpose  of  adjusting  water  quality
coefficients.     For  the  segments  upstream  of  Loveland  No.   2
and  downstream  of  the  confluence  of  the  Little  Thompson
River,   the  final  recalibration  was  achieved  with  the

;;::::i::f::: f:;:;::t:;:`!I; :i::::I : 5:f::n::!g:::f:::::nts
segment  between  Loveland  No.   2  discharge  and  the  Little
Thompson  River,   recalibration  was  achieved  with  the  same
coef ficients  with  the  exception  that  Be  was  set  equal  to
200  mg/m2/day.

As  with  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River,   a  reasonable  fit  of  model
output  to  the  field  data  was  achieved.     A  benthic  demand  was
utilized  for  the  middle  segment  of  the  river  since  a  dissolved
oxygen  sag  noted  in  that  segment  by  the  sampling  program
could  not  be  achieved  by  simple  oxidation  of  BOD  and  ammonia
nitroge.n.     An  assessment  of  the  recalibration  for  ammonia
is  rendered  problematical  since  no  ammonia  was  detected  in
the  river  by  the  sampling  program.     However,   because  the
nitrate  nitrogen  output  fits  the  field  data  very  closely,
the  ammonia  nitrogen  output  is  not  considered  unreasonable.
Also  as  with  the  Cache  la  Poudre,   the  output  of  the  model  for
fecal  coliform  predicted  signif icantly  lower  coliform  levels
than  revealed  by  the  sampling  program   (Figure  4.2.2-D) .     Again,
this  is  probably  attributable  to  a  lack  of  accurate  data  of
coliform  loading  to  the  river,  and  not  a  modeling  error.

Because  the  recalibration  for  the  Big  Thompson  River  resulted
in  a  reasonably  close  fit  of  model  output  to  the  field  data,
the  model  can  be  used  for  wasteload  allocations  on  the  river.
However,   reasonable  fecal  coliform  output  should  not  be
expected  since  a  satisfactory  fit  for  that  parameter  was  not
achi'eved  by  the  recalibration.

Because  water  quality  data  was  obtained  at  only  f ive  sampling
points  along  the  river,   a  detailed  comparison  of  recalibrated
model  output  and  field  data  is  not  possible.    .However,
Figures  4.2.2-A  and  4.2.2-a  indicate  that,   with  the  exception
of  the  8.8  mg/l  dissolved  oxygen  reading  at  the  downstream
sampling  point,  model  output  corresponds  to  the  field  data
reasonably  well  for  dissolved  oxygen,   BOD,   ammonia  nitrogen,
and  nitrate  nitrogen.     Predicted  TDS  and  fecal  coliform  levels,
however,   are  both  significantly  lower  than  noted  for  the
sampling  program.    As  before,  this  is  probably  attributable  to
incomplete  data  on  source  loadings  of  these  two  parameters  and
not  as  a  result  of  an  error  in  modeling  technique.    As  a  result
of  the  reasonable  fit  of  recalibrated  model  output,  wasteload
allocations  can  be  performed  for  the  Big  Thompson  River,   with
the  exception  of  TDS  and  fecal  coliform.
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4.2.3     Little  Thompson  River

The  Little  Thompson  River  is  modeled  by  Pioneer  I   from
river  mile   34  to  its  confluence  with  the  Big  Thompson  River.
Only  three  signif icant  point  source  dischargers  are  located
on  the  river:     Berthoud,   Great  Western  at  Johnstown,   and
Johnstown.     Sampling  of  the  Little  Thompson  River  was
performed  upstream  and  downstream  of  the  town  of  Johnstown
(and  Great  Western  at  Johnstown).     The  dissolved  oxygen
concentration  in  the  stream  was  actually  noted  to  increase
from  7.4  mg/i  upstream  to  8.8  mg/I  downstream.     It  is
believed  that  the  latter  reading  is  unreasonable  and  may  have
resulted  from  a  sampling  error  or  faulty  equipment.     BOD  of
the  river  was  noted  to  increase  from  2.0  mg/l  at  the  upstream
sampling  point  to  3.0  mg/i  at  the  downstream  sampling  point.
These  results  are  depicted  in  Figure  4.2.3-A.     Armonia  and
nitrate  recalibration  results  are  shown  in  Figure  4.2.3-8.
The  concentration  of  TDS  was  noted  to  decrease  from  an  upstream
value  of  2,180  mg/l  to  a  downstream  value  of  about  i,875
mg/i.     This  decrease  may  be  the  result  of  dilution  by  the  two
point  source  discharges  between  the  sampling  points  since  both
contai`n  significantly  lower  TDS  concentrations  in  their
effluent  than  in  the  river.     Figure  4.2.3-C  shows  the  TDS
model  recalibration  results.    These  relatively  high  nitrate
and  TDS  levels  are  not  unreasonable  since  the  Little  Thompson
receives  a  significant  amount  of  agricultural  return  flow
and  runoff .     The  level  of  fecal  coliforms  was  noted  to
increase   from  520  mpn/loo  ml  upstream  to  I,200  mpn/loo  ml
downstream,   probably  the  result  of  the  two  discharges.

::::it;a:::::i:::n:::  a::i:v6:37::;iz5:g=tg:o f::7:¥;3:y?ater
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4.2.4     Other   Streams

As  previously  discussed,   recalibration  of  Pioneer  I  was  not
performed  on  all  streams  in  the  model  and  study  area.
However,   adjustments  were  made  to  some  water  qu?lity
coefficients  on  the  non-recalibrated  streams.     Water  quality
coef ficients  for  streams  such  as  Boxelder  Creek  and  Buckhorn
Creek  in  the  model  which  flow  into  one  of  the  recalibrated
rivers  were  given  the  same  values  as  for  the  segment  of
recalibrated  stream  to  which  they  flow.     With  the  exception
of  the  K2  coefficients,  the  values  for  the  water  quality
coef f icients  for  the  South  Platte  River  were  kept  the  same
as  in  the  original  model.     Previous  sections  discuss  the
setting  of  K2  coefficients  to  3.0/day  for  all  modeled  stream
segments.     Table   4.2-A  summarizes  the  values  of  water  quality
coef f icients  utilized  for  these  streams  in  the  overall
recalibrated  model.
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5.0          WASTELOAD   ALLOCATIONS   FOR   EXISTING   AND

FUTURE    CONDITIONS

This  chapter  sumlnarizes  the  results  of  the  wasteload
allocations  developed  for  present  and  future  wastewater
discharges.      Point  source  wasteloads  have  been  input  into
the  Pioneer  I  Model  and  the  resulting  output  depicts
calculated  instream  water  quality  with  respect  to  ammonia,
nitrates,   dissolved  oxygen,   biochemical  oxygen  demand  and
fecal  coliforms.     Two  water  quality  parameters,   ammonia
and  dissolved  oxygen,   are  discussed  in  detail  in  the
following  sections.     These  two  parameters  have  a  relatively
high  level  of  resolution  by  the  Pioneer  I  Model  and  both
have  established  limits  as  set  by  the  Water  Quality  Control
Commission  of  the  Colorado  Department  of  Health.     The
Water  Quality  Control  Commission  has  also  established  limits
on  instream  fecal  coliform  bacteria  concentrations,  however,
lack  of  data  and  lack  of  resolution  by  the  model  makes  it
inappropriate  to  use  this  parameter  to  establish  wasteload
allocations.     Nitrate  and  biochemical  oxygen  demand,
although  important  to  stream  ecology  do  not  have  instream
limits  as  set  by  the  Colorado  Department  of  Health  and  are
therefore  not  discussed  in  terms  of  establishing  wasteload
allocations .

The  wasteload  allocations  presented  herein  assist  in  defining
the  level  of  treatment  needed  by  the  region's  various  waste-
water  treatment  plants  to  attain  and  maintain  instream water
quality  standards  as  presently  established  by  the  Water
Quality  Control  Commission.     The  results  of  the  wasteload
allocation  process  should  be  regarded  only  as  an  estimate
of  instream water  quality  that  can  be  attained  through  various
point  source  control  strategies.     The  allocation  process
alone  is  not  a  valid  means  of  clef ining  waste  water  treatment
level  requirements  for  municipal  and  industrial  discharges
for  the  following  reasons:

.     The  water  quality  model  on  which  true  allocations
are  based  while  a  valuable  planning  tool,   is  at
best  an  approximation  of  actual  instream  water
quality  conditions.

.     The  long-term  data  base  needed  to  develop  a
more  complete  understanding  of  instream  water
quality  mechanics  has  not  been  developed.

.     Flow  and  physical  conditions  in  the  rivers
are  the  predominent  factors  determining  attain-
ability  of  the  "fishable,   swimmable"  goal  of  the
Clean  Water  Act.     Unless  those  factors  are
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considered,  attainment  of  water  quality
standards  alone  will  not  be  cost  effective.

The  resul.ts  presented  in  the  following  sections  should  be
considered  in  this  context.

5.i      WATER   QUALITY   STANDARDS   FOR   THE   STATE   OF   COLORADO+

Water  quality  standards  applicable  to  waters  of  the
Larimer-Weld  Region  include  limitations  on  the  quality
of  effluent  discharged  by  municipalities  and  industries,
stream  classif ications  applied  by  the  Water  Quality  Control
Colnmission  to  streams  within  the  region,   and  the  numerical  water
quality  standards  associated  with  stream  classifications.
This  section  defines  effluent  guidelines,   stream  classifica-
tions,  and  water  quality  standards  as  they  are  currently
applied  to  the  Larimer-Weld  Region.

5.i.i    Effluent  Guidelines  for  Municipalities and  Industries

The  specif ic  standards  applicable  to  all  wastewaters  dis-
charged  in  Colorado  are  listed  in  Table  5.i.i-A.

TABLE   5.1.i-A      SPECIFIC   STANDARDS   FOR   DISCHARGE   OF   WASTE   TO
STATE   OF   COI.ORADO   WATERS

Constituent

Suspended  Solids
BOD

pH
Fecal  Coliform
Chlorine
Oil  and  Grease

Allowable  Level  in  Discharge

30  mg/|
30  mg/i
Between   6.0   and   9.0
Determined  Individually
0.5   mg/|   (max.)
10  mg/i

These  standards  represent  the  allowable  constituent  concen-
trations  that  can  be  discharged  to  waters  of  the  State.
In  addition  rules  and  regulations  specify  th.at  no  toxic  substance
may  be  discharged  in  a  quantity  resulting  in  a  toxic  concen-
tration  in  the  stream.    This  applies  to  a  wide  variety  of
biological  and  chemical  constituents  and  provides
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the  State  with  a  mechanism  for  controlling  those  discharges.
The  toxic  element  most  commonly  found  in  municipal  discharges
is  ammonia.     The  Environmental  Protection  Agency  has  deter-
mined  that  an  ammonia  concentration  in  excess  of  i.5  mg/i
in  the  stream  is  toxic  to  aquatic  life.    Although  this
value  is  extremely  sensitive  to  changes  in  pH  and  temperature,
it  is  generally  accepted  as  the   in-stream  limit  by  the  State
of   Colorado   and  EPA    (ECI-Toups   1975)  .

Additional  limitations  have  been  established  for  specif ic
categories  of  industries  which  exhibit  common  discharge
characteristics.     A  number  of  major  industries  in  the  region,
i.e.,   electronics,  meat  packing,   etc.,   discharge  waste  to
municipal  treatment  systems.     In  these  cases,   industries
must  meet  pretreatment  requirements  to  eliminate  constituents
not  cormonly  removed  by  municipal  wastewater  treatment  works.
The  municipalities  are  then  subject  to  limitations  described
above,  or  more  stringent  limitations  depending  on  instream
water  quality  standards.

5.i.2       Stream  classifications and  Standards

The  State  of  Colorado  has  established  water  quality  class-
ifications  for  all  waters  of  the  State.    These  classifica-

:::::s±:::u::i€::::e:orA±iiA3:n:±ic:2i  :::scincE::::gA
primary  contact  recreation,   such  as  swimming  and  water  skiing.
Class  a  waters  are  suitable  for  all  beneficial  uses  except
primary  contact  recreation.     The  subscripts  1  and  2  denote
cold  water  and  warm water  classifications  respectively.
Class  C  waters  are  those  waters  which  have  been  excepted
from  A  or  a  classifications  on  a  case  by  case  basis  by
the  Water  Quality  Control  Commission.

Associated  with  the  classif ications  are  numerical  standards
to  insure  that  benef icial  uses  can  be  maintained`  within  the
class.     These  standards  are  shown  in  Table  5.i.2-A.     In
addition,  toxic  elements  in  toxic  concentrations  are  pro-
hibited  in  all  Class  A  and  8  streams  in  the  State.
Table  5.1.2-a  shows  how  these  classifications  have  been
applied  in  the  Larimer-Weld  Region.     All  streams  are  class-

i:::a ::t:i  :::h:2y;t=::in:;ca€::e::1:Xet£:u:±a:::::in:reas
and  the  82  streams   (warm  water  fishery)   are  located  in  the
plains  areas.
State  water  quality  standards  specify  that  the  design  fre-
quency  and  duration  for  water  quality  standards  is  a  seven
day/ten  year  low  flow.     That  is  a  minimum  seven  day  average
flow  which  occurs  on  the  average  of  once  in  ten  years.     This
implies  that  low  f lows  in  streams  may  cause  stream  violations
under  drought  conditions  which  occur  very  rarely,   i.e. ,   one   `
week  in  ten  years.
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TABLE       5.i.2-a      CLASSIFICATION   OF   WATERS   IN   THE
LARIMER-WELD   REGION

RIVER

IIeadwaters  of  Cache   la  Poudre
to  River  mile   56   (Greeley  Water
Treatment  Plant  Diversion)

Remainder  of  Cache  la  Poudre  River

Headwaters   of  Big  Thompson  to
River  mile   35.8    (Loveland  Water
Treatment  Plant)

Remainder  of  Big  Thompson  River

South  Platte  River

Boulder  Creek

St.   Vrain  Creek

Little  Thompson  River  to
River  mile   24.5   (Culver  Ditch)

Remainder  of  Little  Thompson  River
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5.i.3       Wasteload  Allocation  Process

The  State  of  Colorado  has  defined  both  ef f luent  quality
standards  which  all  discharges  must  meet  and  water  quality
standards  for  all  streams  in  Colorado.     In  some  cases
however,  even  if  municipalities  and  industries  discharging
to  streams  meet  the  basic  effluent  quality  standards,   stream
quality  standards  will  not  be  met.     The  objective  of  the
wasteload  allocation  process  is  to  identify:

i.     Streams  meeting  water  quality  standards
wher`.  effluent  standards  are  met;

2.     Streams  not  meeting  water  quality  standards
when  effluent  standards  are  met;

3.     The  allowable  wasteload  or  revised  effluent
standard  for  discharges  to  streams  not
meeting  water  quality  standards  which  would
enable  stream  standards  to  be  met.

Wasteload  allocation  procedure  is  carried  out  for  existing
and  future  conditions.     The  procedure  includes  the  following
elements :

1.     The  Water  Quality  Model  is  recalibrated  to
ref lect  actual  f low  conditions  representative
of  low  f low  conditions  and  the  impacts  of
discharges  on  f low  and  water  quality  in  the
stream.     This  was  described  in  previous  chapters.

2.     Existing  and  future  discharges  are  applied  to
the  stream  and  any  violations  of  stream  standards
established  by  the  State  are  determined.

3.     For  those  discharges  causing  violation  of
standards,  pollutant  concentrations  are  reduced
by  applying  additional  theoretical  treatment
levels.     This  process  is  continued  until  no
further  violations  of  stream  standards  occur.

By  applying  this  methodology  the  treatment  levels  necessary
to  achieve  instream  water  quality  standa`rds  are  determined.

The  underlying  assumption  of  this  procedure  is  that  stream
classifications,   i.e. ,  cold  water  or  warm  water  fisheries,
are  established  by  water  quality  considerations  alone.
As  mentioned  in  the  introduction  of  this  chapter,  this  is
not  the  case  in  the  Larimer-Weld  Region.
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Wasteload  allocations  specif ied  in  this  report  have
been  developed  under  strict  interpretation  of  the  current
rules  and  regulations  promulgated  by  the  Colorado  Water
Quality  Control  Division.     These  regulations  state,
in  parts

"DEGREE   OF   TREATMENT

All  wastes  prior  to  discharge  into  state
waters  shall  receive  the  degree  of  treat-
ment  necessary  to  comply  with  the  Standards
for  the  Discharge  of  Wastes,  Water  Quality
Standards   (Stream  Standards)   and  the  Anti-
degradation  Statement. "

Conditions  exist  within  the  region  where  water  quality
standards  are  violated  by  municipalities  and  industries
at  the  point  of  discharge  and  for  short  distances  down-
stream.     These  conditions  might  be  considered  as   "mixing
zone"  conditions.     The  rules  and  regulations  of  the  Colorado
Water  Quality  Control  Commission  statei  in  part:

"MIXING   ZONE

The  area  or  volume  of  a  stream  designated  by
the  division  within  which  effluent  shall
become  thoroughly  mixed  with  the  waters  of
the  stream.

The  total  area  or  volume  of  a  stream
designated  as  a  mixing  zone  shall  be  limited
to  that  area  or  volume  which  will  not  inter-
fere  with  biological  communities  or  popula-
tions  of  important  species  to  a  degree  which
is  damaging  to  the  ecosystem  and  which  will
not  cause  substantial  damage  to  other  bene-
ficial  uses."

Within  the  Larimer-Weld  Region,   no  mixing  zones  have  been
defined  "by  the  division,"  i.e.,   the  Water  Quality  Control
Division,   Colorado  Department  of  Health.



5. 2         POPULATION   PROJECTIONS

The  208  recommended  population  projections  used  to  develop
projected  waste  flows   are  shown  in  Table   5.2-A.     The
methodology  applied  in  developing  these  projections  is
described  in  "Larimer-Weld  Region  Land  Use  Alternatives. "
These  projections    were  adopted  in  December  1977  by
the  Larimer-Weld  Regional  Council  of  Governments Governing
Board  in  conjunction  with  a  Recommended  208  Land  Use
Plan.     Waste  flows  associated  with  these  projections  are
presented  in  subsequent  sections.

5. 3         TREATMENT   LEVELS

To  determine  the  potential  cost  of  future  wastewater  treat.-
ment  in  the  Larimer-Weld  Region,   the  wasteload  allocation
process  described  in  subsequent  sections  included  assumptions
regarding  wastewater  treatment  levels.    Essentially  three
potential  levels  of  treatment  were  specif led  as  necessary
to  'meet  water  quality  goals.     These  three  treatment  levels
were  applied  to  various  discharges  to  determine  the  level
of  treatment  needed  to  meet  in  stream water  quality  standards

5. 3.1        Secondar Treatment

For  the  purposes  of  developing  wasteload  allocations. for
the  Larimer-Weld  surface  waters,   a  secondary  treatment
level  was  assumed  to  be  capable  of  producing  an  ef f luent
quality   of   30   mg/i   BOD,   15  mg/i  Ammonia   (NH3)  ,   and   2.0   mg/l
Dissolved  Oxygen.

5.3.2       Tertiar Treatment

This  more  technically  advanced  and  more  costly  level  of
treatment  was   assumed  to  discharge   20  mg/i  BOD,   3  mg/i  NH3,
and  2.0  mg/i  Dissolved  Oxygen.

5. 3. 3       Advanced  wastewater  Treatment      (AWT)

Advanced  wastewater  treatment  was  assumed  to  have  discharge
quality  of   10  mg/1  BOD,I.5  mg/I  NH3   and   2.0  mg/I  Dissolved
Oxygen.

5.3.4        Flow  Au mentation  Options

In  addition  to  these  treatment  level  options  presented,
wasteload  allocations  for  the  region's  major  surface  waters
with  various  levels  of  flow  augmentation  were  developed  to
determine  the  trade-of f  between  levels  of  advanced  waste
treatment  and  flow  augmentation.
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5.4         CACHE   IA   POUDRE   RIVER

This  section  summarizes  the  results  of  the  wasteload
allocations  for  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.

5.4.1        Existing   and  Projected  Disc_n_a_I_g_e_s

The  flow  rate  and  point  of  discharge  for  both  existing  and
future  municipal  discharges  and  industrial  discharges  are
presented  in  Table  5.4.1-A.     Many  of  the  industrial  point
sources  along  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River  are  not  expected
to  increase  discharge  volume  in  the  future.     Year   2000
flows  are  assumed  to  be  the  same  as  existing  f lows  for
those  sources.     Municipal  sources  are  presented  with  dis-
charge  rates  based  on  the  208  Recommended  Population
Proj ection .

5.4.2          H drolo ic  Conditions

The  hydrologic  conditions  described  in  Chapter  3  of
this  report  are  representative  of  the  low  f low  conditions
which  occur  during  the  summer  low  flow  period.     Those
hydrologic  conditions  are  incorporated  into  the  water
quality  model  for  wasteload  allocation  purposes.     The
representative  hydrology  indicates  that  the  discharge  from
the  Fort  Collins  No.   2  Treatment  Plant  is  discharged  to
the  Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  Inlet   (RM  40.2)   rather  than
to  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River,   and  wasteload  allocations
were  performed  under  this  condition.     On  occasion,   the
Water  Commissioner  will  allow  flow  to  pass  the  inlet.
Under  this  condition,   the  Fort  Collins  No.   2  plant
discharges  €o  the  river  below  the  inlet.     For  the  sake
of  completeness,  wasteload  allocations  were  developed
for  this  case,   and  are  presented  in  the  following  section.
Significant  points  of  diversion,  return  flow,   and  discharge
are  presented  in  Table  5.4.2-A.
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TABLE      5.4.2-A         SIGNIFICANT   LOCATIONS   ON   THE   CACHE    LA  POUDRE
RIVER

LOCATION   DESCRIPTION

Colorado  F  and  G  at  Rustic

Greeley  Water  Treatment  Plant
Diversion

Larimer  County  Canal

Colorado  F  and  G  at  Bellevue

Fort  Collins   #1

Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  Inlet

RIVER   MILE

53.9

47.0

44.i

40.2

Fort  Collins   #2   (When  discharging  to  river)             39.8

Boxelder   S.D.

Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  Outlet

Fossil  Creek

Windsor

Kodak

Monfort  Packing

Greeley  lst  Avenue

Ogilvy  Ditch

116

38.4

33.4

30.7

22.i

22.0

7.0

4.6

4.3



5.4.3      Allocation  of  Existin Wasteloads

Fort  Collins  No.   2  Wastewater  Treatment  Plant  can  discharge
to  the  Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  or  to  the  Cache  la  Poudre
River.     The  actual  point  of  discharge  is  determined  by  the
Water  Commissioner.     As  a  general  rule,   the  Colrmissioner
directs  wastewater  flows  to  maximize  dilution.     If  river
water  is  allowed  to  by-pass    the  Fossil  Creek  diversion,
Fort  Collins  No.   2  plant  effluent  is  discharged  to  the
river.     If  river  water  is  being  diverted  to  the  Fossil
Creek  Reservoir  Inlet,  Fort  Collins  No.   2  plant  effluent
is  discharged  to  the  inlet.

Figure  5.4.3-A  shows  projected  river  water  quality  when
Fort  Collins  No.   2  plant  is  discharging  to  the  Cache  la
Poudre  River  with  existing  flow  volume  and  eff luent  character-
istics.     Flow  passing  the  Fossil  Creek  Inlet  is  17  cfs.

In-stream  ammonia  standards  are  violated  from  the  Fort
Collins  No.    I  Waste  Treatment  Plant   (RM  44.I  to  RM  29.0) .
DO  violations  occur  following  the  Fort  Collins  No.   1
(RM   44.1)   Fort  Collins   No.   2    (RM   39.8)    and  at   Boxelder
Sanitation  District   (RM  38.4).     Ammonia  concentrations  are
also  in  excess  of  the  State  standard  of  1.5  mg/i  below
the  Windsor  and  Kodak  discharges   (RM  22.0)   and  for   0.3
miles  following  the  discharge  by  the  Greeley  Wastewater
Treatment  Plant   (RM  4.6) .   The  Greeley,   Windsor,   and  Kodak
effluents  do  not  cause  violations  of  dissolved  oxygen   (DO)
standards .

Figure  5.4.3-8  illustrates  the  in-stream  water  quality
resulting  from  existing  waste flows  and  applying  tertiary
treatment  levels  to  all  discharges  except  Boxelder  Sanitation
District   (RM  38.4)   which  is  at  secondary  level,   and  having  Fort
Collins  No.  2   plant  discharging  to  the  river.   ` This allocation
depicts  an  instantantous  violation  of  dissolved  oxygen   (DO)
at  the  Fort  Collins  No.   i  plant   (RM  44.i).       A  minor
violation   (4.9  mg/l)   of  the  dissolved  oxygen  standard  occurs
following  Fort  Collins  No.   2   (RM  39.8)   until  mixing  with
Boxelder  Creek    (RM   38.3)  .

Violations  of  the  ammonia  standard  occur  at  Fort  Collins
No.   2   (RM  39.8)   and  at  Boxelder  Sanitation  District  dis-
charge   (RM  38.4).     These  minor  violations  could  be    associated
with  a  "mixing  zone"  condition,   if  a  "mixing  zone"  had

been  defined  previously  by  the  Colorado  Department  of  Health.

Under  strict  interpretation  of  the  wasteload  allocating
process  and  not  allowing  for  "mixing  zone"   conditions,   the
Fort  Collins  No.   2  plant  would  violate  water  quality  standards
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whe.n  discharging  to  the  river  with  an  ef f luent  quality  of

2£_gE£:a:OEf03  ¥8£Ld¥E3t±:::  2A:g£:
DO,   assuming   17   cfs

ional  allocation  in-
dicates  that  an  effluent  quality  of  10  mg/i  BOD,i.5  mgs/I

gE3n:n:na ::{:[%:rw:::€t::i::q:i:::i
of  Fort  Collins  No.   2
ct  to  maintain

water  quality  standards  under  these  conditions.
Wasteload  allocations  were  also  developed  to  ref lect  exist-
ing  in-stream  water  quality  on  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River
when  Fort  Collins  No.   2  does  not  discharge  to  the  river.
Under  these  conditions,  tertiary  treatment  level  is  required
by  all  dischargers.     River  water  quality  with  this  level
of  treatment  is  shown  in  Figure  5.4.3-C.     A  violation  of
dissolved  oxygen  and  ammonia  occurs  at  the  Boxelder  Sani-  `
tation  District  discharge  requiring  advanced  waste  treat-
ment  to  meet  standards.

Table  5.4.3-A  summarizes  the  wasteload  allocations  for
present  discharges  to  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.     Tertiary
treatment  is  required  by  all  dischargers  except  Boxelder
Sanitation'  District,   and  advanced  wastewater  treatment  is
needed  by  Fort  Collins  No.   2   (RM  39.8)   when  discharging
to  the  river  during  low  flow  conditions.     This  treatment
plant  would  require  only  secondary  treatment  when  discharg-
ing  to  the  Fossil  Creek  Reservoir  Inlet.

TABLE   5. 4. 3-A         PRESENT   ALLOWABLE   WASTELOADS,    FROM
MUNICIPAL   AND   INDUSTRIAL   DISCHARGES
NEEDED   TO   MEET   IN-STREAM   STANDARDS   -
CACHE   LA   POUDRE   RIVER

EFFLUENT   QUALITY
DISCHARGER                               BOD    (mg/i)       NH3    (mg/i)         DO    (mg/i)

Fort  Collins  No.   I                20

Fort  Collins  No.   2*               10

Boxelder  S.D*                             |o

Windsor                                             20

Kodak                                                     20

Greeley                                            20

3.0

i.5

i.5

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

*  When   Fort  Collins  Number  2  is  discharging  to  river  with
17  cfs  dilution  in-stream.
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5.4.4        208   Recommended  Land   Use   Pro ection

Wasteload  allocations  for  future  conditions  were  developed
by  applying  projected  waste flows  resulting  from  the  208
Recommended  Land  Use  Plan  to  the  rivers   in  the  region.
Use  of  secondary  treatment  by  all  dischargers  results  in
many  violations  of  water  quality  standards.     Figure  5.4.4-A
shows  river  water  quality  on  the  Poudre  with  projected  flows
at  secondary  treatment  and  Fort  Collins  No.   2  plant  dis-
charging  to  the  river.    Major  violations  of  the  State`s
water  quality  standards  are  noted  from  river  mile  44.1
to  river  mile  29.2  where  these  flows  are  diverted  to
the  Whitney  ditch  and  return  f lows  reestablish  acceptable
water  quality.     This  entire  reach  exceeds  the  1.5  mg/l

:£=S:::=r::i S:a::::8;rdM::t5?5  ::;:. reach  also  violates
Dischargers   from  Windsor  and  Kodak   (RM  22.0)   cause  water
quality  violations  for  ammonia.     At  river  mile  16.9
diversions  by  the  Greeley  No.   3  ditch  and  return  flows
reestablish  the  water  quality  to  within  State  standards.

Figure   5.4.4-8  shows  the  impact  of  projected  waste flows
at  secondary  treatment  with  the  Fort  Collins  No.   2  plant
not  discharging  to  the  river.    Water  quality  violations
of  both  the  ammonia  and  dissolved  oxygen  standards  occur
below  the  Fort  Collins  No.   1  plant  and  the  ammonia  standard
is  violated  below  Boxelder  Sanitation  District,  Windsor,
and  Kodak  discharges.     It  is  assumed  that  Greeley  will  discharge
ef fluent  to  the  South  Platte  via  the  Delta  plant  by  year
2000.

With  the  Fort  Collins  No.   2  plant  discharging  to  the  river,
upgrading  of  the  treatment  levels  to  effluent  quality  of

3l:::: , D3in3s::/:n:H!o::f :!s:gf:s:::sf:: ::::rF:::i::;lins
standard  violations.     Discharge  by  Fort  Collins  No.   i
(RM  44.1)   causes  an  instantaneous  increase  of  ammonia  to
i.6  mg/i  but  does  not  cause  a  DO  violation.     Effluent
from  Fort  Collins  No.   2   (RM  39.8)   causes   in-stream  ammonia
to  reach   1.8  mg/1  and  in-stream  DO  to  go  below  5.0  mg/i.
Boxelder  Sanitation  District  discharge  at  secondary  treat-

::::e::¥:::o:o::a:::sc:T:em:,:ob:i:±:t::Sin:u:i:EeBg=3Lder
Creek.     Ammonia  concentrations  remain  above   i.5  mg/1  for
over  5  miles,   requiring  Boxelder  Sanitation  District  to
provide  advanced treatment  under  these  conditions.     Windsor
and  Kodak  do  not  cause  the  in-stream  DO  concentration  to  go
below  5.0  mg/i  but  ammonia  is    increased  to
i.6  mg/i.     The    in-stream  water  quality  is  graphically
presented  in  Figure   5.4.4-C.
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Flo.5.4.4-A.         FUTURE     INSTREAM      WATER   QUALITY    WITH    ALL    DISCHARGERS
UTILIZIN6     SECONDARY    TREATMENT.
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With  the  Fort  Collins  No.   2  plant  not  dif>charging  to
the  river,  Boxelder  Sanitation  [Jistrict  causes  in-stream
violations  of  the  ammonia  standard  for  a  distance  of  f ive
miles  down  stream  of  the  discharge.   The  alrmonia  standard
is  violated  with  tertiary  treatment  requiring  advanced
waste  treatment  at  Boxelder.

Table   5.4.4-A    shows     maximum  allowable  wasteloads   for
major  municipal  and  industrial  dischargers  on  the  Cache
la  Poudre  River  based  on  projected  year  2000   flows.

TABLE   5.4.4-A         ALLOWABLE   WASTELOADS   TO   THE   CACHE   LA
POUDRE   RIVER   BASED   ON   208   RECOMMENDED
LAND   USE   PLAN   PROJECTIONS   FOR   YEAR   2000

Discharger                                    BOD    (mg/i)           NH3    (mg/1           DO (mg/i)

Fort  Collins  No.   i                 10.0

Fort  Collins  No.   2   (a)         10.0

Boxelder  S.D.                               |0.0

Windsor                                               10.0

Kodak                                                       10.0

Greeley   (b)

(a)     When  discharging  to  river  with  17  cfs  in-stream  flow.
(b)     Greeley  discharges  to  South  Platte    in  year  2000  via

Delta  Plant.

5.4.5       Flow  Augmentation  and  Wasteload  Allocations   for
the  Cache  la  Poudre  River

From  the  above  discussion  it  can  be  seen  that  a  high  degree
of  wastewater  treatment  is  necessary  to  prevent  in-stream
water  quality  from  being  degraded  to  a  level  below  State
standards.     The    major  reason  for  exceeding  the  water
quality  standards  is  the  application  of  wasteloads  to
extreme  low  flows  in  the  river.     Optimization  of  water
use  by  agricultural  interests  and  municipalities  both
contribute  to  the  low  flow  conditions.     The  im.plications
of  augmenting  low  flows  are  analyzed  in  this  section.
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Year  2000  municipal  waste   flows  based  on  the  208   Recommended
Plan  were  applied  for  this  analysis.

Figure  5.4.5-A  shows  the  results  of  a  modeling  run  applying
15  cubic  feet  per  second   (cfs)   flow  augmentation  with  sec-
ondary  treatment  by  all  dischargers  on  the  Poudre.     The
Fort  Collins  No.   2  Plant  is  discharging  to  the  Poudre.
This  alternative  strategy  causes  the  in-stream  dissolved
oxygen  level  to  go  below  5.0  mg/i  only  after  the  Fort
Collins  No.   2   Plant  discharge   (RM   38.4) .

The  in-stream  violations  of  the  ammonia  standard  occur
from  the  Fort  Collins  No.   i  Treatment  Facility   (RM  44'.i)
through  Sheep  Draw  at  river  mile   14.7.     This  highest  NH3
concentration  of  7.2  mg/1  was  in  the  stream  after  the
Boxelder  Sanitation  District  discharge   (RM  38.4).     Figure
5.4.5-8  depicts  the  water  quality  of  the  Cache  la  Poudre
River  with  95  cfs  flow  augmentation  during  low  flow  con-
ditions  and  the  Fort  Collins  No.   2  Plant  discharging  to
the  river.    All  discharges    are  at  secondary  treatment
level.     This  scheme  does  not  show  any  in-stream  violation
levels  of  dissolved  oxygen  but  illustrates  that  ammonia
levels  would  be  exceeded  from  the  Fort  Collins  No.   2
Treatment  Plant   (RM  38.9)   to  river  mile  9.2  for  a  distance
of   31  miles.

Figure  5.4.5-C  illustrates  projected  in-stream  water  quality
with  secondary  treatment  by  all  dischargers  with  200  cfs  of
augmented  f low  on  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River    and  with  the
Fort  Collins  No.   2  Plant    discharging  to  the  river.     This
alternative  maintains  DO   levels  of  the  stream  at  a  high  level
but  fails  to  keep  NH3  concentrations  below  I.5  mg/I.     The
in-stream  ammonia  concentration  is  above  1.5  mg/I  from
Fort  Collins  No.   2   (RM  39.8)   to  river  mile   33.4.     The  peak
NH3   concentration  is   i.76  mg/1.     The  Kodak  discharge   (RM   22.1)
causes  the  NH3  level  to  exceed  the  standard  by  less  than
0.1  mg/i.

Figure   5.4.5-D     shows  the  in-stream  concentration  of  ammonia
and  dissolved  oxygen  resulting  from  tertiary  treatment
level  discharges  by  all  wastewater  treatment  plants, except
the  Boxelder  Sanitation  District   (RM  38.4)   which  utilizes
secondary  treatment, and  with  15  cfs  flow  augmentation.

:I:e:::::v::  1iEemg::e!:gri;a:::::::: BIs::I:fi?fut35:4 )
effluent  would  cause  the  NH3  level  in  the  stream  to  reach
2.6  mg/i  and  remain  above   i.5  mg/I   for  about  5  miles.     The
State  water  quality  standard  of  5.0  mg/i  DO  would  not  be
violated.
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The  f low  augmentation  alternatives  presented  above  include
the  Fort  Collins  No.   2  Plant  discharging  to  the  Poudre.
Two  additional  augmentation  alternatives  were  developed
assuming  the  Fort  Collins  No.   2  Plant  was  not  discharging
to  the  river.
The  initial  analysis  without  Fort  Collins  No.   2  discharging
to  the  river  assumes  the  following  treatment  levels:

PLANT

Fort  Collins  No.   I
Boxelder  S.D.
Windsor
Kodak

TREATMENT   LEVEL

Tertiary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary

and  15  cfs  flow  augmentation.     With  this  configuration,
no  violations  of  the  DO  standard  occur  on  the  Cache  la
Poudre  River.     The  amlnonia  standard  is  violated  below  the
Boxelder  Sanitation  District.     The  armonia  level  reaches
2.i  mg/l,  but  falls  to  i.3  mg/i  only  0.i  miles  downstream.
rmonia  standard  violations  occur  below  the  Windsor  and
Kodak  discharges   for  a  distance  of  4.8  miles,   with  ammonia
levels  reaching  2.2  mg/i  at  the  Windsor  discharge  and
3.i  mg/I  at  the  Kodak  discharge.

A  subsequent  analysis  with  no  discharge  by  the  Fort  Collins
No.   2  Plant  and  15  cfs  flow  augmentation  assumed  tertiary
treatment  at  the  Fort  Collins  No.   I  Plant,  Windsor,   and
Kodak,   and  secondary  treatment  at  Boxelder  Sanitation
District.    No  violations  of  the  dissolved  oxygen  standard
occur.     A  violation  of  the  ammonia  standard  occurs  below
the  Boxelder  Plant,  but  no  violation  occurs  below  Windsor
or  Kodak.

5.4.5.i    Analysis  of  Flow  Augmentation  Alternatives

Flow  augmentation  of  approximately  200  cfs  would  be  required
in  order  to  maintain  State  water  quality  standards  for
armonia  with  secondary  treatment  by  dischargers  to  the
Poudre,   including  Fort  Collins  No.   2  Plant.     Augmentation
with  15  cfs  and  95  cfs  and  secondary  treatment  levels
result  in  extended  violations  of  the  ammonia  standard.
Augmentation  with  200  cfs  for  a  period  of  three  months. to
avoid  tertiary  treatment  level  requirements  would  require
approximately  36,000  acre-feet  of  water.     Purchase  o.f  that
amount  of  water  at  the  current  price  of  Sl,300/acre-foot
would  require  an  initial  investment  of  $46,800,000.
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Augmentation,at  low  levels  of  15  cfs  would  enable  dischargers
on  the  Poudre  to  provide  tertiary  rather  than  advanced
waste  treatment  for  year  2000  flows.     In  addition,   flow
augmentation  will  be  required  if  the  existing  fishery  in
the  Poudre  is  to  be  upgraded  to  a  sport  fishery;   the  Cache
la  Poudre  River  currently  will  not  support  a  wide  variety
of  aquatic  life   (Morrison  1978) .     This  results  from  the
extreme  variations  in  hydrologic  conditions  and  limited
habitat  rather  than  existing  water  quality  conditions.
Attainment  of  water  quality  standards  without  modif ication
of  hydrologic  conditions  and  stream  habitat  will  not
improve  the  quality  of  aquatic  life  on  the  Poudre.
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5.5         BIG   THOMPSON   RIVER

5.5.1  Existing  and  Projected  Discharges

Table   5.5.i-A  shows  the  point  of  discharge  of  major
municipal  and  industrial  point  sources  on  the  Big  Thompson
River.     Existing  flow  rates  and  flow  rates  based  on  the
208  Recommended  Plan  for  year  2000   are  also  shown  on
that  table.     Industrial  dischargers  are  assumed  to  maintain
the .same  discharge  rates  throughout  the  planning  period.

TABLE      5.5. i-A        EXISTING   AND   PROJECTED   DISCHARGES
TO   THE   BIG   THOMPSON   RIVER

Discharger River  Mile
Existing  Flow

(mgd) 208   Land  Use

Estes   Park   S.D.  (a)

Upper  Thompson
S.D.     (a)

Colorado  Divisioh
of  Wildlife  North
Fork

Loveland  No.   I

Loveland  Packing

I,oveland  No.   2

Great  Western
Loveland   (winter
discharge  only)

Johnson's  Corner

Milliken

58.4

56.8

42.0

26.7

25.i

24.2

0.5

1.0

3.0

Closed

0.06

4.2

0.7

1.3

(a)     Changes  with  seasonal  and  tourist  load.
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5.5.2         H drologic  Conditions

Hydrology  of  the  Big  Thompson  River  is  displayed  in
Table   3.2.2-A   (Chapter  3).     In  the  lower  reaches  of  the
river,  it  is  dryed  up  at  the  following  points:

Location
Loveland  and  Greeley  Canal
Hillsborough  Ditch
Big  Thompson  and  South  Platte

Ditch

River  Mile

The  Hillsborough  Ditch  is   2.3  miles  below  the  Loveland  No.   2
plant  discharge,   and  immediately  above  the  Great  Western
plant  discharge.     The  Great  Western  Plant  discharges  only
during  the  October  -  February  sugar  beet  campaign.

5.5.3      Allocation  of  Existin Wasteloads

The  existing  wastewater  discharges  do  not  violate  the
i.5  mg/i  State  ammonia  standards  until  the  Loveland
Wastewater  Treatment  Plant  discharge   (RM  24.2)   causes
the  ammonia  concentration  in  the  river  to  increase  to
7.i  mg/i   (Figure   5.5.3-A).     At  river  mile   21.9,   diversion
by  the  Hillsborough  Ditch  and  return  f low  to  the  river
reduces  the  ammonia  concentration  to  0.2  mg/i.

A  violation  of  the  dissolved  oxygen  standard   (5.0  mg/l)
occurs  continuously  from  the  Loveland  No.   2  plant  discharge
(RM  24.2)   to  the  confluence  of  the  Big  Thompson  River  and
Little  Thompson  River   (RM   8.0)      immediately  above  the
Milliken  waste  discharge.     This  violation  results  from
benthic  demand  found  to  exist  in  the  river  at  the  time
the  recalibration  sampling  was  conducted  in  August     1976.
The  cause  of  the  benthic  demand  could  not  be  isolated,
but  could  have  resulted  from  benthic  deposits  left  by
the  Big  Thompson  flood  of  July   31,1976,   or  from  previous
waste  discharges  occuring  over  the  years.     The  sampling
program  indicated  that  the  DO  violation  occuring  in  this
reach  does  not  result  from  the  Loveland  No.   2  plant  discharge.
Secondary  ef f luent  from  Milliken  does  not  cause  stream
standard  violations.

Only  the  Loveland  Wastewater  Treatment  Plant   (RM  24.2)
needs  to  be  upgraded  to  maintain  the  Big  Thompson  River
within  the  State  standards-  for  ammonia   (NH3)   at  existing
discharges  and  low  flow  conditions.     Effluent  from  the
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The  in-stream  DO  level  is  below  5.0  mg/I  due  to  benthic
conditions.     The  model  indicates  that  due  to  mixing  con-
ditions,   benthic  demand  causes  the  DO  sag  to  remain  below
5.0  mg/i  below  river  mile  20.     This  in-stream  water
quality     is  shown  in  Figure   5.5.3-8.     Discharge  by  Loveland
No.   2   (RM  24.2)   at  tertiary  level  would  not  cause  violation
of  in-stream  ammonia  standards.

During  the  October  to  February  period,   the  Great  Western
plant  at  Loveland  discharges  to  the  Big  Thompson  River
below  the  Hillsborough  ditch,  which  normally  drys  up  the
river.     Stream  flow  immediately  above  the  discharge  point
is  estimated  at  4.i  cfs,  with  the  Great  Western  discharge
being   7.0  mgd   (11.0  cfs) .     Under  existing  operational  con-
ditions,   the  Great  Western  discharge  causes  violations  of
the  ammonia  and  dissolved  oxygen  standards  downstream  of
the  Great  Western  discharge.     Improvement  of  discharge
quality  to  3.0  mg/1  ammonia  results  in  in-stream  ammonia
concentrations  of  2.i  to  2.2  mg/i  for  a  distance  of  approx-
imately  five  miles  downstream  of  the  discharge.     Due  to
lower  stream  temperatures  occuring  in  the  fall   (11.20C,   51°F)
the  allowable  level  of  in-stream  ammonia  is   3.2  mg/i,   assum-
ing  a  pH  of  7.5.     Reduction  of  BOD  levels  to  20  mg/1  results
in  dissolved  oxygen  levels  of  3.5  to  4.5  mg/l  for  a  distance
of  approximately  f ive  miles  downstream.     Comparison  of  con-
ditions  with  and  without  the  Great  Western  discharge  in-
dicates  that  initial  mixing  causes  the  low  value  of  3.5  mg/i.
Downstream  values  are  lowered  from  1.0   to  0.4  mg/1  as  a
result  of  the  discharge.

Reducing  the  BOD  in  the  ef f luent  to  10  mg/i  has  little
impact  on  dissolved  oxygen  values  in  the  five  mile  reach
below  the  plant,   due  to  the  "benthic  demand"  factor  identi-
fied  in  this  reach  of  the  Big  Thompson.

Table  5.5.3-A  shows  the  present  effluent  quality  required
by  dischargers  on  the  Big  Thompson  River.     This  allocation
procedure  indicates  that  Loveland  Plant  No.   2  and  Great
Western  would  have  to  upgrade  treatment  levels  to  meet
the  ammonia  standard.
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TABLE      5. 5. 3-A         ALLOWABLE   WASTELOADS   FROM   MUNICIPAL
DISCHARGES   NEEDED   TO   MEET   IN-STREAM
STANDARDS   -   BIG   THOMPSON   RIVER

EFFLUENT   QUALITY
Dischargers                                  BOD   (mg/i)      NH3    (mg/i     DO   (mg/I)

Estes   park   s.D.                            30.0    (a)            15.0    (a)            2.0

Upper   Thompson   s.D.                  30.0    (a)            15.0    (a)            2.0

Loveland  No.    2                              20.0                         3.0                      3.0

Great  western-Loveland       20. 0                      3.0                    2. 0

Milliken                                              30.0    (a)            15.0    (a)            2.0

(a)   Present  level  of  treatment  meets  or  exceeds  this  quality.

5.5.4        208   Recommended  Land  Use   Projection

A  number  of  water  quality  violations  are  associated  when
secondary  treatment  is  employed.     The  Loveland  No.   2
Wastewater  Treatment  Plant   (RM  24.2)   causes  the  in-stream
ammonia  level  to  reach   8.7  mg/1  and  remain  above     6.0  mg/i
for  five  miles  until  the  f low  is  diverted  by  the  Hillsborough
ditch;   the  DO  level  falls  to  4.7  mg/i.       At  the  point  of
discharge,   due  to  the  benthic  demand,   DO  levels  remain  below
5.0  mg/i  to  the  Hillsborough  ditch   (RM  21.9) .     There  would
be  no  stream  standard  violations  caused  by  the  Milliken
Wastewater  Treatment  Plant   (RM  8.0)

Figure  5.5.4-A  illustrates  the  in-stream  water  quality  when
the  Loveland  No.   2  Wastewater  Treatment  Plant   (RM  24.2)
discharges  tertiary  treated  wastes  in  the  year  2000.     This
treatment  level  causes  an  instantaneous  increase  of  ammonia

::n:. :tin:£:  ::%:::::gN:?V2n;::n¥:Sts±::o:+:dm8£;g::3  treat-
decreases  to  4.7  mg/1  following  the  Loveland  discharge  and
remains  below  5.0  mg/i  to  the  Hillsborough  ditch  due  to
benthic  demand.     At  river  mile  20.0  the  oxygen  again  sags
below  5.0  mg/i  due  to  the  benthic  demand  factor.
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A  draft  201  Facilities  Plan  for  the  Estes  Park  Sanitation
District  recommends  closure  of  that  treatment  plant  prior
to  the  year  2000  and  the  Upper  Thompson  Sanitation  District
accept  their  wastewater  flows.     Such  a  combined  discharge
would  not  cause  in-stream  water  quality  to  be  degraded
below  the  standards   for  DO  or  NH3.

5.5.5     Flow Augmentation  Alternatives  for  the Big  Thompson

During  low  flow  summer  conditions,   Loveland  Plant  No.   2
would  be  required  to  provide  advanced  treatment  to  meet
existing  water  quality  standards  in  the  year  2000.    Various
levels  of  flow  augementation  were  analyzed  to  determine  if
augementation  is  an  alternative  to  providing  advanced  treat-
ment.     Augementation  with  15  cfs  and  secondary  treatment  at
Loveland  resulted  in  violation  of  the  ammonia  standard  at
the  point  of  discharge   (4.8  mg/i)   and  for  several  miles
downstream.     Tertiary  treatment  would  be  required  to  meet
the  ammonia  standard  with  15  cfs  of  augmented  flow.     This
is  also  true  of  the  Great  Western  discharge,  even  if  aug-
mentation  water  could  be  provided  during  the  winter  period.
With  loo  cfs  of  augmented  flow,   a  minor  violation
(i.7  mg/i)   would  occur  at  the  Iioveland  No.   2  Plant  at
secondary  treatment  levels,   and  the  ammonia  level  below
the  Great  Western  Plant  would  reach  2.3  mg/1.
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5. 6     LITTLE   THounsoN   RlvER

The  Pioneer  I  Water  Quality  Model  was  recalibrat'ed  for  the
Little  Thompson  River.

5.6.1    Existin and  Pro ected  Dischar

Table  5.6.llists  the  municipal  and  industrial'point
source  dischargers  in  the  Little  Thompson  River  with
their  existing  flow  and  future  discharges.    Under
current  permit  conditions,   the  Great  Western,  Johnstown
plant  discharges    only  non-contact  cooling  water  to
the  I.ittle  Thompson  River,   and  no  chemicals  may  be  added
to  the  cooling  water.

5.6.2     Hydrologic  Conditions

Unlike  the  Cache  la  Poudre  and  Big  Thompson  Rivers  the
Li.ttle  Thompson  River  is  not  dried  up  during  low  flow
conditions.     Generally,   the  flow  is  greater  than  10  cfs
throughout  the  length  of  the  river.    Flows  are  less  than
10   cfs   from  river  mile  34.0   to  mile  24.9,   and  from
river  mile  23.4  to  20.9.     These  areas  of  low  flow  do  not
affect  the  wasteload  allocations  on  this  river.

5.6.3     Results  of  Wasteload  Allocation  Process

Ef fluent  from  municipal  and  industrial  dischargers  does
not  presently  cause  a  violation  of  the  allowable  in-stream
water  quality  standards  during  low  flow  conditions.     Future
discharges  will  not  cause  in-stream  water  quality  viola-
tions.     For  the  year  2000  projection,   lowest  DO  levels
will  not  be  below  6.0  mg/i  and  the  Johnstown  municipal
discharge  will  cause  the  ammonia  level  to  reach  i.i  mg/i,
0.4  mg/i  below  the  State  standard.

5.7      ST.    VRAIN   CREEK

Elements  of  the  model  associated  with  the  St.  Vrain  Creek
were  not  recalibrated  as  part  of  the  208  program.     However,
coefficients  were  altered  to  more  accurately  reflect  the  nature
of  the  St.  Vrain  Creek  based  on  recalibration  efforts  on
other  streams.

5.7.i    Existing  and  Pro ected  Discharges

Only  the  Tri-Area  Sanitation  District  presently  discharges
into  the  St.  Vrain  Creek  at  river  mile  11.6  in  the  Larimer-
Weld  Region.     Lyons  and  I-ongmont  from  Boulder  County  discharge
into  the  St.  Vrain  before  it  enters  Weld  County.     Tri-Area
Sanitation  District  effluent  enters  the  St.  Vrain  Creek  at
river  mile  11.6  after  traveling  three  mile;  in  an  irrigation
ditch.     The  existing  flow  is  0.31  mgd,   and  the  projected  flow
for  the  year  2000   is   0.94  mgd.
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5.7.2     Hydrologic  Conditions

Low  flow  conditions  on  the  St.   Vrain  do  not  impose  zero
flow  conditions  in  Weld  County.     Flow  is  above  30  cfs   in
all  areas  within  the  region.

5.7.3     Results  of  Wasteload  Allocation  Process

The  Longmont  Wastewater  Treatment  Plant  contributes  heavily
to  the  low  flow  in  the  St.  Vrain  Creek  at  the  Boulder-
Weld  County  line.     This  large  contribution  by  the  Boul.der
County  discharger  causes  ammonia  concentrations  to  exceed  the
I.5  mg/1  limit  established  by  the  Colorado  Department  of
Health  for  some  distance  downstream.     The  water  quality  impacts
of  the  Tri-Area  Plant  are  negligible  due  to  high  in-stream
flow  rates  and  small  discharges  by  the  plant.     Contributions
by  the  Tri-Area  Sanitation  District  do  not  cause  continued
water  quality  violations  presently  or  in  the  future.

5.8      COAI.   CREEK

Coal  Creek  is  tributary  to  Boulder  Creek,  which  subsequently
flows  into  the  St.  Vrain.

5.8.1    Existing  and  Projected  Discharges

The  only  discharger  on  Coal  Creek  within  the  Larimer-Weld
Region  is  the  Erie  Water  and  Sanitation  District  plant
at  river  mile  2.5.     Existing  flow  is  0.13  mgd, and  the  pro-
jected  flow  is  0.18  mgd.     Boulder  County  dischargers
to  Coal  Creek  up-stream  of  Erie  include  Lafayette  and
Louisville.

5.8.2    Eydrologic  Conditions

A  hydrologic  analysis  of  Coal  Creek  was  not  developed  as
part  of  the  208  program.     A  recent  201  Facility  Plan  for
Erie  Water  and  Sanitation  District  states  that  near  zero
f low  conditions  occur  intermittently  during  the  summer  at
and  below  the  point  of  discharge  on  Coal  Creek.

5.8.3     Results  of  Wasteload  Allocation  Process

Based  on  previous  calibrations  of  the  Pioneer  I  model,
dissolved  oxygen  and  ammonia  standards  are  violated  by  up-
stream  discharges,   and  these  violations  continue  into  Weld
County.      Under  these  conditions  the  Erie  Water  and  Sani-
tation  District  would  be  required  to  provide  advanced  waste
treatment  to  meet  existing  water  quality  standards.    The
Erie  discharge  has  little  impact  compared  to  other  sources.
For  this  reason  and  due  to  lack  of  adequate  site-specif ic
information,   it  is  recommended  that  the  Erie  Water  and
Sanitation  District  be  required  to  provide  secondary
treatment.
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5.9      SOUTH   PLATTE   RIVER

The  South  Platte  River  portion  of  the  model  was  not
recalibrated  as  part  of  the  208  program.     Coefficients  were
altered  to  reflect  knowledge  of  regional  conditions  based
on  other  recalibration  efforts.

5.9.1    Existing  and  Future  Dischar

Table  5.9.i-A  shows  existing  and  future  discharges  to  the
South  Platte  River.

5.9.2    Results  of  Wasteload  Allocation  Process

5.9.2.1    Existing  Conditions

Water  of  the  South  Platte  River  enters  Weld  County  with
ammonia  concentrations  of  above  3.2  mg/i  according  to
summer  1976  sampling  data.     The  limited  nature  of  the
sampling  program  did  not  allow  determination  of  the  duration
of  this  violation  or  the  up-stream  source.    When  this
concentration  is  input  into  the  Pioneer  I  Model  as  the
concentration  of  ammonia  entering  Weld  County   (river  mile
295.3) ,   it  is  not  until  river  mile  284.i  at  the  entrance  of
Platte  Valley  Supply  Canal  that
1.5  mg/l.     Present  discharges  byNE3i±:X:::r:=eL::::¥e ,  and
Evans  fail  to  cause  further  in-stream  violations  of  NH
or  DO  with  secondary  treatment.

When  the  dissolved  oxygen  concentration  of  the  South  Platte
River  is  above  6.0  mg/1  when  the  river  enters  Weld
County,   no  violations  of  DO  occur.     Existing  dischargers  on
the  South  Platte  River  in  Weld  County  do  not  need  to  upgrade
present  treatment  levels  to  meet  State  water  quality  criteria
with  present  discharge  volumes,  providing  waters  entering  the
County  are  already  within  the  limits  established  by  the  Colorado
Department  of  Health.

5.9.2.2     Future  Alternatives

None  of  the  three  alternative  land  use  projects  cause
violations  of  in-stream water  quality  standards  providing
South  Platte  River  water  quality  is  within  the  limits  estab-
lished  by  the  State  of  Colorado  when  the  river  enters  Weld
County.

5.9.2.3     Greeley  Delta

By  the  year  2000,  Greeley  is  expected  to  have  installed  a
second  treatment  facility  that  discharges  11.5  million  gallons
per  day   (17.8  cfs)   into  the  South  Platte  River.     Wasteload
allocations  on  the  South  Platte  River  indicate  that  secondary
treatment  will  not  allow  attainment  of  water  quality  standards.
Discharge   of   a   30   mg/i  BOD  and   15  mg/i   ammonia   (RM  248.2)   will
cause  the  in-stream  ammonia  level  to  reach  11.6  mg/l  and
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remain  above  i.5  mg/i  until  river  mile  230.8  where  return
flows  provide  acceptable  water.     The  DO  standard  is  also
exceeded  until  the  confluence  with  the  Cache  la  Poudre
River  at  mile  247.7  provides  sufficient  oxygen  to  raise  the
in-stream  DO  above  5.0  mg/i.

Upgrading  of  Greeley  Delta  Plant   (RM  248.2)   to  tertiary
treatment  continues  to  cause  violations  of  the  ammonia
and  dissolved  oxygen  standards  until  Cache  la  Poudre
River  water  dilutes  these  wastes  one-half  mile  below  the

#:n:h:fD8±:::::::fat::: I:3 4::n::7:r:::°=h:Soi;:h::£L '
mile  stretch  of  the  river.
5.9.3     Surmary

Table  5.9.3-A  summarizes  the  South  Platte  wasteload  alloca-
tions.     The  Greeley  Delta  Wastewater  Treatment  Plant  will
be  required  to  provide  advanced  waste  treatment  to  avoid
violation  of  the  ammonia  standard.

TABLE   5.9.3-A.      WASTELOAD   ALLOCATIONS   FOR   SOUTH   PLATTE   RIVER

uent  Concentr
Discharger                                                BOD                      DO                  NH3

Fort  Lupton

Public  Service
Fort  St.  Vrain

Hill-n-Park

Lasalle

Evans

Greeley  Delta

(1)

30

10

30

30

30

10

(i) Existing  permit  conditions.
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APPENDIX   8

TECHNICAL   DATA   0N   MUNICIPAL   AND

INDUSTRIAL   POINT   SOURCE   DISCHARGERS

This  appendix  presents  data  on  municipal  and  industrial
dischargers  originally  presented  in  the  208  Water  Q.uality
Management  Plan,   Interim  Report  No.   6,   entitled,   "Municipal
and  Industrial  Point  Source  Analysis,  Wastewater  Treatment
Operation,   and  Maintenance  Requirements, "  by  Toups
Corporation,   April  1977.
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TABI.E    a-4

HISTORICAL   DATA   -   EFFLUENT   WASTEWATER

AGENCY
BODS

(mg/i)
(a)

SS                  FECAL   COI.IFORMS
(mg/i)             (MPN/100   ml)

(a)

NH3
(mg/i )

Ault   S.D.*
Berthoud
Del  Camino   (I-25)
EatQn
Erie   W.    &   S.D.*

Fort  Lupton*
Hill   &   Park   S.D.*
Hudson   S.D.*

Johnson' s  Corner*
Johnstown*
Keenesburg  S.D.*

Lasalle*
Mead   S.D.*

Milliken  S.D.
pierce*
Platteville*
Texaco   (I-25)
Tri-Area  S.D.*
Weld  Central

High  School
Wellington*
Estes  Park  S.I).

3762

210

1931

1118

83                  105

4269

3176

3162

4694

3450

3558

2143

47                  130

2766

2844

3562

loo                180

4070

48,000

12

150

4.6

0.8

2,800                     12

>20,000                     18

19,900

9,600

4'900

800

i,000

6 ' 000

150

1'830

1'400

270

<100

20'000

4'500

300

(a)      NPDES   limitations:      BODS   =   30   mg/i;
SS  =   30   mg/I.

*       Future  NPDES  limitations  may  be  modif led  to  reflect
Best  Waste  Stabilization  Pond  Technology   (BWSPT) .
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